Cover image:
The background shows the 3-dimensional particle positions of a plasma crystal observed under gravity
conditions.
The inlay is divided in 3 sections, representing the different groups of CIPS:
1. The figure visualizes for each pixel of a noisy binary speckle image obtained from a test
surface the probability to be zero. The probability map has been computed with Bayesian
Neural Networks using hyperplane priors. Subsequently this probability map is used to extract
information about surface changes (eg. erosion).
2. The image shows a dynamic force-field simulation of the manipulation of Buckminsterfullerenmolecules, which are imbedded in a template grid of trimesinacid molecules. The bucky-balls
are moved with a Carbon nano-tube.
3. Spin up of global zone flows in a Tokamak turbulence computation. The torus cut shows the
turbulent temperature fluctuations, which are just about to be sheared by the poloidal zone
flow velocity.
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activities, which we summarise in some detail,
because of their unquestioned importance.

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Boundary conditions

1. Introduction

The situation of MPG in 2002/3 was not good.
Due to budget cuts some 20 departments had to
be closed down. Starting a new Institute under
those circumstances was not easy.
MPE and IPP strongly supported the
Fachbeirat's recommendation to institutionalise
CIPS as an independent Max-Planck Institute.
MPE pledged support at the current level of
Prof. Morfill's resources until 2010 as "start-up
funds". After 2010 MPE plans to become a
"pure" astronomy/astrophysics institute – further
support from MPE will then not be possible any
more.
IPP pledged to provide laboratory and office
space on the Garching campus for this new
Institute. IPP decided not to contribute
manpower or financial resources. Consequently,
the current IPP resources dedicated to CIPS will
be re-integrated in January 2005, when CIPS
ceases to exist.

In our previous report (2000/2001) we described
the role and purpose of the "Centre for
Interdisciplinary Plasma Science" CIPS, the
hoped-for synergies in the cooperation between
IPP and MPE, the possibility to focus energy
and manpower on new aspects of plasma
science,
fostering
in
particular
the
interdisciplinary research with fields such as
colloid physics, condensed matter physics,
kinetic physics, plasma technology, medicine
etc. We described the three research topics that
form the backbone of CIPS:
•
•
•

Theoretical Plasma Science
Experimental Plasma Science
Analysis Techniques and Applications

We described the new laboratories that were in
the process of being built, the complementary
space laboratory programme, the cooperations,
outreach and science output of the first two
years.

The proposed CIPS successor
institute

We will not repeat this here, since this
introduction to CIPS is well-known and can be
found in our Fachbeirat-Report 2000/2001.
Instead, we will use this Executive Summary to
describe the changes and developments since
the last Fachbeirat-meeting in 2002.

Subject to these "boundary conditions" a plan
was developed to start CIPS as an independent
institute in 2005 with the minimum of financial
resources. The plan was to begin as a "virtual
institute", accepting the start-up offers from
MPE and IPP, using the workshops of the two
institutes and their administration to save cost.
After some years the "virtual institute" would
then develop into a "real" institute. Also, the
science was "descoped". The plan was to start
with two departments – "experimental complex
plasmas", and "kinetic theory" – with the latter
also including nonlinear dynamics, simulations
and data analysis. Later, so the plan, a third
department should be added (e.g. low
temperature plasma science). This proposal was
presented to the President.

2. Institutionalisation of CIPS
At the end of 2004, CIPS will officially come to
an end, as envisaged by the special Max-Planck
research programme under which it was funded.
Obviously, the aim of this MPG programme is to
create new and innovative science. Equally
obvious should be the answer to the question:
What happens if such a programme is
successful? The simple answer is that the
research should be continued – the not so
simple answer is how this should be done. The
level of success is evaluated by the independent
Fachbeirat, who reports to the President of the
Max-Planck Society.

The formal procedures
At the request of the President, the "standard
MPG-procedure" for institutionalisation was
started:

In 2002 the Fachbeirat concluded that CIPS had
become very successful and recommended "that
steps are taken to initiate the process within
MPG that can lead to the transformation of CIPS
into a separate institute". This recommendation
precipitated a whole range of reactions and

•
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Presentation of the research portfolio for
pre-screening
to
the
"Perspektivenkommission"
of
the
CPT-Sektion

•

•

•

(2/11/2002). Recommendation to take this
on to the Sektion.
Presentation to the Sektion (4/6/2003).
Unanimous recommendation to prepare a
proposal for institutionalisation and proceed
with the usual evaluation process. Election
of an "Expert Commission".
Presentation of the proposal to the Expert
Commission
(29/8/2003).
Unanimous
recommendation to proceed with the
institutionalisation – but not as an
independent institute, instead as a
department in an existing institute. This
department should receive additional central
funding from MPG.
Discussion of this recommendation in the
next
Sektionssitzung
(16/10/2003).
Institutionalisation, as recommended by the
Expert Commission, was unanimously
approved.

Attempts
to
implement
recommendation

"Research-Group" headed
starting in January 2005.

by

Dr.

Thomas

The current status is, therefore, that subject to
an appropriate recommendation from this
(second) Fachbeirat-Evaluation the issue of
founding a new Max-Planck-Institute as
successor to CIPS is not closed. The situation of
MPG has improved substantially since 2002/3, a
fact that has to be borne in mind, too.

Effects of these events on CIPS
On the positive side are the excellent scientific
evaluations, the sustained exponential growth of
the field of "complex plasmas" (see Fig. I.1), the
many publications in top-class journals and all
the other measurable international successes.
These have ensured a good team spirit in CIPS
in spite of the negative side of things – where
the apparent failure of MPG to acknowledge the
success of CIPS and to appreciate its innovation
potential, and the decision by IPP to not expand
into interdisciplinary plasma science are the
most important.

this

An attempt to merge the CIPS "complex plasma"
activities with the reconstituted Max-PlanckInstitut für Strömungsforschung in Göttingen (for
which some scientific overlap – kinetic theory of
liquids, classical plasma-nano-fluidics – exists)
was not possible. MPG was not willing to commit
the extra funds for an additional department.
IPP also voted not to act as "host" institute for
the new field of "complex plasmas", since this
would diversify the institute away from its
primary research goal of "plasma fusion".
MPE had already decided to become a 'pure'
astronomy/astrophysics institute.
No other attempts were made to "find an
institute" – in particular, since the outcome of the
negotiations with the Max-Planck-Institut für
Strömungsforschung showed that the MPG
administration was not yet willing to commit
resources.

Fig. I.1: The figure shows the publication rate in
complex (dusty) plasmas over the last 15 years.

Interim solution and current status

A significant negative effect has been the slowdown in the growth of joint IPP/MPE projects,
which would have been significantly more if the
scientists had been able to continue a joint
scientific vision.

Meanwhile, time was not standing still. The
concern grew that the whole investment in CIPS
could be wasted, the scientific leadership (as
attested by the Fachbeirat, 2002) would
disappear with the scientists and the huge
innovation potential would just not be taken up
within MPG in spite of all the recommendations.

The most notable joint MPE/IPP projects are:
•
•

At a meeting in January 2004, the President
promised to provide some interim support and
gain time for a solution to the CIPS succession,
by providing some limited resources for a
2

Diamond production in low temperature rf
plasmas
Development of a rf strip electrode for
particle manipulation and dust-free plasma
deposition

•
•

•

Astrophysical data analysis using advanced
Bayesian techniques
Simulation studies of collisionless shocks

•

The strength of these cooperations is
underscored by the fact that MPE and IPP now
hold three joint patents.

•
•

The second negative effect has been the (quite
understandable) decision by some CIPS
scientists to seek opportunities elsewhere, and
the fact that retirements could not be replaced
with fresh personnel due to central cuts in
resources.

•
•
•

Ten established scientists have left CIPS since
2002, including three retirements. Only two
could be replaced with a new person from
outside.

Charge-induced
runaway
coagulation
(gelation), statistical analysis of charges,
Q/m etc.
Diamond growth experiments at higher
temperatures
Generalised theory of ion drag, comparison
with new experiments
Propagation of phonons in plasma crystals,
thermal conductivity measurements
Chemical sputtering of carbon materials by
combined bombardment with ions and
thermal hydrogen atoms
Growth in pulsed plasmas – the role of the
mean energy per particle
Contributions of different species (neutrals,
radicals, ions) to hydrocarbon film growth –
the dominant growth precursors

On the other hand, the growth and
attractiveness of the "interdisciplinary plasma
sciences" does not go unnoticed with the
students and young post-docs. Therefore, we
were able to add six post-docs (three of them
funded from outside sources), six PhD students
(two of which were funded from outside sources)
and many short-term visitors (mostly selffunded). Thus CIPS has continued to be
scientifically alive and vibrant in spite of all the
difficulties associated with the forthcoming
changes.

Theoretical plasma science

3. Research Highlights

•

Some research highlights in the
reporting period (2002-2004) were:

•
•
•
•

Analysis
Techniques
applications

•

present

•

Experimental plasma science

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the physics of collisionless
magnetic reconnection
The structure of collisionless shocks
MHD turbulence – origins and development
Instabilities in collisionless plasmas

Analysis of the melting phase transition
using localised Γ, kΤ, ∆
Phase boundaries with attractive potentials
(shadow effect) and investigation of the
"critical point"
Non-Hamiltonian Physics – kinetic effects in
complex plasmas
Universality concepts in crystal growth and
nucleation
Nanofluidics – first experiments with liquid
complex plasmas
Magnetised complex plasmas – first
experimental results
Two-stream-flows
–
nonlinear
non
equilibrium
coordinate
space
phase
transition, wave excitation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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and

Robust
signal-background
separation
employing mixture modeling
Quantitative analysis of multicomponent
mass spectra with unknown cracking
structure
Development and application of Bayesian
neural networks
Integrated data analysis of heterogeneous
plasma diagnostics
Bayesian experimental design of future
fusion diagnostics
Bayesian nonparametric function estimation
of climate and phenology data time series
Real time tomographic inversion of soft
X-ray measurements on fusion devices
Parameter estimation of the dynamics of
cell migration on different time scales
Segmentation of images using a neural
formulation of scaling indices
Non-Gaussian signatures in the cosmic
microwave background
Quantitative determination of the information
content of images
Dermatoscopic workplace for skin cancer
diagnosis
Detection of carcinogenic lung (micro-)
nodules in high resolution CT images

•
•
•

Laboratory, which merges the two projects IMPF
and ICAPS – with substantial cost savings and
without any science descoping – is now planned
on the ISS for 2009. Thus the research strategy
– to have laboratory experiments on Earth and a
continuous
succession
of
microgravity
laboratories on the ISS – appears to remain
feasible.

AFM-analysis of nano-structures
Early detection of osteoporosis
“In vivo” sterilisation using low temperature
plasmas

4. New laboratory activities
The
low-temperature
(complex)
plasma
laboratories for the investigation of strongly
magnetised systems, paramagnetic complex
plasmas,
thermophoretic
suspension
of
particles, adaptive electrode development and
diamond formation have been continuously
improved and are working satisfactorily.

ESA's new Announcement of Opportunity (AO
2004) has paved the way for new proposals and
ideas. Together with many partner institutes we
have responded to this AO, suggesting five new
projects for international evaluation:
•

Thanks to some special MPG-funding and
industry support, we have been able to initiate
new projects:

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Development of a large area strip-electrode,
which has the capability of manipulating
large (~ 109 particles) plasma crystals, thus
allowing "boundary free" experiments.
Development of "plasma medicine" – using
a rf "plasma torch" to sterilise wounds and
treat bacteriological and fungoid skin
diseases. The plasma torch is cold (just
above room temperature) and a substantial
"in vivo" study will be undertaken to
investigate clinical implementation.
Development of a "stochastic laser
manipulator" to "heat" predetermined
regions of complex plasmas (plasma
crystals) to a given kinetic temperature.
Time-resolved mass spectrometry in pulsed
plasma was started.
Installation of a new inductively-coupled
plasma device dedicated to the study of
particle fluxes. This experiment is equipped
with a new plasma process monitor allowing
to measure mass-resolved neutral and ion
fluxes and ion energy distributions.

•

•

Investigation of the physics at the "critical
point" at the kinetic level using complex
plasmas (liquid state).
Particle beam manipulator for IMPF to
investigate charged particle beam – dust
interactions.
Diamond production in space – a prototype
to investigate long-term particle growth in
the
low
temperature
main
plasma
(theoretically it should be possible to grow
cm-sized pure diamonds this way).
Study of "quantum gases" and "quantum
plasmas" by developing a "Bose-Einstein
condensate (BEC) experiment drawer" for
IMPF. Under microgravity, the condensates
can be trapped much longer, allowing
studies of interacting BEC’s and external
manipulation.
A "GRID Science Net" to link all researchers
with common interests in "space complex
plasmas" (and beyond) providing optimised
communication
and
data
exchange
capabilities. This project is an infrastructure
project of great importance for the wider
scientific community (it complements the
current EU-GRID initiative) and we propose
IMPACT as a pilot project for ESA.

6. Organisation of this report
Future experiments

This report covers the scientific work of the
years 2002 – 2004, but it includes all the
publications from 2000 – 2004.

The German/Russian cooperation in space is
proceeding as planned, although there are some
delays, which are beyond our control (to some
extent precipitated by the space shuttle
uncertainties). PK-3 Plus will now be launched in
2005. PK-4 was cancelled by DLR due to budget
cuts, but it is now planned that ESA and DLR
will finance it jointly – as it is an essential
technology for IMPF. The currently projected
start of PK-4 is 2007. The new cornerstone
project IMPACT (International Microgravity
Plasma, Aerosol and Cosmic particle Twin)
4

within
a
two-dimensional
configuration.
However, these 2D simulations of reconnection
(1) eliminate instabilities along the reconnection
line, (2) do not provide any information whether
reconnection is patchy or remains twodimensional with an extended neutral line, and
(3) do not provide information why reconnection
sets in in the first place, i.e., they have to start
already with a perturbation akin a reconnection
configuration. We have investigated with a
three-dimensional full particle (Particle-in-cell)
code the onset of reconnection in thin current
sheets. It has been found that the lower hybrid
drift waves excited in thin current sheets lead to
quick triggering of reconnection within several
inverse ion gyrofrequencies. In order to
investigate reconnection in the regime of nonHall reconnection in thin current sheets PIC
simulations of pair plasmas have been
performed. These are by their nature fully
relativistic requiring the definition of a fully
relativistic Harris equilibrium and using the
Jüttner equilibrium particle distribution function.
It is found that non-Hall reconnection is possible
in 2D and 3D, proceeds very fast on the electron
time scale, and causes intense particle
acceleration.
The work on plasma instabilities has been
continued mostly in the direction of very low
frequency instabilities of about zero frequency in
the mirror mode range. These calculations have
been linear analytical in nature either for waveparticle interaction or wave-wave interaction.
Emphasis was put on the modification of the
linear growth rates of mirror waves in the
presence of modified ion distributions, finite
electron temperatures, and electron temperature
anisotropies. General dispersion relations have
been derived which include the effects of these
modifications and of plasma gradients. The
inclusion of electron temperatures led to the
discovery of new branches of mirror modes. The
inclusion of wave-wave interaction for kinetic
Alfven waves led to the excitation of electrostatic
convection cells by such waves which might be
applicable to the auroral region and contribute to
the understanding of the appearance of auroral
shear flows in relation to the detection of kinetic
Alfven waves. Finally, in the high frequency
electrostatic range calculations of the evolution
of phase space holes gives some indication of
deformation of these holes in phase space
which should contribute to the excitation of
auroral kilometric radiation. This mechanism
seems very promising and will be investigated in
greater depth in the next months. We have also
continued research the direction of the nonlinear
evolution of the mirror mode, which will be
discussed more deeply in the simulation section,
and of the physics of the generalized-Lorentzian
distribution functions which has been one of the
issues of central interest in view of the

II. Theoretical Plasma
Science
The plasma theory group of the Centre for
Interdisciplinary
Plasma
Science
has
concentrated on the following main activities:
Understanding the physics of collisionless
magnetic reconnection, particle acceleration
during reconnection in relativistic pair plasmas,
the structure of quasi-perpendicular collisionless
shocks, MHD turbulence, and instabilities in
collisionless plasmas.
When some dynamical energy release occurs in
dilute astrophysical plasmas collisionless shocks
arise where the macroscopic flow is regulated by
microscopic dissipation and where part of the
thermal population is accelerated to high
energies. Collisionless shocks are found in the
Corona of the Sun, in the solar wind, in front of
planetary magnetospheres, and in many other
astrophysical settings. The two main questions
in collisionless shock physics are: (1) how is
dissipation achieved in a plasma where twobody Coulomb collisions are unimportant, and
(2) how is a certain part of the thermal plasma
accelerated to high energies. We have actively
investigated these questions over the last
decades by numerical simulations. Most of these
simulations have been performed with hybrid
codes, where the ions are treated as macroparticles and the electrons as a massless fluid.
Naturally, such a code does not describe
physics on the electron scale. However, certain
shock acceleration processes require shock
potential scales of the order of the electron
inertial scale. In order to resolve electron
physics we have therefore performed full particle
simulations of collisionless shocks. While such
simulations have been done in the past by a
number of groups, we have demonstrated that in
many cases use of the physical ion to electron
mass ratio is unavoidable in order to describe
correctly
the
dissipation
processes
in
collisionless shocks. In particular, the modified
two-stream instability has a growth rate which
strongly depends on mass ratio and thus has not
been found before in low ion to electron mass
ratio simulations.
Reconnection is a fundamental process in
astrophysical and laboratory plasmas, whereby
magnetic field energy is converted into plasma
bulk and thermal energy, and large topological
changes occur. In a collisionless plasma
reconnection requires either an anomalous
resistivity, inertia-based processes, or nonzero
off-diagonal terms of the electron pressure
tensor, which all support an electric field along a
neutral line. Numerical simulations have recently
clarified the details of the reconnection process
5

gyration a foot in front of the ramp. At the
upstream edge of the foot these ions are
accumulated in time and are eventually
responsible for reformation, i.e., a new ramp
emerges at the upstream edge of the foot. The
reformation process inseparably related to ion
dynamics. In addition, electron dynamics may
become important in the foot region and can
lead to the excitation of the Buneman instability
with subsequent electron hole formation.
However, most of the past full particle
simulations assume, because of computer
limitations, unrealistically small ion to electron
mass ratios. Using a one-dimensional full
particle code we have investigated the role of
the ion to electron mass ratio in quasiperpendicular shock simulations. At medium
Mach number shocks ( M A ∼ 5 ) and mass

continuous observation of kappa distributions in
collisionless space plasmas.
Turbulence is a nearly omnipresent state of
many astrophysical systems and laboratory
plasmas. Advancing the theory of these flows is
important for a better understanding of as
diverse observations as, e.g., the generation of
large-scale magnetic fields accompanying many
celestial objects by the turbulent dynamo effect,
the dynamics of stellar winds and their
interaction with planetary magnetospheres, the
discrepancy between observed and predicted
life-times of star-forming molecular clouds in the
insterstellar
medium,
and
the
angular
momentum transport within accretion disks
prone to magnetorotational instability. Moreover,
the anomalous particle and energy transport in
magnetically confined plasmas in tokamak and
stellarator experiments for nuclear fusion is
assumed to be caused by small-scale
turbulence. Fundamental numerical studies on
the macroscopic and statistical scaling
properties
of
magnetohydrodynamic
and
magnetoconvective turbulence are carried out to
extend
the
theoretical
framework
of
astrophysical plasma turbulence. Two-fluid
simulations focus on the nonlinear turbulent
interplay of micro-instabilities present in the cool
edge region of fusion plasmas, investigating the
impact of turbulence on the mass and heat
losses.
The turbulence in magnetically confined nuclear
fusion plasmas transcends simple descriptions
by overall scaling laws in the dimensionless
parameters. The reason is its ability to
spontaneously create large structures in the
electromagnetic field or the plasma itself, which
strongly act back on the turbulence, thereby
potentially improving the confinement by orders
of magnitude. The explorations in this area
target the principles for the creation of such
structures and their interaction with the
background turbulence. A comprehensive
understanding of these global structures would
lead to more trustworthy predictions of future
machine performance and could lead to
schemes to more directly access the favorable
confinement regimes. Apart from nuclear fusion,
analogous interactions between microscopic and
macroscopic scales generally occur in quasi-two
dimensional turbulence systems, e.g., between
the convective turbulence and the zonal bands
in the atmosphere of gas planets.

ratios below about 100 the Buneman instability
arises, resulting in a wave electric field with a
component parallel to the shock normal and to
electron holes in the electron normal velocity
component. Reformation is due to ion
accumulation in the foot. When increasing the
mass ratio to several hundred the Buneman
instability disappears, since it is Landau-damped
due to the larger thermal velocity of the
electrons. Increasing the ion to electron mass
ratio to the physical value results in the
Modified-Two-Stream instability (MTS) in the
foot: because of the presence of the reflected
ions the total bulk velocity of the ions in the foot
decreases. The electron bulk velocity has then
also to decrease when requiring zero current in
the shock normal direction. As a result a finite
difference of the bulk velocity between the

Fig. II.1: From top to bottom: magnetic field, electric
field component in the shock normal direction, νex
phase space distribution of electrons, and νix phase
space distribution of ions in the foot region (within 50
electron inertial lengths upstream of the ramp) of a
quasi-perpendicular collisionless shock.

1. Collisionless Shocks
Reformation of quasi-perpendicular shocks has
been extensively investigated by full particle
(Particle-in-cell) simulations in the past. In high
Mach number shocks part of the incoming ions
are reflected at the ramp and form during their
6

not
provide
any
information
whether
reconnection is patchy or remains twodimensional with an extended neutral line, and
(3) do not provide information why reconnection
sets in in the first place, i.e., they have to start
already with a perturbation akin a reconnection
configuration. We have investigated with a
three-dimensional full particle (Particle-in-cell)
code the onset of reconnection in thin current
sheets. Instead imposing reconnection ab initio,
reconnection is allowed to develop out of the
numerical noise. In the case of exactly
antiparallel magnetic fields the lower hybrid drift
instability is excited at the boundaries of the
current sheet in the region of steepest pressure
gradients. The electric field of the lower hybrid
waves accelerates the electrons in the current
sheet center in the current direction. Fig. II.3 is a
color-coded representation of the electron
density and the electric field in a plane
perpendicular to the antiparallel magnetic field
configuration, i.e., a plane containing the current
direction and the direction normal to the current
sheet. Fig. II.3 shows the excitation of the lower

electrons and the incoming as well as between
the reflected ions arises. This velocity difference
leads to the MTS instability. Since the growth
rate of this instability depends strongly on the
mass ratio, it has not been seen in the low mass
ratio simulations.
Fig. II.1 shows from top to bottom the main
magnetic field component, the electric field
component in the shock normal direction x , the
νez phase space distribution of the incoming
electrons, and the νix phase space distribution
of the incoming and reflected ions in the foot
region. The scale is in units of the electron
inertial lengths. One can clearly see electron
acceleration parallel to the main magnetic field
and the instability of the incoming ions. At a later
state the MTS instability grows nonlinearly and
phase mixing between incoming and reflected

Fig. II.2: Ion νix-x phase space plots at two different
times during a reformation cycle of a quasiperpendicular collisionless shock. The solid lines
denote the magnetic field profile.
ions results in a hot ion distribution in the foot.
Fig. II.2 shows snapshots of the ion νix phase
space distribution at two different times with the
magnetic field profile superposed. It can be seen
how the phase mixing and heating eventually
leads to a newly emerging ramp at the upstream
edge of the former foot. Thus, realistic mass
ratio simulations confirm the process of shock
reformation of almost perpendicular shocks;
however, the physical mechanism is totally
different from the one envisaged before. This
clearly demonstrates the necessity of using the
physical ion to electron mass ratio in
collisionless shock simulations.

Fig. II.3: Color-coded representation of electron
density (left) and of electric field component in the
current direction z (at three different times in the
plane perpendicular to the antiparallel magnetic
field (plane containing the current). Time is in units
of the inverse ion gyrofrequency.

2. Reconnection

hybrid drift waves at three different times. The
acceleration of the electrons in the current sheet
center results in an increase of the electrical
current density by a factor of about 3. Due to the
current sheet collapse quick reconnection is
triggered. Initially reconnection has a patchy
appearance in the current plane. Fig. II.4 shows

Numerical simulations have recently clarified the
details of the reconnection process within a twodimensional configuration. However, these 2D
simulations of reconnection (1) eliminate
instabilities along the reconnection line, (2) do
7

considerably delayed, but after reconnection
sets in the reconnection rate is the same as in
the exactly antiparallel case. This indicates that
so-called component merging may be delayed
with respect to antiparallel merging.

3. Reconnection and
Acceleration in Pair Plasmas
Reconnection in collisionless electron-proton
plasmas unavoidably develops Hall currents and
is thus subject to Hall modulation of
reconnection.
In
order
to
investigate
reconnection clean of Hall effects PIC
simulations of pair plasmas have been
performed in two and three dimensions (see Fig.
II.5). This requires a fully relativistic treatment.
Very thin current relativistic Harris current sheets
have been taken as initial condition with
thickness comparable to the inertial length scale.
Under such conditions reconnection develops
very fast with the current sheet containing
several X-points similar to tearing instability.
This demonstrates that in thin current sheets
reconnection evolves very fast in absence of
Hall currents and is driven solely by electron
dynamics. In the X-point geometry the latter
induces deviations of the electron pressure from
diagonality which implies electron viscosities.
Larger X-point show a stronger dynamics and in
the course of the evolution of the current sheet
interact with smaller X-points and merge. The

Fig. II.4: Color-coded representation of the
magnetic field component normal to the current
sheet in the centre of the current sheet at four
different times. Blue represents a negative
magnetic field component, red a positive
magnetic field component. A neutral line
separates red from blue areas.
how the reconnection patches merge and a
single X line results within a few inverse ion
gyrofrequencies.
When imposing a guide field of the same order
as the antiparallel field in the current direction
(sheared field configuration) the onset is

Fig. II.5: PIC simulation of relativistic pair reconnection in a thin current sheet in three dimensions. The
top left shows the evolution of several X point reconnection regions. Below the electric field near the
dominant X point is shown in the centre of the current sheet and above the centre indicating the three
dimensional structure of the field and the development of electric field ripples. On the right the evolution
of the particle distribution integrated over the full box is shown. The initial relativistic BoltzmannJuettner distribution function readily evolves into a power law distribution.
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most interesting effects are observed in threedimensional reconnection. The reconnection
electric field in the direction of current flow
breaks off into three-dimensional structures
indicating that the neutral line has finite
extension and that the magnetic field in
reconnection is truly three-dimensional. The
electric field is essentially the electric induction
field related to the annihilation and topological
reorganization of the magnetic field. In addition
the electrostatic wave modes related to density
fluctuations evolve at the boundaries of the
current sheet and may contribute to anomalous
resistivity effects. Pronounced acceleration of
particles has been found. The particles are
accelerated along the finite X-line by the
induction electric field but are turned around by
the magnetic field near the X point and escape
along the magnetic field. Particles can be
accelerated by collisions with successive Xpoints reaching very high energies when
escaping along the field from the current sheet.
The resulting particle distribution is power law.
During acceleration such a distribution emits
intense synchrotron radiation. This has been
calculated using radiation theory. Since
synchrotron absorption can be shown to be
negligible even on much larger scales, such
calculations have been used to model
synchrotron emission from intense astrophysical
sources
near
AGNs
yielding
excellent
agreement with observation. On larger spatial
scales the power law distributions will generate
bremsstrahlung and can thus explain the X ray
emissivity from such sources as well.

the electrons have zero temperature. Under
certain conditions they can have larger growth
rate than the ordinary ion-mirror mode. Since the
maximum growth rate of all mirror modes is
attained at short wavelengths comparable to the
ion gyroradius, inclusion of finite gyroradius
effects was necessary. Finite ion gyroradii
increase the threshold for the mirror instability
while maximum growth remains at wavelengths
comparable to the ion gyroradius. One therefore
expects to find mirror modes of transverse
wavelength comparable to ion gyroradii which is
in gross agreement with observation. However,
mirror modes are never observed in their linear
states. Investigation of the final nonlinear state
of the mirror mode has been done by numerical
(PIC) simulation and analytically. Simulations
under conditions when the mirror instability
should set on showed that mirror modes readily

Fig. II.6: The final state of the 3D simulation of
mirror modes in an electron-proton plasma under
conditions when the mirror instability is unstable.
Long magnetic field depleted mirror tubes (dark)
evolve which are separated by magnetic walls
(bright).

4. Magnetic Mirror Modes

evolve nonlinearly forming a macroscopic quasicrystalline network of magnetic field depressions
wih parallel wavelengths longer than the
simulation box. These structures are about
regularly arranged in the simulation box, are of
hexagonal nearly circular geometry and about
one ion gyroradius in diameter. They are
separated by magnetic walls. The magnetic field
depression inside the magnetically depressed
tubes is compensated by plasma pressure
enhancements essentially due to an increase in
plasma density. However, the depression itself
is caused by diamagnetic electron currents of
cold electrons flowing along the boundaries of
the tubes. Analytical investigation shows that the
final state is a state of marginal stability with the
parallel wavelength growing beyond limits
thereby confirming the simulations. The marginal
stability threshold is understood as a condition
for phase transition from homogeneous to
structured plasma containing mirror tubes
separated by magnetic walls. Attempts of
applying Ginzburg-Landau theory to this
transition encounter severe difficulty, as the free

Research on magnetic mirror modes has been
continued in the direction of numerical
simulation of the mirror instability using a PIC
particle code and in the direction of the
analytical investigation of the evolution of the
mirror instability (see Fig. II.6). The physical
mechanism of evolution of the mirror mode in an
homogeneous anisotropic plasma is based on
the assumption that an infinitesimal localized
fluctuation in the magnetic pressure causes
trapping of the zero parallel/large perpendicular
velocity particle component in the small
magnetic depression and thus induces growth of
the depression. Linear theory of this process has
been extended to arbitrary ion distribution
functions including plasma gradients and finite
electron temperatures. The most interesting
effects observed are that finite electron
temperatures introduce some damping of the
original ion mirror mode. At the same time two
new branches of mirror modes appear in which
the electrons play a fundamental role. These
branches are of kinetic nature and vanish when
9

waves reappear as a result of wave coupling
and deformation of the electron distribution
function. In order to arrive at even more realistic
wave spectra 2D simulations are needed to be
performed in which case ion cyclotron waves
would also be excited and contribute to wave
modulation.
Concerning the generation of radiation we have
made an essential step ahead in realizing that
the electron holes excited in the upward auroral
current region are at very low frequencies
below 10 kHz. This range is in the Buneman
range such that the holes are excited by the
parallel difference velocity between the
downward auroral beam and the upward ion
beam of the ring-shell distribution. In fact the
distribution is extended but the electron thermal
velocity is lower than the difference speed
between electrons and ions for a substantial
range of perpendicular velocities such that the
Buneman mode is excited strongly. Since there

plasma energy is not precisely known.
Nevertheless, formally a Maxwell-London set of
equations can be derived. It defines the
magnetic screening length in terms of the
diamagnetic electron density. Taking this length
from simulations and observations and
comparing it with the correlation length of the
diamagnetic electrons from simulation one finds
that the ratio of the two lengths, the AbrikosovGinzburg-Gorkov parameter, is larger than one.
This is in agreement with the observation of
structuring
the
plasma
into
magnetic
depressions and magnetic walls. In a certain
sense the ideally collisionless plasma behaves
in this case as a superconducting medium of the
second kind. The quasi-crystalline arrangement
of the magnetic depressions is then caused by
the repulsive Lorentz forces of the antiparallel
diamagnetic electron currents flowing on the
surfaces of neighbouring tubes.

5. Acceleration and Radiation
from Electron Holes
Formation and effects of electron holes in the
auroral plasma have been a vital issue of
interest in this group. It had been identified that
auroral kilometric radio emission is basically due
to elementary emitters which had been
proposed to be electron holes. This research
has been continued and extended to the
investigation of the energy flux fluctuations of
the auroral electron beam in the upward current
region, the source region of auroral kilometric
radiation (see Fig. II.7). It was found that the
electron and ion energies fluctuate in strict anticorrelation and by the same amount, which is an
unambiguous sign of the presence of electric
fields. These fields are concentrated in layers
along the magnetic field of 10 km parallel
extension, comparable to the theoretically
estimated width of auroral electron holes in the
low-density auroral plasma. Investigation of the
observed wave spectra show indication of
localized electric fields and power law spectra.
Numerical 1D PIC simulations have been
performed for the transition region between the
upward and downward current regions where
the wave intensities are strongest. These
simulations nicely reproduce both the observed
wave spectra as the time modulation of the
wave form. Three kinds of waves are excited in
this region: the auroral beam excites intense
electron plasma waves at the plasma frequency
and at its harmonic and a broad spectrum of ion
acoustic waves which modulate the former.
Initially, the presence of cold and hot electrons
also excites electron acoustic waves which
however are quickly damped heating the
plasma. In the late stage weak electron acoustic

Fig. II.7: Simulation (top) and observation (bottom) of
electrostatic waves in the auroral upward current
region. Wave forms are shown on the left, spectra on
the right. The similarity of the wave forms is striking.
The high frequency auroral beam excited waves are
modulated by low frequency ion acoustic oscillations.
Less agreement is seen in the spectra where the ion
acoustic and electron plasma wave bumps are more
intense and broader than in the simulations. But the
general agreement is excellent.
is no background electrons the plasma
frequency is low and the mode appears at so
low frequencies that it had not been recognized
before. The holes which evolve experience a
deformation in the phase plane thereby
generating a local perpendicular gradient in the
perpendicular velocity distribution which excites
radiation. It is this gradient which is responsible
10

for the elementary radiators, and the radiation
need not to be strictly perpendicular anymore.

6. Residual Energy Spectrum in
Incompressible Magnetohydrodynamic Turbulence
In MHD turbulence the spectral distribution of
total energy does not give sufficient insight in the
only partially understood nonlinear energy
dynamics of the system. This becomes obvious
in simulations of isotropic MHD turbulence which
display a growing excess of magnetic energy
with increasing spatial scales (see Fig. II.8). In
contrast, turbulent magnetofluids threaded by a
mean magnetic field display approximate
equipartition of kinetic and magnetic energy at
all scales of motion.
By making use of the eddy-damped quasinormal Markovian approximation, a statistical
turbulence theory giving differential evolution
equations for the second-order moments of
incompressible MHD, we are able to describe
the behaviour of the difference between kinetic
and magnetic energy spectra by a simple
phenomenology. The theory assumes a quasiequilibrium of the turbulent small-scale dynamo
amplifying the magnetic field and the effect of
Alfvén waves leading to equipartition of kinetic
and magnetic energy. The main result of this
work is a spectral relation between total energy
and residual energy, the latter being the
difference of magnetic and kinetic contributions.
The relation yields scaling predictions for the
residual energy spectrum in isotropic systems,
∼ k −7 / 3 , and for flows permeated by a mean

Fig. II.8:. Snapshot of magnetic field lines in a
simulation of isotropic MHD turbulence.
The turbulence code NLET originally running on
the Cray T3E has been expanded to take into
account magnetic field fluctuations and general
tokamak magnetic field geometry information,
such as generated by the EFIT equilibrium code.
Moreover it has been ported to the Regatta IBMSP supercomputers of the Rechenzentrum
Garching, as well as to parallel Linux Clusters
supporting the MPI message passing standard.
We have started to compare comprehensive
electromagnetic edge turbulence simulations by
the new NLET code with the turbulence in
Alcator C-mod discharges, which has been
measured to unprecedented detail by ultra-fast
GPI imaging. For the comparison, an L-mode
reference discharge was used. Open and closed
field lines as well as the effect of limiter-like
boundary conditions have been tested. The
atomic emission efficiency curves for the Dalpha line have been applied to the code results.
Linear growth rates from the fluid code have
been found to agree with gyrokinetic results for
the same plasma parameters in the relevant
regime for the C-Mod L-Mode edge. These
comparisons are still in progress owing to the
uncertainty in the edge parameters and the
sensitivity of the turbulence with regard to the
background gradients.

−2

magnetic field, ∼ k . High-resolution numerical
simulations of the respective setups are in very
good agreement with theoretical expectation.

7. Tokamak Turbulence Code
Developments
The principal nonlocal effects of the pedestal
structure of density and temperature as
pertaining to the edge of a tokamak had been
explored with the massively parallel, threedimensional, electrostatic, nonlocal two-fluid
turbulence code NLET. The code had also been
used to study the zonal flows for various edge
regimes in a tokamak. The edge zonal flows
were found to be oscillating geodesic acoustic
modes, different from the core, where the flows
are known to be nearly static. Depending on the
regime encountered in the tokamak edge, ITG or
ballooning, either a condensate of global flow
modes or a spectrum of local microscopic flows
had been observed.

8. Zonal Flow Studies
The excitation and saturation of the stationary
core zonal flows has been studied with NLET for
various parameter sets located in the vicinity of
the cyclone-base case, a well know reference
point. As expected, stationary zonal flows were
found (Fig. II.9). Differing from the present
notion of the flow mechanics, at their final
saturation amplitude, the zonal flows continue to
11

Fig. II.9: Spin up of global zonal flows in a turbulence computation. The torus cut shows the turbulent
temperature fluctuations, which are just about to be sheared by the poloidal zonal flow velocity,
displayed in the inset.
be driven strongly by perpendicular turbulent
forces. The saturation is caused by parallel
forces, which brake the parallel flow component
of the zonal flows, which is required to cancel
the divergence of the perpendicular flow
component. The importance of the parallel
turbulence force requires an augmentation of
current comprehensive transport models. In all
studied cases around the reference case, the
braking parallel stress was due to quasilinear
transport of the parallel momentum by the
ambient ITG turbulence and not due to
instabilities of the zonal flows themselves.
A new way to compute the effective inertia of
collisionless zonal flows has been studied. A
very small fraction of the passing ions is found to
nearly cancel the large inertia of the trapped
ions. The effect of collisions on this small
fraction of ions could dramatically increase the
effective mass density of the plasma with
respect to the zonal flows. This would result in
an enhancement of turbulence in comparison to
current expectation.

parameters, as it can lead to a profile instability
incurring a steepening of the density, and result
in a barrier for ITG turbulence.
Contrary to common wisdom, the residual
particle transport in ITG and TEM turbulence is
not only due to the trapped electron fraction.
Instead it is controlled to a great extent by the
passing electrons. In all ITG or TEM scenarios
where a pinch effect has been found, the inward
electron current is carried only by the circulating
electrons, while the trapped electrons are
advected outward. Analysis shows, that the
ITG/TEM pinch effect is caused by the nonadiabatic part of the collisionless parallel
circulating electron response. Analogously for
ETG turbulence, the residual particle transport is
determined by the nonadiabatic part of the ion
response at the electron gyroradius scale, and
can also cause inward particle transport.

9.
Particle
Tokamaks

The investigation of the properties of
generalized Lorentzian distributions in plasmas
far from thermodynamic equilibrium has been
extended into three directions. The first direction
refers to the behaviour of such distributions at
high energies. The formal derivation of the
generalized Lorentzian from a generalization of
the Boltzmann collision integral as it has been
done in our earlier attempts of constructing
statistical mechanics far from equilibrium was
based on the assumption that the medium is
subject to internal correlations which dominate
its behaviour under conditions when it is strictly
collisionless. These attempts led to the

Transport

10. Statistical Mechanics and
the kappa Distribution

in

High
resolution
gyrokinetic
turbulence
computations with the GS2 code augmented by
NLET fluid simulations have been used to study
the particle transport in the tokamak core and
edge plasma. Although the particle diffusivities
are small compared to the heat diffusivities, they
determine the final density profile, with obvious
consequences for the energy confinement time.
Especially important is the occurrence of an
inward particle transport (pinch) for realistic
12

generalized Lorentzian distribution as a
fundamental
stationary
state
far
from
equilibrium. Clearly, since the medium evolves
as time progresses, the medium will ultimately,
after enough time enter a collisional state and
the generalized Lorentzian distribution will tend
to deform until it merges into the ordinary
collisional Boltzmann (or Maxwell) distribution.
Hence a more extended theory should take into
account a competition between collisions and
correlations. This idea has been included into
theory assuming that the collisions are basically
Coulombian. The result is that the generalized
Lorentzian is cut-off at high energy with the cutoff energy determined by both the initial kappa
and the residual Spitzer collision frequency. This
cut-off energy is far greater than the thermal
energy, but nevertheless assures convergence
of calculating moments of the distribution up to
arbitrary order. This fact is satisfactory, since in
the previous theory no convergence was
attained. This distribution was applied to various
measured Lorentzian distribution functions in
solar wind, magnetosphere and the aurora
leading to the determination of temperatures and
chemical potentials for these cases. A further
extension of theory focused on the relation
between the generalized Lorentzian distribution
and the celebrated kappa distributions inferred
from measurements in high temperature
collisionless space plasmas. These distributions
are trivially normalized to the density and thus
contain
a
kappa-dependent
equivalent
temperature. The generalized Lorentzians, on
the other hand, contain a chemical potential
which is related to the density. There is a
relation between the chemical potential and the
kappa-equivalent temperature which has been
determined. Usually the chemical potential will
not vanish, but will be very large and negative
(for classical conditions). However, in one
special case when the free correlational energy
is at its minimum, the derivative of the free
energy with respect to the particle number (or
density) vanishes, and thus the chemical
potential vanishes as well. This is the case when
the experimental kappa distribution is correct
and agrees with theory. Hence, one concludes
that the correlations leading to the experimental
kappa distribution should be such that the
correlational free energy is minimum.

11. Astrophysical
jets

relativistic

1. X-ray observations
BL Lac objects are thought to be dominated by
relativistic jets seen at small angles to the line of
sight. As BL Lac objects show remarkably
featureless spectra at all energies, from the
radio to the X-ray band, the structure of the jets
remains largely unknown and the measured
spectra can be reproduced by models with
widely different assumptions.
A substantial part of the information we possess
about these objects is obtained from the
analysis of the temporal variations of the
emission and the combined spectral and
temporal information can greatly constrain the
jet physics. Time scales are related to the
crossing time of the emission regions which
depend on wavelength and/or the time scales of
the dominant physical processes. The measured
lags between the light curves at different
energies as well as spectral changes during
intensity variations allow to probe the physics of
particle acceleration and radiation in the jet.
We performed a detailed spectral and temporal
analysis of all currently available XMM-Newton
observations of the bright BL Lac object Mrk 421
using the EPIC-PN data. The source was found
in various intensity states differing by up to a
factor of five in count rates. In general, the
source is more variable and shows a harder
spectrum during higher intensities than when it
is in lower states. We find that the flux variations
on time scales of a few thousand seconds are
associated with significant and sometimes very
complex spectral changes. The CrossCorrelation analysis shows that the soft and
hard band light curves are often well correlated
near zero lag, in other cases the hard band
variations lead the soft band variations by
typically 5 min, in two cases we find the soft
band leading the hard band variations.
This complex behavior is demonstrated in Fig
II.10. for a particular observation of XMM which
shows in the upper panel the normalized hard
(black) and soft (reddish) band light curves and
the hardness-ratio (HR) plot (lower panel). The
red points in the upper right part of the HR plot
correspond to the first ~ 15 ksec part of the
observation (``Part A" in the upper panel) when
the total band count rate was decreasing (as
indicated by the overlying red arrow). During
``Part B", the total count rate increased, and the
corresponding HR variations are shown by the
green points. The red and blue points in the
lower left part of the HR plot correspond to the
the first and second part part of the last ~ 17
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2. Numerical Hydrodynamics
In oder to get more insight into the physical
processes governing the emission from these
blazar jets we performed two- and onedimensional relativistic numerical simulations of
collisions of density inhomogeneities (shells)
within the jet, in order to study the influence of
the initial properties (mass, temperature, size,
velocity) on the characteristics of X-ray flares. It
was found that the jet medium external to the
shells has a significant influence on the shells
prior to their interaction. The total radiated
energy in the observer frame depends on the
total initial rest mass of the shells and the
relative velocity, but does not depend on the
way in which the mass is distributed in the
shells. One-dimensional simulations of collisions
of a large number ( >500 ) of shells indicate that,
in order to reproduce global characteristics of
observed X-ray blazar light curves, the central
engine must work intermittently, ejecting discrete
shells instead of continuous fluid.

Fig. II.10: Normalized hard (black) and soft (red)
band light curves of MrK 421 during the XMM orbit
171. Bottom: hardness ratio versus count rate plot.
ksec of the observation, when the source flux
decreased and then increased again.
Correspondingly, it appears hard to deduce
uniquely the underlying physical parameters for
the emission process from the observations. For
the currently favored 'shock-in-jet' model for the
BL Lac emission this implies that we are seeing
the emission from multiple shocks which have
either largely different physical parameters or
that we detect the emission from similar shocks
at very different states of their evolution, heavily
confused by relativistic beaming and time
dilatation effects. More observations with longer
exposures, more sophisticated (perhaps nonlinear) data analysis methods and explicit jet
simulations are required for a better
understanding of these objects.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL
SCIENCE

high homogeneity. In this laboratory strongly
coupled and strongly magnetised systems
will be studied at the most fundamental (the
kinetic) level for the first time.
5. Paramagnetic Laboratory, for studying
strongly coupled systems with magnetic
dipole interactions – in contrast to the
electrostatic interactions discussed in (1).
These systems are thermodynamically
"closed", whereas electrostatic systems are
thermodynamically "open". Weakly damped
closed systems have not been studied
before at the kinetic level.
6. Adaptive Electrode Laboratory, a large
plasma chamber which can be manipulated
electronically (through addressing a pixelled
electrode) to generate and investigate
controlled dynamical processes in complex
plasmas.
7. Plasma crystal educational laboratory for
student
research
(cooperation
with
Universities).
Beside the experimental investigation on Earth
our group performs experiments under
microgravity
conditions
using
different
apparatus. The most prominent experiment is
PKE-Nefedov,
our
laboratory
on
the
International Space Station ISS, a close
cooperation between the Russian Academy of
Science Institute for High Energy Densities and
MPE/CIPS.

PLASMA

A. Complex Plasmas
1. Introduction
Complex plasma research is a new and rapidly
developing
field,
with
complementary
investigations under gravity and microgravity
conditions. The complex plasma consists of a
common plasma – with electrons, ions and
neutrals - and an additional component of small
solid particles typically in the range of
micrometers. This heavy component in the
plasma makes it necessary to perform
experiments under microgravity conditions
although levitation of the particles in the
laboratory allows many interesting experiments
here, too. The microparticles in the plasma are
charged through the absorption of free electrons
and ions to thousands of elementary charges.
This is responsible for the strong coupling of the
particles and for the transition to liquid and
crystalline states.
The first two years of CIPS from 2000-2001
were devoted to the design, development, and
assembly of new laboratories for the
investigation of complex plasmas. Since the
completion of the labs the scientific work in our
group could be increased dramatically.

2.1 The GEC-Laboratory

2. Laboratory Research

The GEC-laboratory consists of two modified
GEC-rf-Reference
Cells
with
different
configuration and diagnostics. One of these
plasma chambers is equipped with a large
electrode system specially suited for the
investigation of large 2-dimensional plasma
crystals and long-term particle motion in high
resolution. But also single particle experiments,
as shown below, can be performed.

The most dominant property of complex plasma
research is the investigation on the most
fundamental – the kinetic – level. This provides
new insights into the physics and allows easy
comparison with theory and numerical
simulations. Therefore the Institute built many
experimental laboratories, each with special
features and diagnostics for the investigation of
complex plasmas. The equipment for these
laboratories was financed by a special grant
from MPG in the framework of CIPS. The
laboratory infrastructure is provided by IPP and
MPE, the manpower is largely supplied by MPE.
The laboratories are:
1. The GEC-Laboratory: Radio-frequency (rf)
discharge plasmas using GEC reference
cells for investigations of strong coupling
phenomena in "complex plasmas".
2. PK-3
Plus
laboratory.
Development
laboratory for the next space experiment.
3. PK-4 laboratory. Development laboratory for
a future space experiment.
4. Magnetic
Laboratory,
involving
a
superconducting magnet up to ~5 Tesla of

Fig. III.A.1: The first GEC-RF-Reference Cell
with diagnostics and vacuum parts.
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Vertical pairing of identical particles
suspended in a rf plasma sheath
In the laboratory the complex plasma forms in
the sheath or pre-sheath of an rf discharge. In
this environment ion streaming has a very strong
effect on the complex plasma behaviour. When
the ions stream with Mach speed through the
complex plasma they generate a highly nonuniform non-symmetric environment. Due to
deflection on the dust grains of the complex
plasma the ions form a complicated density
pattern in the wake of each particle. This leads
to a region of high positive space charge behind
the particle that has a fixed relative position.
These positive space charges result in an
attractive force between layers of crystallised
complex plasma stacked upon each other. Due
to the fast directed streaming of the ions this
attraction force is asymmetric and only affects
the lower (down stream) plane.
In our experiment we show that identical
particles that are initially suspended at the same
height in an rf plasma sheath can separate
vertically and form vertically stacked pairs (see
Fig. III.A.2). The transition to pairs is related to
the symmetry breaking by the ion streaming and
develops in two distinct phases. First, there is a
continuous transition from a purely horizontal
configuration to a vertical displacement of the
particles. The particles can swap vertical
positions in this phase, so they can be
considered identical for the instability. Second,
there is a sudden discontinuous transition to the
vertical pairing. The transition is reversible. The
control parameter is the plasma power.
To explain this transition a simple model of
Coulomb interaction between two negatively
charged particles with each other and their
respective shadow charges that are induced by
the streaming ions was developed. No other
external symmetry breaking (like particles of
different size) is necessary. Without the shadow
charges, the system of two negatively charged
particles could only have two stable states –
either vertically or horizontally aligned – with a
sudden transition when the confinement in
horizontal direction becomes weaker than in the
vertical direction. The measurement of the
vertical and horizontal free oscillation frequency
of the particles as function of the plasma power
shows that the vertical separation happens
when the vertical confinement is still much
stronger than the horizontal, and that pairing
occurs long before the two confinements
become equal.

Fig. III.A.2: The figure shows the characteristics
of the vertical separation of the two particles,
whereas the arrows show the transition to a
vertical pair (in the lower right corner). With the
decrease of the voltage a hysteresis of the
transition process sets in.
Nonlinear vertical oscillations of a particle in
the sheath
The experiment uses single particle oscillations
to “non-invasively” measure the local potential in
the plasma. To do this, the driven oscillation of a
single particle in response to an external
electrical excitation is measured. As the
excitation amplitude increases, the oscillations
become strongly non-linear and secondary
harmonics are generated. The data are
described using the theory of anharmonic
oscillations, and the first two anharmonic terms
in an expansion of the sheath around the
particle equilibrium position are estimated. This
technique is currently the best way to measure
the sheath potentials in plasma devices, since it
disturbs the plasma only minimally.
The electrical excitation voltage Uex is applied
through a 0.5mm diameter wire, 8mm above the
electrode, located vertically below the particle.
The excitation frequency is varied from 0.1Hz to
40Hz, and back, in steps of 0.1Hz. After each
step the system is allowed to oscillate for 10 full
periods before the oscillation curve and
amplitude are evaluated.
For very low Uex <30mV, usual linear (harmonic)
oscillations are observed, with a single
symmetric narrow maximum of the amplitude to
frequency response at the resonance frequency
ϖ0 of 17Hz (primary resonance). For higher Uex
values the oscillations become non-linear.
Several effects can be observed: 1) The
maximum of the resonance shifts to lower
frequencies as Uex increases. 2) If Uex is larger
than a critical value, hysteresis appears, i.e. the
resonance curves for increasing and decreasing
frequency follow different paths. In addition to
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this characteristic behaviour of the primary
resonance, the superharmonic resonance at
1/2ϖ0, and the sub harmonic at 2ϖ0 are
measured and exhibit all characteristics of
anharmonic oscillations.
Vertical wave packet experiment
Propagation of vertical wave packets (Fig.
III.A.3) was observed experimentally in a
crystallised hexagonal monolayer complex
plasma. They were excited by an electrostatic
pulse applied to a wire placed below the crystal
lattice. The vertical motion was visualized by
measuring the change of particle brightness as
they moved out of the illuminating beam. It was
found that the phase velocity exceeded the
group velocity by a factor 65 and was directed
into the opposite direction, as expected for an
inverse optical-like dispersion relation. The wave
packets propagated keeping their width
constant. The theoretical investigation of this
behaviour is based on three-dimensional
equations of motion and uses a long-wavelength
weak
dispersion
weak
inhomogeneity
approximation. While the wave dispersion
causes the wave packet to spread, lattice
inhomogeneity and neutral gas drag counteract
spreading. A new plasma diagnostic method
was developed that is based on the ratio
between vertical and dust-lattice wave speeds.
This ratio is very sensitive to the lattice
parameter κ (ratio of the particle separation to
the screening length) in a very useful range of
κ<2.

Fig. II.A.4: Top view of the lattice at time 1.4-1.5 s
after the excitation, when the wave packet was well
formed. A wire, positioned at the left edge of the field
of view below the lattice excited the wave packet. The
particles are visible only if they are in the plane of
the illuminating laser sheet. The stripes of particles
apparently move from right to left due to the vertical
wave motion. They correspond to the lines of
constant phase (phase motion). Individual particles
do not move horizontally. The numbers on the images
indicate the frame number (at 230.75 fps).

Fig. III.A.3: Side view of the vertical wave packet
propagating in a monolayer lattice. (a) Initial
position of the packet. (b) Displaced packet. The
group velocity Vgr (the velocity of the packet envelope
marked by the dashed line) is directed to the right,
while the phase velocity Vph (the velocity of the
modulating wave marked by the solid line) points left.
The illuminating laser beam is indicated by the grey
bar. We observe only the areas where it intersects the
lattice (solid line), which appear as moving stripes in
the experiment.

Solitons and nonlinear waves
An analytical model for weakly dispersive and
weakly non-linear longitudinal and transverse
(shear) waves and solitons propagating in a twodimensional screened Coulomb (Yukawa)
crystal was developed. The possibility of
formation of soliton-like compressional and
shear waves is demonstrated. It is shown that
the compressional solitons have a small but
non-vanishing anisotropy, whereasa the shear
solitons are strongly anisotropic. This is due to
the strong anisotropy of the transverse shear
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The cases of transversely and longitudinally
inhomogeneous media, as well as a medium
with a sound speed maximum were considered.
The theory was compared with experimental
observations of Mach cones with curved wings
(dynamic Mach cones) in a two-dimensional
complex plasma. A diagnostic method was
developed to measure the change of complex
plasma parameters from the observed shape of
the Mach cones (Fig. III.A.5).

waves in both dispersion and non-linearity. It
was shown that there are directions in a crystal
where shear solitons don’t form. The obtained
analytical results are in a good agreement with
the
experiments
on
finite
amplitude
compressional and shear waves propagating in
a monolayer hexagonal dust lattice.
Mach cones
Mach cone propagation in an inhomogeneous
medium was studied analytically. The shape of
Mach cones formed by nondispersive linear
sound waves in a non-uniform complex plasma
was calculated using the method of wave rays.

Shock waves
Shock waves with a linear front (Fig. III.A.6)
were experimentally studied in a monolayer
hexagonal Yukawa lattice which was formed
from
charged
monodisperse
plastic
microspheres levitated in the sheath of a radiofrequency discharge. It was found that the shock
can cause phase transitions from a crystalline to
gas- and liquid-like states. Melting occurred in
two stages. First, the lattice was compressed in
the direction of the shock propagation and
second, the particle velocities were randomized
a few lattice lines downstream. The Mach
number of the shock reached 2.7. The shock
structure is characterised by a peak in the
compression factor and the particle speed at the
shock front, and a discontinuity in the kinetic
temperature and the defect density (Fig. III.A.7).
A molecular dynamics simulation was performed
(Fig. III.A.8) and good qualitative agreement was
achieved using a model based on particles
interacting via a Yukawa potential and confined
in a parabolic potential well (strong vertically and
weak horizontally).

Fig. III.A.5: (a) Shape of a Mach cone in a
transversely inhomogeneous medium. The
experimental data points are shown with open
circles. Both cone wings are fitted to a third order
polynomial (solid lines). The trajectory of the
cone vertex is marked by a dashed line. (b)
Inverse Mach number (ratio of the acoustic speed
Cs to the speed of a perturbing body V) across the
Mach cone trajectory. The negative direction
corresponds to the left cone wing, the positive to
the right. Filled circles indicate the values
calculated directly from the particle number
density map. The solid line is calculated from the
shape of the Mach cone. Typical error bars are
marked on one of the data points in both plots.

Fig. III.A.6: Shock wave propagating in a monolayer
hexagonal lattice. The excitation pulse was applied to
the wire placed at the left edge of the field of view
(dashed line) 2 mm below the lattice plane. Initially
undisturbed particles (at 0 ms) were swept from left
to right (at 263 ms and 458 ms) forming a shock with
a sharp linear front. The lattice melted behind the
front. At later times (653 ms) the amplitude of the
disturbance was reduced due to neutral drag and a
soliton was formed.
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Statistics of particle transport in a twodimensional dusty plasma cluster
In spite of the appealing aspects of tracking and
visualization of dust grain trajectories, such
observations do not provide direct information
about the interaction between the grains and
between grains and the surrounding plasma.
However, results based on detailed statistical
analysis of the experimentally observed dust
particle transport could serve as a foundation for
the development and verification of dynamical
models which, in turn, could be used to estimate
generic quantities like the particle charge or the
coupling parameter. A statistical analysis of
increments of dust particle positions in a 2D
plasma cluster has been performed and
revealed non-Gaussian self-similarity of the time
series and a weak superdiffusion with Hurst
exponent H=0.6 on time-scales for which the
displacement range is greater than the mean
interparticle
distance.
The
analysis
demonstrates that superdiffusion (H>1/2) is
associated with long range dependence in the
data and is not due to power-law tails in the
probability distribution function PDF of the
position increments (Levy flights). It was found
that particle transport (diffusion coefficient) is
determined by persistent slip events, but the
elevated diffusion exponent H is caused by the
fact that these slips exist on all timescales and
therefore implies a long range dependence in
the increment signal. The self-similar nature of
slip durations extends to time-scales on which
rearrangements of particle positions in the lattice
take place indicating that there is no
characteristic timescale for the growth,
propagation, and decay of lattice defects. This
interpretation is supported by the observation
that PDF analysis of the duration of slipping
events for individual particles yields power law
distributions for all different levels of coarse
graining, confirming the self-similar nature of the
dynamics. PDFs of the number of particles
simultaneously participating in slip events, and
“snapshots” of the spatial distribution of slipping
particles during big slips, indicate that there is
some spatial correlation with formation of
clusters of slipping particles, and intermittent slip
activity. Hence it appears likely that the longrange dependence is spatial as well as
temporal.

Fig. III.A.7: Structure of the experimentally observed
shock front at time 0.38 s. (a) compression factor, (b)
particle number density (dashed line indicates
unperturbed number density), (c) particle velocity in
the direction of the shock propagation, (d) defect
fraction, and (e) particle kinetic temperature, plotted
versus distance to the excitation source. The
compression factor, number density, and particle
speed have a peak at the shock front, whereas the
defect fraction and the kinetic temperature have a
jump.

Dynamical Properties and Ergodicity in
Plasma Crystals
Ergodic behaviour in a plasma crystal is
understood as the equivalence of the dynamic
behaviour of a single particle in time and the
ensemble of particles as components of the
crystal at one particular time, as it is expressed
in general in terms of ergodic theory. Ergodicity

Fig. III.A.8: Velocity vector map of a threedimensional molecular dynamics simulation
(MDS) of a shock in a monolayer hexagonal
lattice. The shock propagates melting the lattice.
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differences. The total number of comparisons
was of the order of 1 million, and was repeated
for three different electrode voltages UPP.

is often presupposed in the interpretation of
particle dynamics of a plasma crystal, as for
temperature or charge calculation.
In the experiments long time series of over 5
minutes length of single layer plasma crystals
with approximately 200 particles have been
recorded. The investigation was focused on the
time series of particle displacements r and
velocities v.
The distribution functions of both r and v were
obtained for each particle and compared among
each other to get an idea of the dynamical
uniformity of the crystal.

Complex plasma fluids in the GEC-chamber
Investigations of fluid phenomena at the kinetic
level promises to be a major new development,
made possible using complex (fluid) plasmas.
To establish a continuous flow we built up an
electric pumping device for complex plasmas.
(We applied for a patent for this pumping
mechanism.) Due to the circular geometry the
flow is practically infinite and it behaves like an

Fig. III.A.10: Picture of the setup in the GEC
chamber, with the screw nut working as obstacle.
Pumping is done by a propagating wave along the
copper electrodes on the side.

Fig. III.A.9: Result of the comparison of distributions
of single particles with ensembles. The fraction of
comparisons which are significantly different are
shown for displacements (red) and velocities (blue).
Finally, a direct comparison of the distributions
of r and v inside a particle ensemble given by
one image were compared to that of single
particle time series in r and v by means of
statistical tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov- and
Kuiper-Test). If the system behaves ergodically,
time- and ensemble distributions would be
expected to be equal.
The velocity distributions of the particle time
series were fitted by Maxwellian distributions
and yielded equal temperatures for all particles.
The result of the statistical test, the comparison
of time- and ensemble distributions, could not
prove ergodic behaviour of the velocity uniquely,
but the agreement was still good enough in
order to not reject the idea of ergodicity for the
velocities.
The displacements were fitted by a distribution
dependent on the interparticle potential, but the
shape of the distribution showed a dependence
on the position of a particle inside the crystal.
This evidence on nonergodic behaviour with
respect to r was confirmed by the results of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Figure III.A.9 shows the fraction N0.05 of results
of comparisons between time- and ensemble
distribution of r and v which exhibited significant

Fig. III.A.11: Consecutive frames colour-coded and
overlayed (particles from the first picture in blue and
from the last picture in red to show the particle
movement, which is from upper right to lower left).
ideal fluid. This gives us the ability to perform
long time flow experiments. So far we can
establish flow velocities up to 6 mm/s, which is
already comparable to supersonic velocities
within a plasma crystal.
In a first step we studied the movement of the
fluid around an obstacle. The fluid moves in
stream lines and reacts to the reduced cross
section, which is induced by the obstacle,
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expected to be performed more easily keeping
the experimentalists in a safe, low magnetic
fields environment.

according to classical hydrodynamics (the law of
Hagen-Poiseuille).
In our experiments we can investigate the
process at the kinetic level. If the cross section
is reduced, two stream lines merge and this
continues until the fluid can pass through the
reduced cross section. This is shown in Fig.
III.A.11. On the other side of the constriction this
process reverses and stream lines split up.
In future we plan to investigate this picture of
fluid flow in more detail. We will also try to
increase the velocity of the particles to reach
values that produce turbulent flows behind the
obstacle.

Crystallization of plasma filaments
The magnetic field has a strong influence on the
behavior of complex plasmas and even on the
standard particle free plasma. In first
experiments within the high magnetic field setup
(up to 4 Tesla) we observed that at low
pressures and low discharge powers of a radio
frequency parallel plate discharge the produced
plasma can break up into filaments. These
filaments are plasma columns between the
electrodes that are aligned with the magnetic
field direction and (as expected) do not show up
for low magnetic fields.
In a more detailed investigation a layer of
microparticles was introduced into the plasma
environment, levitated a few millimetres above
the lower electrode, confined by the plasma
distortion produced by an Aluminium ring on the
lower electrode. Since the particle react strongly
on local electric field variations and the ion-drag,
the micro particles can be used as probes to
visualize the structure of the plasma by imaging
their position.
We observed that by increasing the vertically
aligned magnetic field a transition from a
'monolayer' crystalline complex plasma to a
rotating complex plasma disc takes place (see
Fig. III.A.13a). This phenomenon has been
observed in different experiments at low
magnetic field already a few years ago. But,
after a further increase first 2d-voids that are
correlated with the positions of the filaments
show up (see Fig. III.A.13b). Keeping the field
strength fixed and reducing the pressure of the
gas the number of filaments increase and they
start to slowly move around (see Fig. III.A.13c).
Finally at even lower pressures the plasma
filaments settle in a “crystalline”, stable structure
as can be seen in Fig. III.A.13d.
We plan to take a much closer look into the
“crystallization” of the plasma columns by using
the complex plasma as a probe system to derive
the plasma parameters within the filaments and
thus to investigate the reason why this kind of
crystallizations takes place.

2.2 Magnetic field laboratory
Since the delivery of the high magnetic field
system in February 2002, the support
environment for the magnetic field laboratory
has been built up to perform first experiments,
taking into account safety issues.
In first experiments a plasma chamber
compatible to the PK3-Plus experiment was
introduced into the experimental setup,
supplemented by a laser illumination and new
camera system that keep functional at high
magnetic fields as well as the necessary gas
support and electronic system. Starting in 2004
the experimental setup was extended by a
plasma chamber previously used as a test
device for the IMPF- (International Microgravity
Plasma Facility) experiment. The new plasma
chamber allows more flexibility in the design of
the electrode system for the plasma generation
including the possibility to include transparent
electrodes to establish a top view on the
complex plasma. Several kinds of electrode
setups and plasma generations have been
tested.
Because of safety concerns extensions to the
experimental support structure - like an
automatised, remote controlled positioning and
adjustment system for the plasma chamber - as
well as the laboratory environment are in
progress. As a “side effect”, experiments are

Fig. III.A.12: Strong magnetic field assembly with
the IMPF-RF Predevelopment Plasma chamber.
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Wave dispersion relation of two-dimensional
plasma crystals in a strong magnetic field
Micro particles that are introduced into a plasma
environment charge up to a high negative value
due to ion and electron bombardment. As a
result of the strong Coulomb interaction between
the particles often so-called ``plasma crystals''
are built up. The inter-particle potential is
considered to be of the Yukawa type. There
have been many theoretical and experimental
studies on wave phenomena in ``plasma
crystals''. In these studies two wave modes,
named ``longitudinal dust lattice waves'' and
``transverse dust lattice waves'', have been
identified and extensively analyzed. However,
the influence of an external magnetic field on the
wave dispersion has been considered barely,
although magnetic fields play an important role
for
many
common
complex
plasma
environments.
In this study, we analytically derive the wave
dispersion relation in a two-dimensional plasma
crystal under magnetic field influence, where the
wave propagation and particle displacement are
perpendicular to the magnetic field B.
Fig. III.A.14 show the wave spectra due to
thermal motion of the dust particles in a
simulated plasma crystal in a magnetic field,
where the dashed lines are from theory. When
we apply a magnetic field though, the
longitudinal and transverse modes in the plasma
crystal are coupled due to the Lorentz force, and
a high-frequency ϖH and low-frequency branch
ϖL can be observed. Then, the dispersion
relation has a cut-off at ϖc in the limit of long
wave lengths where kx → 0. The profile of the
dispersion relations that we obtained from the
thermal particle motion are in good agreement
with our theoretical predictions.

Fig. III.A.14: Dependence of the dispersion relation
on the magnetic field strength which is represented
by the parameter ϖc/ϖ0, where ϖc is the dust
cyclotron frequency and ϖ0 the dust plasma
frequency. Figure (a) and (b) are for ϖc/ϖ0=0.52
(ϖc/ϖ0<1; a weakly magnetized plasma crystal), and
for ϖc/ϖ0=6.85 (ϖc2/ϖ02>>1; a strongly magnetized
plasma crystal), where a screening parameterκ=
a/λD is 1.0.

Fig. III.A.13: Overlay of 8 consecutive image of
particle positions within a layer perpendicular to
the magnetic field axes for different pressures and
magnetic field strength. a) p=20 Pa, B=0.3T, b)
p=18 Pa, B=1.0T, c) p=17 Pa, B=1.0T, d) p=16
Pa, B=1.0T (reduced particle number)
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Linear waves (phonons)
Linear (small amplitude) waves (or phonons)
can be studied kinetically, by observing the
thermal motion of individual particles in a
complex plasma. A Fourier analysis of such
motion yields phonon spectra of lattice waves
(Fig. III.A.16). It was found that there are two
wave modes with polarization alternating
between longitudinal and transverse. In the longwavelength regime, the modes separate and
become purely longitudinal (compressional) and
transverse (shear), as was known before. In the
short-wavelength regime the spectra strongly
depended on the wavelength and the direction
of propagation. We developed a molecular
dynamics simulation based on the equations of
motion written for particles interacting via a
Yukawa potential and confined in a parabolic
potential well (strong vertically and weak
horizontally). The results obtained from the
experiment, theory, and simulation agreed well
with each other.

2.3 Paramagnetic-Laboratory
A new chamber with interchangeable electrodes
made of non-magnetic materials was developed,
manufactured and installed on the frame under
the DC magnetic coils. The chamber was
equipped with a large diameter electrode which
allows us to obtain large monolayer crystals at
low gas pressure to study lattice dynamics. A set
of AC magnetic coils was manufactured and
installed. A power supply for the AC coils was
upgraded. The magnetic coils can be used to
apply a constant or periodic lifting force on
magnetic particles in order to compensate
gravity or excite vertical motion. The top window
was coated with a conductive (indium-tin oxide)
layer to prevent formation of a ring discharge in
the presence of the magnetic field.
A laser particle manipulation system was
developed and installed on the optical table
placed near the chamber. The system contains
a 4.8W Ar-ion laser, galvanometer beam
scanner and intensity modulator, as well as a
focusing device. It allows us to excite different
wave modes, to heat the lattice as well as obtain
shear flows and vorticies. The laser system is
being upgraded now by installing two 30 W
diode lasers and two scanning systems in order
to provide symmetric wave excitation without net
particle flow.

Fig. III.A.16: Phonon spectra of thermally excited
waves in the first and second Brillouin zone at
different angles of propagation, (a)-(d) experiment,
(e)-(h) simulation. The theoretical dispersion
relations are superposed: dotted line (high frequency
mode) and dashed line (low frequency mode). The
dispersion relation is periodic for 0° and 30° but it is
aperiodic in general. (i) Phonon spectra of the waves
propagating at 15° measured experimentally. The
high and low frequency branches have mixed
longitudinal (j) and transverse (k) polarization. (l)
Polarization of the high frequency (Ph) and low
frequency (Pl) modes predicted by the theory. At low
wavenumbers (long wavelengths) the high frequency
mode is purely longitudinal (Pn=1), and the low
frequency mode is purely transverse (Pl=0).

Fig. III.A.15: New plasma chamber with large
electrode system installed in the paramagnetic
laboratory.
The high speed camera was mounted on a
computer-controlled 3-dimensional translation
stage, it is intended to do the same for the laser
illumination system. A Langmuir probe was
installed to provide measurements of plasma
parameters.

At an arbitrary wavenumber the modes have
mixed polarization. Spectra of longitudinal and
transverse waves were obtained experimentally
in liquid and solid two-dimensional complex
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III.A.18). It was found that the longitudinal
phonons conduct heat better than the
transverse. The temperature conductivity
coefficient was measured to be 53 mm2/s for
longitudinal heating and 30 mm2/s for transverse
heating. In terms of “natural (kinetic) properties”
(a, cL, and cT) the conductivity coefficients turn
out to be ~2-3aci respectively, suggesting that
most of the thermal transport is due to the
shortest wavelengths (λ~2a).

(dusty) plasmas at different kinetic temperatures
(Fig. III.A.17). As the temperature increased and
the phase state of the plasma changed from
solid to liquid, the phonon spectra of both
longitudinal and transverse modes broadened
(especially at high wavenumbers) indicating
increased damping. The transverse mode
disappeared and a new thermal (compressional)
mode appeared.

Fig. III.A.17: Results of experiments and a molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation for different kinetic
temperatures T and coupling parameter Γ*. (a-d)
Particle orbits. (e-h) Pair correlation function. (i-l)
Spectra of the longitudinal (compressional) waves
averaged over all directions. (m-p) Spectra of the
transverse (shear) waves. The figures are arranged
in rows corresponding to different conditions:
(a,e,i,m) Experiment at T=0.037eV, Γ*=2000,
a=1.07 mm (particle separation). The lattice is in a
highly ordered crystalline state, the phonon spectra
are periodic and have a cutoff frequency. (b,f,j,n)
Experiment at T=14.5eV, Γ*=5.4, a=1.05 mm. The
particle cloud is in a partly melted state, the
longitudinal mode has no cutoff, the width of both
modes increases. (c,g,k,o) Experiment at T=54.9 eV,
Γ*=1.4, a=1.01 mm, the lattice is melted. The
overlayed dotted line (k) indicates a fit to the well
known dust-acoustic mode (CDA=26.9 mm/s), the
dashed line is a fit to the thermal mode
(νDT=5.98 mm/s), the frequency of longitudinal waves
grows linearly with ka at high wave numbers. The
transverse wave mode (o) almost disappears in the
fluid state. Finally, (d,h,l,p), we show a MD
simulation at T=37.2 eV, Γ*=4.3, a=0.8 mm. The
cloud is melted, the result closely reproduces that of
the experiment.

Fig. III.A.18: Kinetic temperature distribution in a
monolayer plasma crystal. The left side of the lattice
was heated by light pressure of a randomly scanned
laser beam. (a) Sketch of the longitudinally heated
area. The heating beam is directed perpendicular to
the hot/cold interface (dotted line) and parallel to the
direction of the heat propagation. (b) Kinetic energy
component parallel to the direction of heat
propagation.
(c) Kinetic energy component
perpendicular to the direction of heat propagation.
(d) Sketch of the transverse heated area. The heating
beam is directed parallel to the hot/cold interface
(dotted line) and perpendicular to the direction of the
heat propagation. (e) Kinetic energy component
parallel to the direction of heat propagation. (f)
Kinetic energy component perpendicular to the
direction of heat propagation. T0|| and T0⊥ are the
equilibrium kinetic energies without the lattice
heating. This shows that the kinetic energy decays
exponentially outside of the heated area (solid lines).

Heat transfer experiment
Heating and heat transfer were studied in a twodimensional crystalline complex plasma at the
kinetic level. The lattice was formed of
microspheres levitated in a plasma sheath. One
half of the crystal was heated anisotropically (by
a randomly scanning laser beam) to obtain
higher kinetic temperatures in one direction.
Heat conduction was observed in real time (Fig.

Magnetic experiments
Interaction of magnetic particles with each other
and with a magnetic field was studied
experimentally
in
a
complex
plasma.
Monodisperse
plastic
microspheres
with
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intermediate magnetic fields (used in the
experiment) the particles can agglomerate only if
their kinetic energy is high enough to overcome
the barrier in the electrostatic interaction
potential.
The possibility of magnetically induced formation
of a plasma crystal was discussed (Fig. III.A.20).
Various mutual dust–dust interactions, including
the forces due to induced magnetic and electric
moments of the grains were theoretically
considered. It turns out that the electromagnetic
forces from particle magnetization and
polarization may result in mutual repulsion as
well as attraction. It is found that magnetized
grains can coalesce, forming field-aligned
chains. Since the “disruptive” electrostatic forces
increase with the distance from the centre of a
chain, whereas the “cohesion” magnetic forces
decrease, there is an intrinsic length scale for
these particle chains. A model was developed to
determine the length of these structures. These
finding were then applied to recent complex
plasma
experiments
with
paramagnetic
particles. The theoretical estimations have
revealed good agreement with experimentally
observed data.
Our results are of direct interest to laboratory
studies of magnetized complex plasmas,
indicating several new effects. In particular, the
model predicts that the chain length will increase
when the magnetic field is increased, when the
permeability of the particle material is higher and
the grain size is larger.
.

magnetic filler were suspended in an rf
symmetrically driven discharge to form a
multilayer dust cloud. The magnetic field
induced a magnetic moment in the grains. The
particles were pulled upward in the direction of
the magnetic field gradient and their levitation
height increased (Fig. III.A.19). This was used
as a new diagnostic method to calculate the
particle charge and the thickness of the plasma
sheath. It was demonstrated that the magnetic
gradient can compensate gravity. Some
particles formed agglomerates due to magnetic
attraction between the grains. Analysis of the
particle interaction forces showed that at

Fig. III.A.19: Particles levitated in the plasma.
The current in the magnetic coils is indicated in
the upper right corner. (a) Without the magnetic
field. Particles form a multilayer cloud in the
lower plasma sheath (lower viewing area). (b)
Magnetic field of 0.04 T. Some particles
agglomerate and levitate in the lower sheath
below the main cloud (lower viewing area). The
main cloud is compressed and slightly shifted
upwards. (c) Magnetic field of 0.12 T. The cloud
is levitated towards the upper sheath (upper
viewing area). The larger agglomerated particles
levitate above the main cloud. Gravity can be
compensated by the magnetic force

Fig. III.A.20: Interaction energy of two charged and
magnetized particles as a function of their relative
position, normalized by the Debye length. The
particles are aligned vertically along the magnetic
field, their induced magnetic moments are also
vertical. There is a weak potential well which can in
principle lead to the formation of linear chains of
particles along the magnetic field, with particle
separation of about 4λD.
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2.4 Adaptive Electrode Laboratory
The adaptive electrode (an assembly of small
contiguous electrodes) research had developed
substantially since its first assembly.
To study the transport of particles and the time
varying regime we have improved the control of
the pixels. We have now the possibility of an
independent control of 93 channels in DC and of
3 channels in DC and RF (amplitude and
phase). With pre-calculated data generation we
can choose waveforms up to 100Hz.
The first two prototypes of the adaptive
electrodes are currently used in two different
experiments and laboratories. A third adaptive
electrode with improved design is being realised
with one 50Ohm pixel for the measurement of
the complex plasma impedance and a
thermocouple pixel for the measurement of the
power deposited from the plasma.
The study of the local modification of the plasma
boundary has been extended to magnetic
perturbation where a magnetic spot is inserted in
one of the electrodes. An electron gun is
available.

Fig. III.A.21: Image of the AE-Laboratory with
diagnostics and electronics.
The plasma diagnostics, Langmuir probe and
emission spectroscopy, are now an essential
routine accompanying most of the experiments.
We are developing a new method to monitor the
negative ion density by absorption spectroscopy
in the continuum.
Complex plasma manipulation and 3-D
clusters
This work presents a new plasma configuration
with localised RF on the boundary, useful for
particle manipulation. The theoretical analysis of
the RF sheath, and of the charging of particles in
it, has disclosed a levitation force on particles,
which is substantially different from the DC one
often used in complex plasmas modelling.
Experimentally the electrostatic structures have
been visualised by nano-particles grown in the
plasma and by injected micro-particles. The 3-D
visualisation
diagnostic
simultaneously

Fig. III.A.22: A plasma sheath with localised RF
effects heavily loaded with particles. The greenred picture shows 2.3 x 1.7mm2. Colours indicate
the particle positions in the perpendicular
direction.
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monitored the position of the particles in a
volume 2.3 x 1.7 x 2.3mm3 based on two superimposed laser light sheets, modulated in
intensity in a complementary way. We found
regions of extra ionisation and complex
electrostatic structures in which it is possible to
obtain uniform gravity compensation in 3-D.
In equilibrium the vertical confinement is
provided by the electric field of double
layers/striations
combined
with
suitable
conditions for particle charging. The analysis of
the structures will clarify whether the horizontal
confinement is due to plasma pressure or by
internal forces among the cluster component
(Lennard-Jones like potential) or by ion drag.

Levitation of microparticles in a weak
magnetic field
The estimation of the charge acquired by
microparticles in a magnetic field is a difficult
issue. For weak magnetic fields only the
electrons are magnetised. This causes a
decrease of the charge when the Larmor radius
of the electrons, which are energetic enough to
reach the particle, is comparable to the particle
radius a. The cross section for magnetised
electrons is then πa2.
We study this regime in a magnetised plasma
sheath by the introduction of a magnetic spot on
the lower electrode of an RF plasma reactor.
The charge of the injected particles is deduced
by the levitation height when the magnetic field
is vertical. It was found that oscillations of the
particles around this position have a relatively
high frequency, related to gradients of the
electric and magnetic field.

Particles in an electronegative plasma
sheath
Electronegative discharges are often used in
plasma processing of materials because they
are highly chemically reactive and show peculiar
plasma characteristics, such as transport and
plasma boundaries, useful for etching and
deposition. Although widely used, the physics of
the discharge is not well understood, due to
difficulties with the plasma diagnostics. The
electronegative sheath presents several physical
effects, which have been un-ravelled by a new
(non invasive) diagnostic; we have injected
micro-particles of different sizes in the sheath
and recorded their equilibrium positions. These
depend on the presence of negative ions in two
ways: the electric field of the sheath can be a
non-monotonic function of the electronegativity
and the particle charge is strongly affected by
the modified Bohm flux of positive ions.
The experiments agree well with a model of a
structured electronegative plasma sheath, a
possibility so far only mathematically and
numerically investigated. Using the most
probable reactions we have demonstrated the
existence of cold and energetic negative ions in
RF Oxygen plasma.

Fig. II.A.24: Oscillation of particles in the plasma
sheath with a non- uniform magnetic field applied.
The colour corresponds to three consecutive frames,
15 frames per second, and the trace is recorded in
62ms.

3. Theory and simulation

7
6

Kinetics of non-Hamiltonian ensembles
One of the remarkable features distinguishing
complex (dusty) plasmas from usual plasmas is
that charges on the grains are not constant, but
fluctuate in time around some equilibrium value
which, in turn, is some function of spatial
coordinates. Ensembles of particles with
variable charges are non-Hamiltonian systems,
because the mutual collisions do not conserve
energy.
Therefore, the use of thermodynamic potentials
to describe such systems is not really valid. An
appropriate way to investigate their evolution is
to use the kinetic approach. We studied two
cases: (i) inhomogeneous charge – it depends
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Fig. III.A.23: The position of the particles above the
electrode versus pressure. The medium and large
particles settle on the two sides of a secondary
plasma as predicted by theory.
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have shown that the region of higher density is
an effective ‘potential well’ for such quasiparticles. Accumulation of oscillatons in the
region with higher density causes further density
increase, and therefore a modulational instability
of coupled dust-lattice waves might be possible.
The modulational instability can be suppressed
due to a nonlinearity resulting from the spatial
localization of vertical oscillations, i.e. formation
of a solitary wave. There is a clear analogy with
Langmuir waves (plasmons), except that in this
case the oscillations cause an increase of the
density, whereas the high-frequency pressure of
plasmons creates cavities. Using molecular
dynamics simulations, has been shown that DL
solitons are stable.

on the particle coordinate but does not change
in time, and (ii) fluctuating charge – it changes in
time around the equilibrium value, which is
constant in space. For both cases we used the
Fokker-Planck approach to derive the collision
integral which describes the momentum and
energy transfer in collisions. From the solution of
the corresponding kinetic equation we obtain the
result that the mean particle energy grows in
time. In case (i) the energy changes as ∝(tcr-t)-2,
exhibiting the explosion-like growth with tcr a
critical time scale. In case (ii) it grows
exponentially. The obtained solutions can be of
significant importance for laboratory dusty
plasmas as well as for space plasma
environments, where inhomogeneous charge
distributions are often present. For instance, the
instability can cause “dust heating” in low-

Fig. III.A.26. Normalized transverse (top) and
longitudinal (bottom) structure of the dust-lattice
soliton.

Fig. III.A.25: Initial stage of the mean energy
growth, as obtained from the molecular dynamics
simulations of case (i). The particle energy
(normalized to the initial temperature) is plotted as
function of time for different values of dimensionless
charge gradient.

Comprehensive approach for the ion drag
force
The ion drag force – the momentum transfer
from the flowing ions to charged microparticles
(grains) embedded in a plasma – is an inevitable
and exceptionally important factor in (dusty)
complex plasmas. The ion drag force
determines the location and configuration of
complex plasmas in experiments, in particular –
it causes the formation of the “void” in the centre
of rf discharges, a phenomenon discovered in
microgravity (“PKE-Nefedov”) experiments. Also,
ion drag affects properties of dust-acoustic and
dust-lattice waves and can cause, e.g., melting
of plasma crystals. Therefore, knowledge of the
ion drag force as a function of the plasma
parameters (which may vary over a broad
range) is necessary in many of the complex
plasma experiments. Microgravity experiments
clearly showed that the so-called “Barnes
formula”, which had been traditionally used to
calculate the ion drag force, cannot explain the
formation of the void. This stimulated further
investigations of this topic. It turned out that the
Barnes formula in fact is only applicable when

pressure complex plasma experiments, it can be
responsible for the melting of plasma crystals
and it might operate in protoplanetary disks
where it could affect the kinetics of the planet
formation, etc.
Oscillations and coupled dust-lattice solitons
in monolayer plasma crystal
We have studied the nonlinearly coupled dustlattice (DL) waves in monolayer plasma crystals.
It was shown that the nonlinear longitudinal and
transverse oscillations in a monolayer plasma
crystal can form a coupled DL soliton –
characterized by a spatially localized transverse
wave envelope with increased particle density
(Fig.III.A.26).
Transverse waves in complex plasmas are
analogous to the well known plasmons in usual
(electron-ion) plasmas. Treating the transverse
oscillations as quasi-particles-oscillatons, we
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Also, the role of the ion absorption on the grain
was investigated. It could be shown that
absorption provides the dominant contribution to
the momentum transfer when β>>1. We
integrated the obtained cross sections over a
Maxwellian distribution function to obtain an
expression for the ion drag force. The most
important result is that in the linear regime the
obtained expression is close to the Barnes
formula, whereas for the nonlinear regime
(which often occurs in dusty plasmas) the ion
drag force can be considerably larger (more
than by one order of magnitude) than that
predicted by the Barnes theory.

the ion-grain interaction is linear, and when the
ion neutral collisions can be neglected.
a. Binary collision approach
The traditional way to derive the ion drag force
on a charged test particle – the binary collision
approach – is based on the solution of the
mechanical problem of the ion motion in the field
of the particle. Once the ion trajectories have
been calculated, the momentum transfer cross
section is obtained. The force is then derived by
averaging the momentum transfer cross section
over the velocity distribution function of ions. We
calculated the cross section numerically
assuming an isotropic Debye-Huckel (Yukawa)
potential of interaction between the ions and the
point-like grain. The obtained cross section is
shown in Fig.1 along with different analytical
approximations. The normalized cross section is
a function of the so-called “scattering parameter”
β, which is the ratio of the Coulomb radius to the
screening length (λ) and characterizes the
“linearity” of the scattering: In the linear limit
β<<1 the range of nonlinear interaction – the
Coulomb radius – is much shorter than the
screening length and the standard Coulomb
scattering theory is applicable (on which the
Barnes theory is based). It yields the following
scaling for the cross section: σ/λ2~β2ln(β-2). In
the opposite limit of nonlinear scattering β>>1
the nonlinear range is much larger than the
screening length and the Coulomb scattering
theory is not applicable. We developed a
different approach, which provides an accurate
analytical expression for the cross section which
scales as σ/λ2~β2ln2β in this limit.

b. Linear kinetic approach
The binary collision approach requires the
following assumptions: (i) The ion-neutral
collisions are neglected. (ii) The potential
distribution around the test charge is presumed
to be isotropic (although the ion flow velocity
introduces anisotropy). (iii) The distribution
function for ions has to be presumed. All these
issues can be successfully resolved by
employing the self consistent kinetic approach.
Instead of calculating single ion trajectories and
then integrating the resulting momentum
transfer, one can solve the Poisson equation
coupled to the kinetic equation for ions and
obtain the self consistent electrostatic potential
around the particle. The polarization electric field
at the origin of the test charge gives us the force
on the particle. As long as the linear
approximation is applicable – the so-called
“linear dielectric response formalism” – the
whole problem is basically reduced to the
calculation of the appropriate plasma response
function (permittivity). The generalized kinetic
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Fig. III.A.28: Normalized ion drag force versus
the thermal Mach number MT (ratio of the ion
flow velocity to the ion thermal velocity). Symbols
represent numerical results for weakly collisional
(square), transitional (circle), and strongly
collisional (triangle) cases – when the ion mean
free path is much longer, comparable, and much
shorter than the screening Debye length,
respectively. Lines show analytic asymptotes at
small and large Mach numbers for the same
cases.

β
Fig. III.A.27: Momentum-transfer cross section,
σS, normalized to the squared screening length λ,
versus the scattering parameter β. Symbols
represent numerical calculations, solid lines
correspond to the analytical formulas. The dotted
line is for the Coulomb scattering theory. One can
see that the Coulomb theory underestimates the
cross section for β>1 considerably.
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consistent kinetic approach is necessary. Also,
in contrast to the binary collision approach, the
kinetic approach allows us to consider collisional
linear cases. Figure III.A.30 illustrates this
complementarity. In the linear collisionless case
both approaches, of course, converge to the
traditional Barnes formula. Current activity is
focused on the investigation of the strongly
nonlinear collisional case – as yet the only
region inaccessible for theory, as one can see
from Fig. III.A.30.
Momentum transfer in complex plasmas
In order to characterise complex plasmas and
determine the “states” (e.g. crystalline, liquid,
gaseous, granular) it is necessary to determine
the interactions between all components. Hence
momentum transfer between the different
charged components in complex plasmas was
investigated, and a detailed analysis of grainelectron, grain-ion, and grain-grain binary
collisions was performed (electron-ion collisions
are well described within standard plasma
theory). Assuming a screened Coulomb (DebyeHückel or Yukawa) interaction potential
(attractive or repulsive) the momentum-transfer
cross sections are calculated numerically. In Fig.
III.A.31 these cross sections are shown as
functions of the so called scattering parameter β,
which is the unique parameter describing
scattering of point-like particles for any shortrange potential. For typical complex plasma
parameters the characteristic values of β for
different types of collisions are: electron-grain
β<<1, ion-grain 1<β<30, and grain-grain β>>1.
The standard Coulomb scattering theory is
applicable only for electron-grain collisions,
whereas for ion-grain and grain-grain collisions
different approaches should be used. Based on

Fig. III.A.29: The effective screening length λeff of
the charged grain in the flowing plasma versus
the thermal Mach number MT (ion flow velocity
normalized to the ion thermal velocity) for
different electron-to-ion temperature ratios.
Symbols are numerical calculations, lines are
simple fits.
approach allows us to obtain the ion drag force
for arbitrary frequency of the ion neutral
collisions and arbitrary velocity of the ion flow,
as shown in Fig. III.A.28. For a subthermal flow
the force grows ∝MT and collisions enhance it,
for a suprathermal flow the force falls off as ∝MT1
and collisions reduce it. The kinetic approach
also allows us to determine how the effective
screening length changes with the ion velocity.
Fig. III.A.29 show that the transition from the
linearized Debye length in bulk plasmas (small
MT) to the electron Debye length in the sheath
(large MT) occurs in a fairly narrow range of
velocities around MT ~1.
c. Complementarity and hybrid approach
Comparing the results of the linear kinetic
approach and the binary collision approach, the
most important conclusion to be dawn is that
these approaches are not really competitive but
rather complementary: The binary collision
approach is more suitable to describe the
nonlinear collisionless cases. This situation is
typical for subthermal ion flows (bulk plasmas).
Since small Mach numbers imply only weak
distortions of the potential around the grain and
the ion distribution, there is no need to employ
the kinetic approach in this case. Also, with the
binary collision approach the effects of finite
grain size and charging collisions can be
consistently taken into account. On the other
hand, for suprathermal ions (pre-sheath regions)
– when the linear theory can be better applied –
both the particle potential and ion distribution
function are highly anisotropic, and then the self

Fig. III.A.30: “Phase diagram” of the ion drag
force showing schematically the applicability of
different approaches in the “nonlinearitycollisionality
space”.
The
measure
of
nonlinearity is the ion-grain coupling parameter
β, for collisionality the ratio of the screening
Debye length λ to the ion mean free path l is
employed.
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variety of processes at the kinetic level makes
these systems extremely attractive for further
research. The obtained results are important for
“engineering” experiments that aim to make use
of special properties of complex plasmas.

our numerical calculations the required
approaches are developed, the role of the finite
grain size is investigated, and analytical
approximations for the momentum transfer cross
sections are proposed. The latter are used to
estimate the characteristic momentum-transfer
rates in complex plasmas. The obtained results
have various applications, including calculation
of the ion drag (see earlier) and electron drag
forces.
The analysis of grain-grain binary collisions also
allows us to obtain further insight into the
properties of complex plasmas: We developed
criteria to classify the possible states of complex
plasmas in terms of the momentum transfer. Fig.
III.A.31 represents different “phase states” of
complex plasmas as functions of the
electrostatic coupling parameter ΓES=U(∆)/T
(where U(r) is the potential energy of pair
interaction) and the mean grain separation ∆,
normalized either to the grain size a or the
screening length λ. The vertical dashed line at
κ=1 conditionally divides the system into
Coulomb and Yukawa parts. The following
states can be identified: Above the red solid line
we have Coulomb or Yukawa crystals, the
crystallization condition is ΓES>106(1+κ+κ2/2)-1.
(ii) Above the blue solid line we have Coulomb
or Yukawa non-ideal plasmas - the characteristic
range of grain-grain interaction (in terms of the
momentum transfer) is larger than the intergrain
distance (in terms of the Wigner-Seitz radius),
(σ/π)-1/2>(4π/3)-1/3∆, which implies that the
interaction is essentially multiparticle. (iii)
Regions below blue solid line correspond to
Coulomb or Yukawa ideal plasmas -- the range
of grain-grain interaction is smaller than the
intergrain distance and only pair collisions are
important. (iv) Below the lower dotted line the
electrostatic interaction is not important and the
system is like a usual granular medium. (v) In
the region between the upper dotted line and the
solid blue line the pair Yukawa interaction
asymptotically reduces to the hard sphere limit
and the complex plasma forms a “Yukawa
granular medium”.
Another important application of the obtained
results is to investigate the complex plasma
properties in terms of the competition between
the momentum transfer rate in mutual graingrain collisions νdd and the interaction with the
surrounding medium (neutral gas), characterized
by the rate νnd. Fig. III.A.31 shows that there is a
broad range of parameters where complex
plasmas have the properties of one-phase fluids
νdd/νnd >>1, and those of two-phase fluids νdd/νnd
~1. In the extreme limit of very small νdd/νnd we
can also have “tracer particles” in the
background medium.
The broad range of states that is accessible for
complex plasmas and the possibility to study a
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Fig. III.A.31: Momentum-transfer cross section, σS,
normalized to πλ2 (where λ is the plasma screening
length), versus the scattering parameter β. Symbols
correspond to numerical results: The upper (red)
data are for attractive and the bottom (blue) data are
for repulsive screened Coulomb potentials. Solid
curves correspond to our analytical approximations.
The dotted line corresponds to the Coulomb
scattering theory. This underestimates the cross
sections above β~1 considerably. Vertical dashed
lines conditionally divide the β-axis into three
regions: β<<1 is typical for electron-grain
collisions; 1<β<30 is typical for ion-grain collisions;
β>>1 is typical for grain-grain collisions.
Vertical oscillations of magnetized particles
We have studied the vertical oscillations of
charged paramagnetic particles in a low
temperature plasma sheath in an external
magnetic field. For a single magnetized particle
a novel type of vertical vibration is found. The
vertical resonance frequency is independent of
the particle mass, but is completely specified by
the magnetic field profile inside the complex
plasma and the magnetic properties of the grain
material. A numerical estimate of the resonance
frequency
for
typical
complex
plasma
parameters in our magnetic experiments gives
frequencies of ~10Hz. Such values can be easily
measured and provide a tool for determining the
complex plasma parameters.
In a one-dimensional particle string the magnetic
force causes a new low-frequency oscillatory
mode, which is characterized by inverse opticmode-like dispersion when the wavelength far
exceeds
the
intergrain
distance.
The
characteristics of the mode are specified by the
gradients of the external magnetic field and thus
can be effectively controlled in experimental
conditions. This opens new opportunities for the
investigation of the particle behavior at the
kinetic level as well as for stimulating phase
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transitions in the system, and for the study of
self-organized structures in the experiments.
The Role of Negative Ions in Experiments
with Complex Plasma
The influence of negative ions on the state of a
rf gas-discharge dusty (complex) plasma
containing electronegative gaseous impurities
was investigated. A simple one-dimensional
argon-discharge model allowing for the impurityinduced plasma chemical reactions was taken
as an example to show that the addition of even
a minor amount of molecular oxygen changes
appreciably the plasma composition and plasma
transport properties, as well as the microparticle
charges. This has a strong effect on the
microparticle force balance and the formation of
various structures in the discharge.
The main results of the study can be
summarized as follows: the addition of molecular
oxygen to the argon plasma changes the
composition and transport properties of the
plasma substantially: the electron–ion plasma
transforms to an ion–ion plasma. The
appreciable decrease in the microparticle charge
can also change the phase state (e.g., melt
plasma crystals). The electric field also
decreases in the discharge, thereby changing
the force balance for the particles; in particular,
the void size markedly increases. In addition, the
metastable argon and oxygen states initiate
heating of the neutral gas, and the
corresponding induced thermophoretic force
makes a considerable contribution to the force
balance for dusty particles.

Fig. III.A.33: The charge of a microparticle of size 1
micron in a rf discharge in Ar/O2 mixture vs. the
partial concentration ([O2]/[Ar]) of molecular
oxygen and the dust particle concentration in units of
cm–3.
Strongly coupled plasmas in high energy
physics
Recently first indications for a new state of
matter, the so-called quark-gluon plasma, have
been found in accelerator experiments at CERN
(Geneva) and at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (USA). In energetic nucleus-nucleus
collisions a hot and dense fireball (temperature
about 1012 K) is created, which is expected to be
in the quark-gluon plasma phase (see figure).
Because of its extremely short life time and
volume the quark-gluon plasma cannot be
observed directly and its discovery relies on a
comparison of theoretically predicted signatures
and experimental data. Unfortunately, the
theoretical description of a quark-gluon plasma
from first principles is extremely difficult due to
the strong interaction between the quarks and
gluons. Therefore we proposed to use strongly
coupled electromagnetic plasmas, such as
complex plasmas, as model systems for the
quark-gluon plasma. In this way, we were able
to explain observed features of the quark-gluon
plasmas, such as a cross section enhancement
of the quark and gluon scattering, supporting the
presence of the quark-gluon plasma in
ultrarelativistic
nucleus-nucleus
collision
experiments. Furthermore, adopting methods
also used for complex plasmas, such as
transport theory (Boltzmann equation), we were
able to improve the theoretically predicted gluon
dispersion relation and to describe the screening
of a fast quark in the quark-gluon plasma. In the
latter case we found a minimum in the screening
potential
which
might
have
interesting
consequences for the production of heavy
mesons
in
high-energy
nucleus-nucleus
collisions. Finally, generalizing the theory of

Fig. III.A.32: The composition of a rf discharge
plasma in an O2/Ar mixture and the charge Z of an
individual microparticle as functions of the partial
concentration [O2]/[Ar] of molecular oxygen.
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thermophoresis, as used for complex plasmas,
to the relativistic case, we predict a strong
thermophoretic flow in the fireball, which might
be observable in future experiments.

a)

Fig. III.A.34: Numerical simulation of an
ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collision, based on
transport theory, showing the formation of a quarkgluon plasma (colored spheres) from the protons and
neutrons (white spheres) of the original atomic nuclei
(www.th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de/~urqmd/).

b)
Fig. III.A.35: Microparticle (3.4 µm in diameter)
distribution between the two electrodes under gravity
(a) and microgravity conditions (b). Under gravity
the charged particles sediment towards the lower
electrode and can be levitated only by a strong
electric field in the sheath. Under microgravity the
particles are dispersed all over the experimental
volume, forming large 3-dimensional complex
plasmas.
The special conditions which Space provides for
the investigation of complex plasmas are shown
in the next paragraphs.

4. Microgravity Research
As mentioned in the introduction complex
plasmas consist of a “normal” plasma –
electrons and ions – and an additional
component of small solid particles, typically in
the range of micrometers. This heavy
component in the plasma makes it necessary to
perform
experiments
under
microgravity
conditions although it is possible to levitate the
particles in the laboratory as well. For instance,
the charged microparticles can be levitated in a
strong electric field. But this induces substantial
stresses to the system of strongly interacting
particles and implies that under gravity
conditions only a small part of the parameter
phase space of complex plasmas can be
investigated. To complete the research on
complex
plasmas,
investigations
under
microgravity conditions are mandatory.
Under gravity conditions only small complex
plasma systems of limited extent in the vertical
direction – as shown in Fig. III.A.35 (a) – can be
investigated (in a region where gravity is
compensated by a strong electric field). Under
microgravity we observed large complex plasma
systems extended in all three space coordinates (see Fig. III.A.35 (b)). It can be shown
that under microgravity conditions much broader
and different regions in the parameter phase
space are accessible providing a means for
researching new physics not attainable under
gravity conditions.

4.1 PKE-Nefedov
PKE-Nefedov, as a laboratory installed on the
International Space Station, is operative since
the beginning of 2001. In total 11 missions, 7
within the report period, with 36 separate
experimental runs of 90 minutes each have
been performed. It is the most actively used
scientific apparatus on the ISS with a scientific
outcome of more than 15 refereed publications.
Under microgravity conditions the typical static
and dynamic behaviour of complex plasmas is
illustrated in Fig. III.A.36. This figure shows a 3
second trajectory fragment of the microparticles,
color coded from red to blue. The dominant
features which can be investigated here are:
• a microparticle free “void” in the centre of the
system for most experimental parameters.
• a sharp boundary between the void and the
complex plasma.
• demixing of complex plasma clouds formed by
microparticles of different sizes.
• crystalline structures along the central axis.
• vortices in different areas away from the
central axis.
All of the above mentioned features have been
investigated in detail over the last three years.
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the complex plasma changes the potential
distribution in such a way that a sheath with a
so-called double layer is formed. This double
layer produces a change in the sign of the
electric field and can explain the sharp edge.
This phenomenon, well known to occur in
plasma-wall interactions, is apparently present,
even if the “wall” is extremely porous (in our
case only about 10-4 of the surface is “solid”).

The void: The microparticle free centre between
the electrodes can be explained by the
equilibrium of all forces acting on the particles.
Since the dominant force on earth, gravity, is
reduced by orders of magnitude the weaker
forces can be investigated in detail. These
forces are the electrostatic force FQ arising from
an electric potential with a maximum in the
centre, which decreases radially and axially, and
the ion drag force Fid. The latter is due to the
acceleration of the positive ions along this
electric field out of the centre and the resulting
friction force on the particles. According to the
well known formula by Barnes et al., the ion drag
force is too low to overcome the electrostatic
force to form the void. A major result of the
microgravity experiments has been the
rederivation of the ion drag and the discovery of
new processes that change the “classical” result
by over a factor 10. The experimental results
agree with the new theory. Since ion drag is of
great importance in many physical situations
and problems, the new insights gained from
these experiments on the ISS have to be
considered as a major achievement.

Demixing of different particle sizes: The forces
are size dependent. FQ ∝ a and Fid ∝ a2, where
a is the radius of the particle. This results in an
equilibrium position of smaller particles which is
closer to the centre than that of bigger ones,
easily explaining the observed demixing of the
different sizes. The new physics is therefore not
the fact of demixing – it lies in the way how demixing proceeds in strongly coupled plasmas.
This topic is being actively pursued with new
dedicated experiments on the ISS. For now it is
sufficient to mention that the approach to final
equilibrium can pass through a new universal
process (a non-equilibrium coordinate space
phase transition) not known previously – a
process peculiar to strongly coupled systems.
Crystalline structures: In many crystallisation
experiments with PKE-Nefedov, we observed
crystalline order in a small area close to the
sheath region. Even after several minutes the
size of the crystal did not increase.
In one of the latest experiments, we injected
particles with a diameter of 3.4 µm at a pressure
of 0.24 mbar. A few minutes after the injection,
when the complex plasma has reached a steady
state, the pressure was reduced in little steps
down to 0.14 mbar. Every step causes a little
“puff” of gas, which disturbs the equilibrium
position of the particles. These little kicks
precipitate an annealing of crystal defects, so
that a large crystalline region is formed, filling
the whole area between void and sheath and
between the vortices at the border of the
complex plasma. This special condition made it
possible, for the first time, to observe the crystal
structure with the high resolution CCD camera.
A scan in depth provided us finally with a 3dimensional view of the crystal.
In contrast to crystals with similar particles under
normal gravity it was found that in space the
crystal planes where not mainly oriented parallel
to the electrode. Using a vertical cut of the
particle positions obtained from a scan with the
high resolution camera through the crystalline
area, one can see that the crystal consists of
domains with different orientation and different
crystalline structure (Fig. III.A.37).
This allows us to investigate the physics of 3-D
domain boundaries, de-excitation of lattices,
annealing etc. at the kinetic (individual particle)
level.

Fig. III.A.36: Structure and dynamics of a complex
plasma containing particles of two different sizes
(3.4µm and 6.8µm diameter) under microgravity
conditions. The trajectories of the microparticles are
shown colour coded from red at the beginning to blue
at the end of the trajectory (over the rainbow
colours) for an exposure time of 3 sec.
The void can be closed under special
experimental conditions. These conditions are
neutral gas pressures below 0.5 mbar and the
lowest possible rf-voltages, close to the plasmaoff condition. At these parameters the plasma
density is so low and the electric field is so weak
that finally the electrostatic force dominates over
the ion-drag force, and the particles are pushed
to the centre.
Void/complex plasma boundary: The equilibrium
of the above mentioned (opposite) forces gives
the radial position of an isolated microparticle. In
a particle cloud, there are pressure forces, too.
The sharp boundary cannot be explained by the
equilibrium position alone. It was discovered that
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region was reconstructed. This distribution is
shown in Fig. III.A.38. At the relatively low
neutral gas pressure used in the experiments
the direct comparison with theory, which a
model of the ion drag force developed for
collisionless ions was possible. Good agreement
between theoretical and experimental results
was found as shown in Fig. III.A.38. Hence the
results may be considered as proof that the void
formation
in
complex
plasmas
under
microgravity conditions can be consistently
explained by the ion drag mechanism.

Fig. III.A.37: Superposition of the 3-D particle
coordinates on a 2-D image. The crystal consists of
crystalline domains with different structure and
orientation. Tilted lattice planes and hexagonal areas
can be seen.
Vortices: In the boundary regions the trajectories
of the particles show a vortex like motion. This is
caused by strong electric field inhomogeneities
which occur at the edge of the electrodes and at
the interface between the electrodes and the
particle dispensers. These in turn affect the
forces FQ and Fid, causing the particle cloud to
execute a convective-like motion. Although this
motion is poorly controlled, it nevertheless
provides interesting insights into the kinetics of
shear flows – some of the phenomena observed
will therefore become subject of special
investigations in the future. For future
experiments (see PK-3 Plus below) the plasma
chamber and electrode assembly have been
changed so that a much better symmetry and
homogeneity of the electric field between the
electrodes is achieved and therefore the vortex
motion does not occur. In PK-4 (see below) the
design criteria include special studies of
controlled shear flows as a major goal.

Fig.III.A.38. Potential energy distribution inside the
void. Symbols correspond to the experiment, dashed
line correspond to theory. The position x = 0 is at the
void center.
Decharging of a complex plasma
In the "decharging experiment" the rest charge
on the microparticles was measured after the
plasma was switched off. To measure this, the
particles were exposed to a sinusoidally varying
electric field (at low frequencies around 0.5 Hz)
and – if they remain charged – one can simply
determine the charge from the oscillation
amplitude shown in Fig. III.A.39.

Potential energy distribution inside the void
The formation of the so-called “void” in
microgravity experiments has precipitated a
number of theoretical explanations, including
effect of the ion drag force, thermophoretic
force, “plasma holes”, etc. Whilst the ion drag
mechanism of the void formation seemed most
consistent with the observations, no direct
experimental evidence was available previously.
In one of the experiments we observed an
instability of the particle cloud-void interface.
The instability was accompanied by periodic
contractions of the void volume and fast injection
of a relatively small number microparticles from
the cloud into the void. In the subsequent
relaxation stage the injected grains were pushed
from the void back into the complex plasma
cloud. The relaxation stage was slow enough so
that an accurate analysis of grain trajectories
during this stage was possible. From this
analysis the distribution of forces (and the
equivalent potential energy) inside the void

Fig. III.A.39. a) shows the particle motion upwards
separately for particles in the periphery and the
centre. The time when the plasma is switched off is
shown in the graph. Subtracting the thermophoretic
from the oscillatory motion we receive the oscillation
amplitude in b).
On Earth such a measurement is practically
impossible – the particles fall down too quickly
and charge measurements are consequently
very difficult to perform. This decharging
experiment showed that the particles are not
totally discharged after the plasma is turned off.
They retain a “frozen” charge after the plasma
electrons and ions have disappeared. This is a
new insight from complex plasma physics and
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might be important for many other processes,
including industrial applications.

Low-frequency waves in complex plasmas
Under microgravity conditions the experimental
investigation of weakly compressed threedimensional complex plasmas is possible. One
way to study these systems is by controlled
excitation of low-frequency compressional
waves. The waves were excited by modulating
the voltage on the rf electrodes. The waves were
either observed in almost the entire cloud of
particles or in a specific wave channel (waveguide). A typical picture of low-frequency waves
propagating through a wave channel is shown in
Fig. III.A.42. By varying the modulation
frequency the dispersion relation was measured
(see Fig. III.A.43). In order to compare
experimental results with theory a self-consistent
model of low-frequency waves in a collisional

Walking through walls
Sometimes it is observed that individual particles
appear to simply pass through a strongly
coupled complex plasma (even in the crystalline
state). It is if these particles can “walk through a
wall”. We have studied this anomalous transport,
a new phenomenon observed in ground-based
laboratory experiments, in experiments under
microgravity conditions and in parabolic flight
experiments (Fig. III.A.40)

Fig. III.A.40: The trajectories of three penetrating
particles are shown.

Fig. III.A.42: Experimentally observed typical
plasma structures and the wave channel at
excitation frequency f = 22 Hz.
complex plasma with ion drift was developed.
We considered plasma conditions appropriate to
the above wave experiment and took into
account the following effects: ion-neutral, iondust and neutral-dust collisions, external forces
acting on the microparticle component (i.e.,
electric force and the ion drag force), as well as
particle charge variations in the presence of the
wave. We then derived the linear dispersion
relation. From comparison between the
experimental and theoretical results we could
estimate the particle charge and the plasma
screening length, which are very important
characteristics of complex plasmas. We found
the dimensionless particle charge in the range
from z ~ 0.4 to z ~ 0.8, which is considerably
smaller than the collisionless orbital motion
limited (OML) theory prediction, zOML ~ 2. This
difference was attributed to the important effect
produced by ion-neutral charge exchange
collisions, which increase the ion current to the
grain surface and hence suppress the grain
charge even when the ion mean free path is
larger than the plasma screening length.
Another important result of our “wave
diagnostics” is that under microgravity conditions
it is possible to create crystalline complex

Fig.III.A.41: Geometrical model for charge
variation of penetrating and crystal particles.
To explain the observations a “geometrical
model for charge variation” of moving and
crystal particles was proposed. The main
assumption of the theory is that the new particle
takes electrons away from crystal cell particles
in proportion to the overlap of the Debye
spheres (Fig. III.A.41). Since the sum of all
charges remains constant inside a cell, the
charge of an individual particle should decrease
and the barrier for penetration will be lower.
Theoretical predictions are in good qualitative
agreement with observations and numerical
simulations, and show that this extreme
phenomenon can be considered as a
consequence of the Non-Hamiltonian character
of complex plasmas.
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plasmas with intergrain spacing significantly
larger than the plasma screening length.

This process is of importance in several
domains: particle growth in atmospheres,
atmospheric pollution and, as an astrophysical
application, the growth of planetesimals in the
protoplanetray disk.
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Fig. III.A.43. Comparison of the experimentally
measured dispersion relation (symbols) with the
theoretical one (solid line).
Agglomeration and gel transition
PKE-Nefedov was also used to perform
coagulation experiments, where the plasma was
switched off. Two experimental series of this
kind have been analyzed so far. In some cases,
the formation of a large agglomerate containing
~ 10% of the injected particle mass of the
system's overall mass was observed. The
agglomerate was formed during a very short
time interval and coexisted with the ensemble of
smaller particles of the system.
We use the light intensity of the particles as a
measure for their cluster sizes and hence their
masses. The intensity directly depends (via a
fractal dimension) on the cluster cross section.
Whenever we observe the formation of a
runaway agglomerate, the particle distribution
exhibits an exponential power law (see Fig.
III.A.44). In contrast, in the case when no
runaway agglomerate is observed the particle
distribution shows a cut-off towards the high
intensity regime (Fig. III.A.44).
A theoretical model on the basis of coagulation
theory was developed. According to this model,
runaway growth sets in at the moment when the
mass distribution exceeds a certain limit and is
no longer bound exponentially. Hence a
substantial fraction of the mass of the system
decouples from its kinetic evolution and is
transformed into a different phase (gel phase).
Further analysis of the particle properties has
shown that the particles were charged both
positively and negatively, the overall charge
distribution being neutral. Taking into account
the charge induced interaction during the
coagulation process it was shown that this
increases the probability for runaway growth
dramatically.

Fig. III.A.44: a) Powerlaw of intensity distribution
and formation of large agglomerate, containing
~10% of the mass of the system. b) A cut off is
observed at higher intensities. No runaway growth is
observed.
Two-Stream-Instability
This experiment was performed with a special
spherical plasma chamber on parabolic flights.
Mixtures of particles with different particle radii
have been shown to spatially separate within the
plasma volume. The major reason for the
separation is believed to be due to the size
dependent ion drag force that pushes larger
particles stronger to the plasma sheath
boundary than smaller particles. This is the
major “driving mechanism” for the complex
plasma streaming experiments – where two
kinds of particles are introduced into an
inductively coupled radio-frequency discharge
within a spherical plasma chamber. The
particles are initially injected into an unstable
situation, where the smaller particles of 3.4 µm
diameter are closer to the sheath boundary than
the 6.9 µm diameter particles. Due to the size
dependent background force field the particles
try to reverse their positions resulting in a
counter streaming of strongly coupled complex
plasmas.
As shown in (Fig. III.A.45) the small particles
starts to penetrate the regime of the larger
particles aligned in “lanes” of more than 10
particles each. Eventually, the spatial particle
arrangement is reversed, the bigger particles are
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close to the plasma sheath whereas the smaller
particles occupy the centre plasma region.
Simulations have shown that in a long term
counter-streaming process of the observed
“lanes” of collectively streaming particles would
merge to finally build up a two stream situation.
To investigate the full dynamic of this instability
we planed to set up a new experiment with
circular boundary conditions with designed,
known background force fields so that not only
the instability onset will be observable.

in place of two conventional cameras monitor
both particles and the plasma glow in a
calibrated brightness scale, improved resolution
and twice the frame rate. In conjunction with
hard disc video recording the overall
performance of the video system is vastly
improved with regard to image quality time
resolution and storage volume.
The electronics, which controls the plasma
diagnostics, the manipulation and other features,
too many to enumerate them all, has been
completely redesigned. It provides high
precision measurements of a number of
parameters, including the ionisation density and
the RF discharge power, not measured in the
previous payload.
Three models are being built for PK-3 Plus:
I. Science Model (in operation already for 18
months and tested in parabolic flights).
II. Qualification, Trainings and Flight Spare
Model (also already in operation).
III. Flight Unit (assembled to 70%). This unit will
be commissioned in summer 2005 and
launched with a "Progress" transporter in
Dec. 2005.

Fig. III.A.45: Counter streaming complex plasma
liquids.
Conclusion
The observations and analyses of PKE-Nefedov
described above show its great scientific use for
fundamental research. It points to the
importance of long-time experiments under
microgravity conditions and on the ISS in
particular. The investigation of complex plasmas
under microgravity is an important pillar for the
understanding of this young research field,
besides the research in the laboratory and
theory. For this reason we have established a
long-term microgravity program, which will be
described next.

4.2 PK3-Plus
PK-3 Plus shall replace PKE Nefedov on the
International Space Station ISS end of 2005.
Assembled in a safety container of 200 l., it has
the same volume as the predecessor, however
with vastly better performance. The plasma
chamber is a novel design with particular
attention given to minimum internal temperature
gradients thus avoiding the thermophoretic
effect. The new instrument gives the choice of
two gases. Combining better vacuum technology
with a novel gas-flow system, the gas purity
could be enhanced 10 to 100 times. Experience
teaches that gas purity is a decisive parameter
in complex plasma research. Six rather than two
microparticle
dispensers
provide
a
comprehensive choice of particle sizes and
materials. Four progressive scan CCD cameras

Fig. III.A.46: Image of the PK-3 Plus flight model.
PK-3 Plus, as its precursor PKE-Nefedov, is a
joint Russian/German scientific project. The
collaborating science teams are from the
Russian Academy Institute for High Energy
Densities in Moscow and from CIPS-MPE. The
scientists and engineers from both institutions
have been working since 2002 on the realisation
of PK-3 Plus.
At the request of ESA, the Russian/ German
science team agreed to make PK-3 Plus
available for research to other scientists from
ESA countries, thus providing much-needed
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new science impulses to the community within
ESA’s interim ISS utilisation programme.
PK-3 Plus is an ideal laboratory for investigating
complex plasmas on the ground and under
microgravity conditions. The science model,
which will stay at CIPS/MPE is fully functioning
and equipped additionally with more diagnostics
and other features. For example, it requires only
slight changes to the plasma chamber and a
temperature gradient can be established
between the lower and the upper electrode
allowing particle levitation of a certain size
through the thermophoretic force. This opens up
a broad field of interesting scientific
observations, two of which are mentioned below.

shows colour-coded particle traces observed in
the experiment during ≈ 1 s (side view), which
give an impression of the particle temperature.
The crystallization front is fairly narrow (about 34 interparticle distances). The temperature of the
liquid phase is about twice that of the crystalline
phase,
indicating
that
the
observed
condensation is non-equilibrium. One can also
see the interface between different crystalline
domains, which has a narrow width (2-3 lattice
planes) and a substantially higher temperature
than the crystal domains themselves − direct
observation of interfacial melting. Fig. III.A.47b
shows molecular dynamics simulations of the
crystallization front, also revealing the qualitative
features observed in experiments. The front has
a well developed fractal structure, with an abrupt
temperature drop within the transition layer
(blue) from the liquid/gaseous (green-yellow) to
the crystalline (black) phase.
Fig. III.A.48 (molecular dynamics simulations)
shows how the temperature (kinetic energy, red
line) of microparticles decays with time during
the crystallisation.
Initially, when the system is in a weakly coupled
phase, the temperature T exceeds or is about

The Crystallisation Process
The discovery of the crystallisation of complex
plasmas triggered enormous interest in
laboratory complex plasma research at the
fundamental level. Plasma crystal features like
defect migration, the melting but also wave
propagation in the crystalline and liquid phase
were investigated in detail and showed the
special properties and possibilities of complex
plasmas mentioned above.

Fig. III.A.47: (a) Crystallization wave observed in the experiment (particle positions are colour-coded from
green to red, i.e., cooler particles appear redder, hotter are multicoloured). (b) Crystallization wave in
molecular dynamics simulation (particle temperature is colour-coded, temperature rises from black to
yellow).
Under special conditions (e.g. very small
microparticles) it was found that the small
microgravity plasma chamber can be used to
produce significant 3-dimensional plasma
crystals even under gravity conditions. The
special field lines, the symmetry and the direct
symmetrical coupling of the rf-voltage to both
electrodes are responsible for that. In the first
example we studied the kinetics of the
crystallisation process in real time. A plasma
crystal is first melted into a disordered liquid-like
phase (by a short pulse of increased discharge
power). Afterwards, the system starts recrystallizing. Sometimes, this results in
homogeneous nucleation, but often it occurs in
the form of a crystallization front. Fig. III.A.47a

equal to the energy of electrostatic interaction.
At this stage, T decreases rapidly due to neutral
gas friction, and the slope of the decay obeys
the pure Epstein drag law for an individual
particle. However, as T decreases further and
consequently the coupling parameter ΓES grows,
the decay becomes much slower. In the
crystalline regime, when ΓES exceeds the critical
value corresponding to the “solid-liquid
boundary” (see phase diagram shown in Fig. 3),
the sequence of transitions from one
(metastable) configuration of particles to another
(lower energy level) can take from a few
seconds to dozens of minutes. Energy and
structure relaxation at this stage is solely
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mechanism for the observed instability is
identified as a Rayleigh-Taylor instability
inertially driven by (large-angle-scattering)
collisions between particles. This also has been
confirmed by molecular dynamics simulations. A
numerical simulation of the mixing layer is
shown in Fig. III.A.49c. Particle velocities are
color coded, increasing from blue to red. The
numerical parameters are similar to those in the
experiment.
The
traces
show
particle
displacements during 0.06 s which corresponds
to the exposure time in the experiment.

4.3 PK-4
Fig. III.A.48: Decay of the particle temperature
during the crystallisation (molecular dynamics
simulation).

PK-4 is a follow-up project of PKE-Nefedov and
PK-3Plus. Other than its predecessors, PK-4
utilizes mainly a DC discharge plasma, which
can optionally be combined with one or two RF
inductive discharges. This offers in particular the
capability to perform kinetic studies of a great
variety of dynamical phenomena in complex
plasmas, such as laminar shear flows and their
transition into the turbulent regime, formation of
waves
and their
propagation, collision
experiments and shock wave generation, flow
through nozzles and so on.
PK-4 is planned to succeed PK-3 Plus on the
ISS around 2007. A science insert of the PK-4
type is also scheduled to be included in the
planned ESA cornerstone facility IMPACT,
which contains a Plasma Laboratory, the
"International Microgravity Plasma Facility"
(IMPF) and could be launched (to the ISS) in
2009.
Within a DLR funded predevelopment phase,
which started in August 2002, three identical
prototype PK4 discharge chambers were
developed and their functional properties
investigated (Fig. III.A.50). One of these
chambers is used by our collaborating group at
IHED in Moscow, the second serves as
laboratory chamber in the MPE lab. Both lab
chambers can be operated in any orientation
with respect to the gravitational force. The third

governed by transport properties of the crystal
itself.
Liquid plasma flow
The second experiment presented here was
performed in a slightly modified PKE chamber,
with a temperature gradient producing a
thermophoretic force capable of lifting the
microparticles against gravity in an outer ring
and introducing a toroidal flow pattern of the
complex plasma. (The importance of the
thermophoretic force and its quantitative effect
was discovered in experiments performed on the
ISS.) Fig. III.A.49a shows the steady axially
symmetric flow of the complex plasma around
an obstacle (void). Surrounding the void
upstream, a laminar boundary layer is formed.
Downstream is a wake region. The boundary
layer covers most of the void surface, the
detachment line is remarkably stable. In the
wake, there exist two toroidal vortex regions (1)
and (2), a compressed quasi-crystalline layer
(3), and a “buffer zone” between the vortices (4).
The wake and the laminar flow regimes
downstream are separated by a mixing layer.
Fig. III.A.49b is a zoomed snapshot, which
shows that the boundary becomes unstable on
kinetic (particle) scales. The microscopic driving

Fig. III.A.49: (a) Flow of liquid complex plasmas around an obstacle, (b) zoom at the mixing layer, and (c)
numerical simulation of the mixing layer.
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impression of the variety of studied phenomena
can be obtained from a few selected images Fig.
III.A.52 to Fig. III.A.56. Note that the first three
pictures shown (Fig. III.A.52 to Fig. III.A.54)
were taken in the lab while Fig. III.A.55 – 56
were obtained under microgravity conditions.

chamber forms the central part of the PK4
parabolic flight rack (Fig. III.A.51). Up to now,
the latter has been operated under microgravity
conditions on two ESA parabolic flight
campaigns onboard the A300 ZERO-G airplane
with a total of 180 parabolas, each 20 seconds
in duration.

Fig. III.A.53: Laminar flow around an obstacle
(charged wire). Superposition of 10 images, covering
a time of 83 msec. Note that the stagnation “point”
really is pointlike (dimension ~r-2 particle
separations).

Fig. III.A.50: The PK4 plasma chamber, mounted
inside the parabolic flight rack, tube diameter is 30
mm.

Fig. III.A.54: Example of laminar shear flow.
Superposition of several consecutive images reveal
that the flow velocity does not vary continuously
across the shear - instead it breaks up into 3 distinct
regimes with different flow velocities (top to bottom)
2.6, 5.4 and 8.7 mm/sec.

Fig. III.A.51: PK4 parabolic flight rack inside the
ZERO-G airplane in the front and PK-3 Plus science
model in the back of the image.

Fig. III.A.52: The transition to unstable flow with a
clear wave behaviour occurs at a certain threshold
pressure. The transition is a manifestation of the iondust streaming instability, caused by the relative drift
between the dust and the ion component. This
transition allows the estimation of dust charge from a
linear dispersion relation, which describes the
transition of the particle flow to the unstable regime
at the experimentally found pressure threshold.
So far PK-4 activities were dominated by basic
development tasks, but nevertheless have
already led to several publications. An

Fig. III.A.55: Oscillations of 6 micron particles close
to particles is confined in the rf induced discharge to
the right (1.2 and 3.4 micron).
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Fig. III.A.56:
Particle chain formation in a
counterstreaming complex plasma – a nonequilibrium phase transition.

Fig. III.A.57: The particle charge obtained from
experiments [force balance for low number of
injected particles (open circles); force balance for
pressures above the threshold (open squares),
solution of dispersion relation (solid squares)], and
from MD simulations (red diamonds). The area
between the two dotted lines corresponds to the
charge given by the OML model for Havnes
parameters between P = 0.2 (upper line) and P = 3
(lower line)

Measurements of the particle charge
The particle charge is one of the most important
characteristics of complex (dusty) plasmas,
which determines the interaction of particles with
the plasma electrons and ions, electromagnetic
fields, interaction between the particles
themselves, etc. Not surprisingly, the charging of
dust particles is actively investigated both
theoretically and experimentally. We determined
the dust particle charge experimentally in a bulk
dc discharge plasma using the PK-4 facility. The
experiments were performed in a wide pressure
range from ~20 up to ~150 Pa. The charge was
obtained by two independent methods: One
based on analysis of the particle motion in a
stable particle flow (force balance condition) and
another on transition to unstable flow (solution of
the dispersion relation). The experiments with
relatively small dust particles (0.6 µm in radius)
were performed in ground-based conditions.
Some experiments with larger particles (1.7 and
3.4 µm in radius) were also performed in
microgravity conditions during the 36th ESA
parabolic flight campaign (March, 2004). To
have an independent verification of the charge
estimated
from
experiments,
molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of particle charging
for conditions similar to those of the experiment
were performed. The results of two experimental
methods and MD simulations show good
agreement (see Fig. III.A.57). The charges
obtained are considerably smaller than those
predicted by the collisionless orbit motion limited
(OML) theory (especially, at higher pressures).
This serves as an experimental confirmation that
ion-neutral collisions significantly affect particle
charging in the regime when the ion mean free
path is comparable to the plasma screening
length.

Nanofluidics in PK-4
The PK-4 chamber makes it possible to study
fluids at the kinetic level. If one compares the
dimensions and parameters of such a fluid with
water, one finds that streams of complex
plasmas are similar to water streaming at high
speeds, visualized at the molecular level. In the
nanofluidic experiments in PK-4 we force
particles through a Laval-nozzle. In this
experiment we are able to distinguish between
single particle movement through the nozzle and
the collective effect that is well-known in rocketengines technology. In a first step we simply
built a “nozzle” by forming a plasma with a
central narrow opening using pairs of copper
electrodes with applied rf-voltage (Fig. III.A.58).

Fig. III.A.58: PK-4 chamber in vertical position with
two pairs of copper electrodes working as “nozzle”.
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4.4 IMPF/IMPACT
The International Microgravity Plasma Facility is
one of the two facilities of the ESA cornerstone
Laboratory IMPACT (International Microgravity
Plasma, Aerosol and Cosmic dust Twin). It is
designed as a modular facility consisting of subunits for easy accommodation. IMPACT, as the
master facility, delivers the rack structure,
power, vacuum, cooling, experiment control via
laptop and/or telescience, data storage etc. The
experimental inserts are defined by the scientific
community on evaluated proposals. For IMPF
two kinds of different plasma chamber inserts
are foreseen: an rf-IMPF insert and a dc/rf
combined insert, both very different in their setup and scientific goals. The rf-IMPF insert
consists of a parallel plate plasma discharge,
similar to the PKE-Nefedov and PK-3 Plus
experiments. This insert is designed to
investigate strongly coupled plasmas – mainly in
the crystalline state including the solid-liquid
phase transition. The second insert consists of a
long dc-tube discharge with rf-coils or electrodes
used for manipulation and trapping. This set-up
will open up a new field of research under
microgravity, liquid complex plasmas.
The IMPF facility proposal was selected
following
an
ESA
Announcement
of
Opportunities AO 1998 (Principal Investigator or
Team Coordinator G. Morfill, with participating
scientific
groups
from
13
international
institutions). In the subsequent review process,
the proposal was given the highest rating
“outstanding”. Since then the Institute (MPE) has
been working on the implementation, partly
financed by DLR and ESA, supported by an
international advisory board and the space
industry.
In a second International AO 2000, the ISS
related agencies called for experiment proposals
for existing or planned facilities. From a total of
over 100 proposals world wide, five received the
top grade “outstanding”, of those three IMPF
proposals took the first three places.
In May 2002 it was recommended by the facility
science teams to combine IMPF with another
outstandingly rated facility ICAPS (Interactions
in Cosmic and Atmospheric Particle Systems)
into one microgravity research facility –
IMPACT. Since then IMPACT has become an
ESA cornerstone project.
The IMPACT Laboratory consists of an
electronic and mechanical support system which
delivers the rack structure, power, gas and
vacuum, cooling, control, data storage etc. and
two experiment inserts, one for the scientific field
of complex plasmas and the second one for the
field of dust and aerosol physics (see Fig.
III.A.61, which shows the sketch of the IMPACT

Fig. III.A.59: Particles flowing from right to left
through a Laval-nozzle with the nozzle centre at the
narrrowest point at the left side of picture (Gravity is
pointing to the left).
The flow of particles through this nozzle can be
seen in Fig. III.A.59. From the video data we
obtained the velocity of the particles. We
compared the mean velocity of a stream
containing of the order of 1000 particles in the
flow cross section with a single particle going
through the nozzle. Fig. III.A.60 shows, as one
would expect, that the velocity of a single
particle remains almost constant as it passes
through the nozzle, whereas the mean velocity
of the particle cloud increases substantially by
almost a factor 2. This is a strong evidence of a
collective acceleration process. In addition, the
feature at z=15 mm suggests the formation of a
weak reverse shok.

Fig. III.A.60: Comparison of velocities of a single
particle with a particle cloud while passing through
the nozzle.
More experiments have to be performed to find
the transition between single particle movement
and collective behaviour.
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Fig. III.A.61: The IMPACT laboratory with the
different modules. The major parts are mentioned
in the Figure.
laboratory). For further information, see
http://www.mpe.mpg.de/theory/plasma-crystal/.
The
projects
PKE-Nefedov
(grant
no.
50WM9852), PK-3 Plus (grant no. 50 WB 0203),
PK-4 (grant no. 50 WP 0204) und IMPF-pre
development (grant no. 50WM0038) have been
supported by DLR (BMBF) within „Research
under Microgravity” and the Adaptive Electrodes
(grant no. 50TK0001 and 50 RT 0207) within the
“First Chance Program”. A Topical Team is
founded by ESA to keep the IMPF scientific
advisory board in operation.
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The MAJESTIX device was also employed to
investigate the erosion of a-C:H films due to
combined irradiation with Ar+ ions and atomic
hydrogen. The simultaneous interaction of
energetic species (ions) and thermal H radicals
causes a significantly enhanced erosion rate
which is much higher than the simple sum of the
rates of the individual processes. This
synergistic interaction process is termed
Chemical Sputtering.
A new low-temperature plasma experiment was
constructed (PAUKE). The plasma is produced
by inductive coupling at a frequency of
13.56 MHz. The experiment is equipped with a
number of surface and plasma diagnostics. A
commercial Langmuir probe is applied to
measure electron temperature and density and a
plasma monitor (= energy and mass analyser) is
used to determine charged and neutral fluxes
reaching the substrate surfaces. Growth and
erosion of layers are investigated by real-time,
in-situ ellipsometry and in-situ infrared
spectroscopy.

III. B. Low Temperature Plasma
Science
The Low-Temperature Plasma Physics group
(LTPP group) at IPP is concerned with the
application of low-temperature plasmas for
surface treatment, such as deposition of thin
films, erosion, and surface modification. The
main focus is on the investigation of plasmasurface interaction processes of hydrogen and
with
hydrocarbon
plasmas
(e.g.
CH4)
hydrocarbon films. These processes play an
important role in the transport of carbon in the
boundary layers of fusion experiments.

Summary of Previous Work (Period
2000 till 2001)
In the field of thin film characterisation an
improved theoretical description of infrared
spectra was developed and applied to the
analysis of amorphous, hydrogenated carbon
films (a-C:H). It was shown that the infrared
absorption spectra and the resulting k spectra in
the range of the CH vibrational bands around
3000 cm-1 are quite sensitive to the film
structure. These k spectra can be considered as
fingerprint of the type of a-C:H film.
Interaction of hydrocarbon radicals, atomic
hydrogen, and ions with a-C:H surfaces was
studied in a dedicated UHV particle-beam
experiment (MAJESTIX) which is unique in the
world. The experiment is equipped with two
independent radical sources and an ion source
for a mass-selected ion beam. These radical
beam sources have previously been developed
and characterised in the LTPP group. Growth or
etch rates during exposure of a sample to the
radical beams are measured by in-situ real-time
ellipsometry and the chemical structure of the
surface is measured by in-situ real-time infrared
spectroscopy. One topic that was thoroughly
studied is the interaction of thermal radicals with
a-C:H surfaces. The temperature dependence of
CH3 sticking was measured in the temperature
range from 300 to 800 K. The synergistic
interaction of atomic hydrogen and CH3 radicals
leads to an enhancement of the sticking of CH3
by up to about two orders of magnitude if the
surface is exposed to a flux of H simultaneously
to CH3. It was shown that a key step for the
growth of polymer like a-C:H films is the
hydrogen elimination due to interaction of the
surface with atomic hydrogen. A rate equation
model was developed to describe the flux
dependence and dynamics of a-C:H film growth
from radical beams. The parameters of the
model were estimated applying Bayesian
probability theory (collaboration with the data
analysis group).

New results from the period 2001 to 2004 will be
presented in the following sections.

1

Basic Studies of
Erosion Processes

Thin-film

1.1

Synergistic erosion of C:H surfaces by
energetic argon ions and thermal
hydrogen atoms

Erosion of hard a-C:H films by simultaneous
exposure to an Ar+ ion beam and a beam of
thermal, atomic hydrogen (chemical sputtering)
was investigated by in-situ real-time ellipsometry
in the MAJESTIX device. Experiments were
performed at room temperature, where erosion
by atomic hydrogen is negligible. The energy of
the Ar+ ions was varied between 20 eV and
800 eV. Bombardment of the film with Ar+ ions
alone yields physical sputtering at energies
higher than about 100 eV (Fig. III.B.1). Below
this energy no physical sputtering is observed.
The observed energy dependence of physical
sputtering is in agreement with TRIM.SP
computer simulations assuming a surface
binding energy of 3.0 eV (typical of rough
graphite surfaces is 4.5 eV). However, if both
beams are switched on, a strong increase of the
erosion rate by a factor of more than 5 is
observed at an ion energy of 800 eV, and even
at 20 eV substantial erosion occurs which
significantly exceeds that due to atomic
hydrogen alone.
In the literature low-energy erosion of carbon at
room temperature due to hydrogen ions is
explained by so-called kinetic hydrocarbon
emission: Chemical reaction of hydrogen leads
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sputtering of carbonaceous surfaces, which
allows a quantitative description of the ion
energy and ion species dependence of chemical
sputtering in the presence of atomic hydrogen
(see green model curve in Fig. III.B.1). This
model is extrapolated to other ion species
relevant to plasma surface interaction in nuclear
fusion devices such as He+, Ne+, H+, D+, T+, and
N+. Some results of these model calculations are
presented in Fig. III.B.2.

to creation of hydrocarbon groups which are
weakly bound to the surface and, hence,
sputtered even at energies below the threshold
for physical sputtering of the original material. To
test the consistency of this explanation with our
results, TRIM.SP calculations were performed
for different surface binding energies of carbon.
In order to simulate erosion yields of the order of
those found experimentally, a surface binding
energy of ≈0.1 eV has to be assumed (see pink
line in Fig. III.B.1), which is unreasonably low.
Consequently, kinetic hydrocarbon emission
was discarded as explanation for the observed
chemical sputtering process.

chemical sputtering yield
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Fig. III.B.1:
Physical
and
chemical
sputtering of a-C:H layers due to interaction with
atomic hydrogen and argon ions as a function of
the ion energy. Blue squares show the physical
sputtering yield due to argon ions alone. The
black and blue lines are TRIM.SP simulations for
a surface binding energy of 4.5 and 3.0 eV,
respectively. The black dotted line is the erosion
rate (right hand scale) for atomic hydrogen
alone. Red circles are the chemical sputtering
yields for the combined interaction of atomic
hydrogen and argon ions (flux ratio (H/ion flux)
= 400). A TRIM.SP simulation with a surface
binding energy of 0.1 eV cannot describe the
measured energy dependence. The green line is
the result of the chemical sputtering model.

Fig. III.B.2:
Modelling results for the erosion
yield (eroded carbon atoms per incident ion) as
a function of ion energy for the erosion of a-C:H
layers due to a simultaneous bombardment with
ions and a flux of atomic H for different ion
species (He+, H+, D+, T+). A flux ratio of
400 (H/ion flux) as for the argon experiment
shown in Fig. III.B.1 was assumed.
In addition, the flux dependence, i.e. the
dependence of the chemical sputtering yield,
Y(Ar|H), on the H atom to Ar+ ion flux ratio R
(= jH/jAr), was investigated for an argon ion
energy of 200 eV. Y decreases with decreasing
R. The data can be well described by a simple
rate equation model. The model suggests that
saturation of Y occurs only for very high values
of R (R > 1000, saturation value of Y ≈ 3).

Alternatively, the following mechanism of
chemical sputtering was proposed: Incident ions
break C—C bonds within their penetration
range. Atomic hydrogen, which is known to
permeate a few nanometres into a-C:H,
passivates the broken bonds. By repeated bond
breaking by ions and passivation by hydrogen,
volatile molecules are formed at and underneath
the surface which thermally diffuse out of the
film. The proposed mechanism is in agreement
with various experimental observations reported
in the literature.
Based on this microscopic mechanism we
devised a framework for understanding chemical

1.2

Synergistic erosion of C:H surfaces by
energetic neon ions and thermal
hydrogen atoms

Similar to the experiments presented in the
preceding section, new experiments with neon
ions were performed. The data are shown in
Fig. III.B.3. In general, the same observations as
for argon are made. Interaction of the ions alone
(physical sputtering) is well described by the
TRIM.SP calculations. The combined interaction
of ions and H causes an erosion rate that is
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gas ions, the erosion due to N2+ ions alone
cannot be explained by TRIM.SP calculations.
The erosion yields for N2+ ions are significantly
higher than the predicted physical sputtering
yields and show in contrast to them no clear
energy dependence over a wide energy range
(50 to 900 eV). This is a clear signature of
chemical sputtering. We assert, interaction of
N2+ ions with a-C:H surfaces causes chemical
sputtering similar to H2+ ions alone. In principle,
this effect is known from literature. In ion beam
irradiation of a-C:H surfaces with nitrogen ions,
CxHyNz species have been identified as erosion
products by mass spectroscopy. This is a clear
indication of a chemical reaction at the surface.
Similar observations have been made in the
plasma erosion of a-C:H layers using nitrogen
containing plasmas. So far, there has, however,
been no systematic investigation of the energy
dependence of this process. If the a-C:H
surfaces are exposed to a simultaneous flux of
N2+ ions and atomic hydrogen, we again find a
significantly enhanced erosion. The agreement
of the data with the chemical sputtering model is
acceptable, but the measured yield is
systematically higher than the model predictions.
This deviation might be due to the chemical
activity of nitrogen.
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Fig. III.B. 3:
Physical
and
chemical
sputtering of a-C:H layers due to interaction with
atomic hydrogen and neon ions as a function of
the ion energy. Blue squares show the physical
sputtering due to neon ions alone. The blue line
is a TRIM.SP simulation for a surface binding
energy of 2.8 eV. The red dotted line is the
erosion rate (right hand scale) for atomic
hydrogen alone. Green circles are the chemical
sputtering yields for the combined interaction of
atomic hydrogen and neon ions. The green line
is the result of the chemical sputtering model.
H-atom-to-ion flux ratio ≈ 250.
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much higher than the sum of the individual
processes. The model curve shown in
Fig. III.B.3 is a prediction that is solely based on
the model parameters fitted to the Ar data. The
good agreement of the data with the model
predictions is quite remarkable l. It is further
interesting to note that the rates for Ar and Ne
are very similar although the masses of both
species differ significantly. This is a
consequence of the change in the collision
cascade due to differences in stopping power,
penetration range, and cross section for nuclear
collisions. These effects are inherently included
in the model due to the simulation of the collision
physics by the TRIM.SP computer code. These
new neon data represent an excellent
confirmation of the devised chemical sputtering
model.
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Fig. III.B.4:
Sputtering of a-C:H layers due
to interaction with atomic hydrogen and nitrogen
ions as a function of the ion energy. Blue
squares show the sputtering due to N2+ ions
alone. The blue line is a TRIM.SP simulation for
a surface binding energy of 2.8 eV. The red
dotted line is the erosion rate (right hand scale)
for atomic hydrogen alone. Magenta circles are
the chemical sputtering yields for the combined
interaction of atomic hydrogen and N2+ ions.
The magenta line is the result of the chemical
sputtering model. H-atom-to-ion flux ratio ≈ 250.

Synergistic erosion of C:H surfaces by
energetic nitrogen molecular ions and
thermal hydrogen atoms

In addition to the experiments with noble gas
ions, where the energetic species are chemically
unreactive, we started first experiments using
chemically active ion species. Some initial
measurements using molecular H2+ ions showed
reasonable agreement with the chemical
sputtering model predictions. Very recently, new
experiments with molecular nitrogen ions (N2+)
were performed. These data are presented in
Fig. III.B.4. In contrast to the case with noble

In summary, we can state that the combined
interaction of atomic hydrogen and energetic
ions leads to a synergistic enhancement of the
sputtering yields called chemical sputtering. In
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addition to the enhanced yields, the energy
threshold for chemical sputtering is much lower
than for physical sputtering. A microscopic
mechanism for chemical sputtering was
developed. Based on this microscopic
mechanism we devised a mathematical model,
which allows a quantitative description of the ion
energy and ion species dependence of chemical
sputtering in the presence of excess supply of
atomic hydrogen. The agreement of this
chemical sputtering model with experimental
results is excellent for the case of noble gas ions
(Ar, Ne) and reasonable for the case of
chemically active species (H2+, N2+).

Some results for the number of carbon atoms
incorporated per pulse are plotted in Fig. III.B.5.
The plot contains data from a large variety of
experiments where different process parameters
were changed over a wide range. It is quite
remarkable that in spite of this large variation all
measurements for a certain pressure lie on the
same curve. This is at least an indication that
Emean is a useful parameter to characterise these
types of plasmas. Experiments for 2 and 3 Pa
fall on one common curve. In this case, the
carbon incorporation shows a maximum around
20-30 eV/molecule The results for 10 Pa deviate
clearly. This is an indication of a different plasma
chemistry at increased pressures.

2

Plasma Studies

2.1

Inductively-coupled plasma device for
in-situ growth studies (PAUKE)

Densities of the majority of the species in the
plasma were measured by quantitative mass
spectrometry (see Sect. 3 below). Fig. III.B.6
shows the measured densities of hydrogen and
hydrocarbon molecules with up to 4 carbon
atoms. Since pure methane is introduced into
the chamber, all other species are produced in
the plasma or at the surface. With increasing
Emean we find an increasing consumption of the
precursor gas methane (CH4) and accordingly a
significant production of hydrogen. All measured
heavier hydrocarbon species (CxHy, x>1) show a
very similar behaviour: For low Emean they rise
steeply with increasing Emean. Then they exhibit
a maximum around 20-30 eV/molecule and
decrease again for higher values of Emean. This
maximum in the density of heavier hydrocarbon
species (CxHy, x>1) coincides with the maximum
of the number of incorporated carbon atoms as
shown in Fig. III.B.5. The decrease following the
maximum is caused by the depletion of the
source gas.

In a new plasma experiment set up in 2001 the
plasma is produced by inductive coupling at a
frequency of 13.56 MHz. In this device, the
deposition of a-C:H layers from pulsed
discharges is investigated. One aim of this work
is to identify the main growth precursors that
contribute to the growth of amorphous
hydrocarbon (a-C:H) films in pulsed methane
discharges. To control the energy of the
impinging ions a self-bias voltage can be applied
to the substrate holder with a second rf
generator. Growth and erosion of layers are
investigated by real-time, in-situ ellipsometry. In
addition to the plasma monitor that allows
detecting ions and neutrals impinging on the
substrate surface a molecular beam mass
spectrometer setup was developed to determine
the fluxes of reactive radicals to the chamber
walls. A multi channel scaler allows the timeresolved monitoring of the fluxes. As far as
possible all measurements were quantified.
Measurements were performed in different
hydrocarbon precursor gases with a plasma ontime τon = 3 ms and varying plasma off-times τoff.
To change the deposition conditions the
following
experimental
parameters
were
changed: plasma off-times τoff, source gas
fluxes, pressures, and self-bias voltages at the
substrate. The measured thickness gain per
pulse can be converted into the number of
carbon atoms incorporated per pulse.
The parameter that governs the plasma
chemistry and with it the whole deposition
process, is the mean energy per source gas
molecule Emean. It is determined by the absorbed
rf power, PICP, the duty cycle, d.c. =
τon/[τon + τoff], and the flux of the source gas,
Φsource:
E mean / molecule = PICP ⋅ d .c. / Φ source .

Quantitative measurements of the ion and
methyl radical fluences to the substrate show
that these species contribute only about 10% to
the growth. The observed growth can only be
explained by highly reactive radicals, which do
not need any surface activation of the film for
incorporation. These species can either be
formed directly from the source gas
(preferentially for low <E>/molecule, where the
source gas density is still high) or from heavier
hydrocarbons (CxHy, x>1). The highly reactive
radicals C and CH have, however, also a high
reaction rate coefficient for gas phase
recombination with CH4. which produces either
stable or less reactive species. One should
therefore expect substantially lower growth
yields at low Emean for higher pressures. This can
also be clearly seen in Fig. III.B.5.
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In addition to the densities of the stable CxHy
molecules with 0 ≤ x ≤ 4 shown in Fig. III.B.6,
the radicals CH3 and CH2, and the ion fluences
per pulse are measured. Comparing the
absolute gas densities with growth rates global
carbon and hydrogen balances are drawn. From
the measured CH3 density the fluences per
pulse to the substrate of the radicals C, CH, CH2
and CH3 are deduced. From the gas densities of
C2H2, C2H4, and C2H6 the fluences to the
substrate of the radicals C2H, C2H3 and C2H5 are
estimated. The growth contributions of the ions
and the different radicals are obtained by
multiplying the fluences with the corresponding
sticking coefficient. These growth contributions
for the various species are presented in
Fig. III.B.7 and compared with the film growth
per pulse.
The growth contributions of CH3 and CH2 are
negligible over the whole investigated process
parameter range. The main growth precursor
changes with Emean: for Emean < 10 eV growth is
mainly caused by CH; hydrocarbon ions
contribute here only about 10%. In the range of
10 eV < Emean <100 eV the contribution of C2H
and C2H3 is dominant and only for Emean
> 100 eV CxHy ions come to play an important
role.
Furthermore, the dependence of the film
properties on the process parameters was
investigated. The properties do not depend
solely on the energy of the impinging ions, but
also on the value of Emean. The film properties
are determined by the dissipated energy per
incorporated carbon atom.
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Fig. III.B.5:
Number of incorporated carbon
atoms per pulse normalized to the absorbed
power and plasma-on time for a variety of
different plasma parameters. Different symbols
indicate series in which different parameters
were changed. Process parameters: gas flow
10 – 70 sccm, pressure = 2,3, and 10 Pa,
absorbed rf power = 250 – 400 W, τon = 0.25 –
20 ms.
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Fig. III.B.6:
Neutral gas density of hydrogen and hydrocarbon species in methane plasmas.
Hydrocarbon molecules with 2, 3, and 4 carbon atoms are always combined to one group. Lines are
only a guide to the eye. Plasma parameters: gas flow = 10 – 70 sccm, pressure = 2 Pa, absorbed
rf power = 300 W, τon = 3 ms.
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An advanced method was developed in
collaboration with the data analysis group that
allows decomposing complex multi-component
mass spectra based on Bayesian probability
theory. In addition to the successful
disentanglement of the thermal decomposition of
azomethane discussed in the last report, the
method was applied to further demanding
examples. The decomposition of an artificial gas
mixture clearly showed the capability of the
method to handle incomplete data sets. It also
demonstrated the knowledge gain that is
achieved when calibration measurements are
incorporated consistently. Applying the algorithm
to the decomposition of mass spectra of lowtemperature methane plasmas radicals could be
identified with standard low-resolution mass
spectrometry for the first time.
In addition to the above mentioned examples the
algorithm was extended with a so-called model
comparison module. It now allows one to
decompose even mixtures containing an
unknown number of constituents. Applying the
principle of Occam's razor, the method penalizes
complicated models for increasing the number of
species unless they are supported by the data.
As a result, it provides not only the point
estimates for the species concentrations and
improved values of the cracking coefficients
together with their margin of confidence, but also
the actual number of species reflected by the
data. This feature makes it superior to all
existing algorithms. The method was applied to
disentangle mass spectra for methane, ethane,
and acetylene plasma discharges (see, e.g.,
Fig. III.B.6). Signals of 34 mass channels
produced by 10 different stable species were
considered, ranging up to 60 amu. Uncommon
species such as C4H2 were identified. In this
example, Bayesian model comparison proved its
power to extract information about trace gas
elements in the overwhelming parent gas
atmosphere.
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Fig. III.B.7:
Contribution of different
species from the plasma to the growth of
a-C:H layers. The sum of the individual
contributions is in good agreement with the
measured growth per pulse. Symbols show
measured deposition rate and lines the
contributions of different species.
Plasma parameters: gas flow 10–70 sccm,
pressure = 2 Pa, absorbed RF power =
300 W, τon = 3 ms.

2.2

Quantitative Mass Spectrometry

Inductively-coupled plasma device for
plasma diagnostics (PUMA)

A new low-temperature plasma device was
installed. Following the development of an
inductively-coupled plasma device for in-situ
growth studies in 2001 this setup is mainly
devoted to plasma diagnostics. The device is
designed as an all-metal UHV experiment. An
energy-dispersive mass spectrometer (Plasma
Process Monitor PPM 422, Pfeiffer, Germany), a
multi-grid retarding field analyzer (home-made),
and a Langmuir probe are the main diagnostics
applied to measure the fluxes of ions, stable
neutrals, and radicals reaching the electrode
surface as well as the particle energy
distributions. The chamber and electrode
geometry resemble the GEC (gaseous
electronic conference) reference cell and are
identical to the PAUKE setup. The plasma
device as well as the diagnostics were installed
and first experiments to characterize the Plasma
Process Monitor were performed. The final aim
is to combine the quantitative results obtained
from both experiments to develop a wellfounded description of the processes during
growth and erosion of a-C:H films.

4

Particle Growth Experiment
(PAGE)

The behavior of particle clouds and particle
growth in reactive plasmas is studied in a
capacitively-coupled rf discharge. We use a
three electrode assembly with the electrodes,
10 cm in diameter, being oriented horizontally.
The rf power is applied to the upper electrode.
To change the plasma conditions in the
levitation region, a grided electrode is placed
between the two lower rf electrodes. The
particles are levitated between this grided and
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the lower electrode. To collect the particles
directly from the particle clouds, we use a NFP
(negatively charged fine particle) collector.

Fig. III.B. 8:

SEM image of diamond particle.

Particles generated in the plasma without
introducing seed particles are mainly amorphous
carbon. Most of the particles levitated are
flakes, delaminated from the surface of the
upper two electrodes. However, we also find a
few nano-diamond particles for the following
growth condition, CH4: 1 sccm, H2: 20 sccm,
temperature of electrodes: 800 K. If we pour
diamond
seed
particles
(average
size
~2.8 micron) into the apparatus, we observe
nucleation of new particles on their surface as
shown in Fig. III.B.8 (size up to 100 nm after
8 hours plasma exposure at 800 K).
In order to increase the growth rate of diamonds
and improve the quality, we have installed a
tungsten hot filament between the grided
electrode and the lower electrode. Inserting the
W hot filament, three effects are expected. The
first is to heat the particles more efficiently. The
second is to produce atomic hydrogen more
efficiently. The third is to decrease the electron
temperature. Energetic electrons from the
plasma are absorbed by the filament and
replaced by low-energy electrons emitted from
the filament because the hot filament system is
electrically floating. First tests of this setup
allowed levitation and treatment of diamond
seed particles at filament temperatures of
2300 K.
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energy resolution of the ion-beam and the
detector as well as energy-loss straggling and
small-angle scattering effects restrict the mass
and depth resolution.
The adaptive kernel
method was applied to enhance the resolution
as well as to study the growth process of
tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C). Thin-film
growth of ta-C is only possible with techniques
involving energetic ions. 13C depth profiles from
various growth scenarios were derived from
high-resolution elastic recoil detection (ERD)
data measured with the Munich Q3D magnetic
spectrograph (TU München, G. Dollinger), which
allows to resolve single monolayers using heavy
ion beams.
Plasma-wall interaction is one of the major
sources for impurities found in magnetically
confined plasmas. The proper modeling of these
interactions is therefore crucial for the correct
choice of a first wall material. Monte-Carlo-Code
simulations of a carbon surface bombarded with
100 keV tungsten ions predicted an oscillatory
time varying carbon concentration profile.
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS)
profiles measured at carbon samples irradiated
with increasing amounts of tungsten were
deconvoluted with the known energy resolution
function. The depth profile of a carbon surface
shows an oscillatory time varying carbon
concentration profile. The depth profiles are in
good agreement with the results from a TRIDYN
simulation.
In many areas of physical research the
measured spectra consist of a collection of
`peaks' from some parametric family. For an
unknown number of components the technique
of reversible jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(RJMCMC) allows jumping between the
parameter subspaces corresponding to different
numbers of components. The number of
components supported by the data and the
parameters of the individual component are
estimated by RJMCMC sampling of the posterior
probability distribution with variable dimensions.
The method was applied to data from RBS and
High-Resolution
Electron
Energy
Loss
Spectroscopy.
A Bayesian parameter estimation problem was
solved for understanding the magnetic island
dynamics of tearing modes in ASDEX Upgrade.
The dynamics of neoclassical tearing modes is
theoretically described by the generalized
Rutherford equation for the magnetic island
width -a first order differential equation. It
contains three free parameters which are
assigned to three terms describing the
destabilizing bootstrap effect, the stabilizing
effects of shaping and toroidicity (GlasserGreene-Johnson effect) and finally the
polarization currents induced by the motion of
the island through the plasma. The knowledge of
these free parameters is of crucial importance

IV. ANALYSIS, TECHNIQUES
AND APPLICATIONS
A. Bayesian Probability Theory
1. Summary of Previous Work
Modern techniques of data analysis have to be
applied whenever the inferential problem is illposed, different sources of information have to
be combined, or model choice or model
uncertainty is an issue. Scientific reasoning is
always based on uncertain measurements and
(vague) prior information from previous
knowledge about the system of interest.
Bayesian probability theory (BPT) provides a
general and consistent frame for combining
various kinds of information taking into account
the degree of uncertainty of data, parameters
and models.
The probabilistic method was applied to solve illconditioned inferential problems in plasma
physics, surface science and astrophysics. The
problems solved in time period 2000/2001 are
summarized in this chapter whereas problems
continued until 2004 will be discussed in the
following sections.
An ubiquitous ill-posed problem is given by the
deconvolution of a transfer function from
measured data. Measured data are often
deteriorated by a low temporal, spatial or energy
resolution. The deconvolution was performed
with the adaptive kernel method in the
framework of BPT allowing for local smoothness
properties. In unstructured regions of the
spectrum the smoothness level is high whereas
in regions where structures arise the
smoothness level is low. This powerful multiresolution technique for adaptively reducing the
number of degrees of freedom of a form-free
reconstruction effectively reduces noise fitting.
An increase of the temporal resolution of a
sniffer probe for measuring the temporal
development of hydrogen and deuterium fluxes
at the plasma edge was achieved. A temporal
transfer
function
was
determined
by
deconvolving the signal of the sniffer probe in
Wendelstein 7-AS with the known time
distribution of the hydrogen pressure in the
torus. The deconvolution of the obtained transfer
function from a measured data set resulted in
addition to a significant improvement of the
temporal resolution also in the reduction of the
time lag introduced by the retarding property of
the sniffer probe volume.
Energy resolution is a permanent issue in
accelerator-based solid state analysis. It is
closely related to the reconstruction of the depth
profiles from ion-beam experiments. The limited
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contribution only and the other component
describes background plus signal contributions.

for the determination of the microwave power in
order to perform electron cyclotron current drive
stabilization of tearing modes. However, they
can hardly be calculated theoretically and have
to
be
determined
from
experiment.
Nevertheless, prior information about the
parameters
was
derived
from
ECE
measurements and from ideal plasma
configurations, and combined with the data
according to the Bayesian theorem.
A
generalized
maximum-entropy-based
approach (GME) was applied to the tomographic
reconstruction of the soft X-ray emissivity of the
hot fusion plasma. In this generalized method,
instead of employing a regularization parameter,
each unknown parameter is redefined as a
proper probability distribution within a certain
pre-specified support. Then, the joint entropies
of both, the noise and the signal probabilities,
are maximized subject to the observed data.
This method was contrasted with other
approaches and includes the classical
maximum-entropy formulation as a special case.
Subsequently, the GME approach was extended
and applied to the mass spectroscopy problem.
Another ubiquitous problem is given by the
presence of outliers or unknown signal
contributions to measured data. Temperature
measurements in tokamak edge plasmas suffer
frequently from outliers of unknown origin. Such
outliers have an important unwanted influence
on the estimation of parameters for edge
temperature model functions in conventional
least-squares fits. BPT is applied to deal with
such outliers and to develop a robust procedure.
The method to tackle outliers is closely related
to the determination of the background or to
estimate a signal in the presence of background
intensity which will be addressed in the next
section.
The following sections are devoted to results
which were obtained since the last meeting of
the Fachbeirat.

2.1 PIXE and Auger
The methods of particle induced X-ray emission
(PIXE) and Auger spectroscopy frequently suffer
from complex background contributions which
are difficult to specify theoretically. The
background is represented in terms of a cubic
spline basis. A variable degree of smoothness of
the background is attained by allowing the
number of knots and the knot positions to be
adaptively chosen on the basis of the data. The
Bayesian approach provides a straightforward
way to deal with this adaptivity by marginalizing
over the knot positions. The effect of Ockham's
factor is to produce a minimum number of knots
sufficient for fitting the significant information in
the data, but to avoid overfitting of the noise.
2.2 Spectroscopic bremsstrahlung measure
ments at ASDEX Upgrade and Wendelstein 7AS
The bremsstrahlung spectra measured by the
ZEB and CXRS diagnostics at ASDEX Upgrade
and by the UV-NIR spectrometer at Wendelstein
7-AS normally show contributions of spectral line
emission. Nonetheless, there remain always
enough regions of the spectra which exhibit linefree bremsstrahlung background of the plasma.
The Bayesian mixture model was applied to
separate the line emission from the background
which is proportional to 1/λ2. This approach
provides a natural way to reliably determine the
bremsstrahlung emission irrespective of the
fraction of line radiation while including all
uncertainties of the measurements. An example
for the fit of the bremsstrahlung background to
one line-of-sight of diagnostic ZEB is shown in
Fig. IV.A.1.

2 Background Estimation
Quantitative spectral analysis often relies on
being able to subtract from the data the
contribution from the background. A general
probabilistic model for estimating background
contributions to measured spectra is developed
on the defining characteristics, namely that the
background is smoother than the signal and that
each rapidly varying signal peak is confined to a
well-defined interval. The coexistence of
background and sources is described with a
probabilistic two-component mixture model
where one component describes background

Fig. IV.A.1:
Fit
of
the
bremsstrahlung
background (dashed line) to sight line 8 of the ZEB
diagnostic in case of a background plasma with
relatively strong spectral lines (#18468, t=3.5s).
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Fig. IV.A.2: Images are described from left to right. (1) RS930625n00 field from ROSAT PSPC in Survey Mode,
broad energy band (0.1-2.4 keV), is located in the vicinity of the north ecliptic pole. The field of view
corresponds to 6.4 x 6.4 in the sky. The observatory's exposure time ranges from 1.7 to 14 ksec. (2) Source
probability map for the combined soft (0.1-0.4 keV) and hard (0.5-2.0 keV) energy bands. The map accounts for
the width of the instrumental point spread function. (3) The thin-plate spline map, shown for the broad energy
band, models the background rate. (4) The corresponding background map, which is the estimated background
intensity, is obtained from the thin-plate spline multiplied by the observatory's exposure time (compare with
image 1).

Each measured data point is classified with a
probability of consisting of bremsstrahlung only
or if line emission contributes. The robust
technique does not need censored data where
data points have to be excluded. Every data
point contributes to the estimation of the
bremsstrahlung amplitude according to the
probability of consisting of background only.
2.3
ROSAT
BPT is employed for the joint estimation of
background and sources detected by the X-ray
space telescope satellite ROSAT. A background
map for the complete field data of the ROSAT
PSPC (0.1-2.4 keV) in survey mode is inferred
simultaneously with a probability map for having
source intensities in pixel cells or domains. We
assume that the background is smooth, e.g.
spatially slowly varying compared to source
dimensions. To allow for smoothness the background rate is modeled with a two-dimensional
Thin-Plate spline.
Each pixel cell (or domain) is characterized by
the probability of belonging to one of the two
mixture components. The mixture model
technique allows to consider all pixels for the
background spline estimation even those
containing additional source contribution. The
source probability is evaluated also by
correlating information with neighboring pixels in
order to enhance the detection of weak and
extended sources. The probabilistic method
allows for detection improvement of faint
extended celestial sources compared to the
Standard Analysis Software System (SASS)
used for the generation of the ROSAT All-Sky
Survey (RASS) catalogues (see Fig. IV.A.3).

Fig. IV.A.3:
Example of source detections at
different correlation lengths (arcmin), covering a
field of view of nearly 30 arcmin at the side. On the
first image, the SASS sources are overplotted to the
source probability map. The SASS source indicated
with 25-534 is recovered at a correlation length of
2 arcmin. The red box guides the eyes to a new
source detection which has been missed by SASS. A
search in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database
reveals several galaxies close to the position of this
source, indicating that this emission is due to a group
or a cluster of galaxies.

3 Discordant Data Sets
Experimental data from different sources often
suffer from discordant calibration and cover
different regions. A model function spanning the
complete range has to take advantage of all
available data. This ubiquitous problem had to
be solved in two different fields of physics. The
first dealt with the evaluation of chemical erosion
data for carbon materials at high ion fluxes, the
second with cross-sections for partial electron
impact ionization of methane and hydrogen. In
both problems one of the data sets was taken as
correct on the absolute scale, while the other
data sets were equipped with scale factors. BPT
was employed to evaluate the unknown scale
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measured data. This provides a robust
estimation of the unknown cracking patterns and
the concentrations of the contributing molecules.
The method has been applied to mass
spectroscopic data of hydrocarbons. The
estimates were compared with those obtained
from the Bayesian approach. The GME results
provide good approximations to the elaborate
Bayesian results using MCMC techniques. The
GME method is fast enough to allow online
monitoring of the plasma composition.
Another important problem frequently occurring
in the application of mass spectrometry is given
by the choice of the number of species used for
disentangling the spectra. Is there evidence for
other molecules? The recently developed
Bayesian algorithm for mass spectrometry has
been
extended
to
model
comparison
capabilities. This allows the quantification of the
probability of different models. The method is
now routinely applied for plasma diagnostic
purposes (for further details see also the section
'Low temperature plasma science').

factors and the model parameters. Finally, a
model comparison showed in both problems
which of the physically possible explanations is
best supported by the data. The established
procedure was further applied to recent data
sets of the erosion yield at high ion fluxes from
various experiments (see Fig. IV.A.4). The result
predicts an order of magnitude lower erosion
than previously assumed for ITER, the planned
international fusion reactor.
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Fig. IV.A.4:
Dependence of the chemical
erosion yield on ion flux with an ion energy of
30 eV. The data stem from spectroscopic
measurements in different fusion devices and
plasma simulators. The Bayesian result for the
yield is given by the solid line, accompanied by
lines representing the confidence range.
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Analysis
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5 Neural Networks
Neural Networks are a very powerful tool for
parameter-free estimation if there is only sparse
information about a system (i.e. very complex
systems). The large number of degrees of
freedom usually used for those networks implies
a tendency for overfitting of the data. Bayesian
regularization of neural networks based on
hyperplane priors has proven to be a successful
approach to solve this problem.

of

Identification and quantification of components
in a gas mixture from quadrupole mass spectra
are difficult due to the fragmentation of
molecules in the ionization source. Though
every molecule produces a particular spectrum
characteristic for both the molecule and the
mass spectrometer (referred to as cracking
pattern) the pattern of various species in a gas
mixture may overlap and have to be
disentangled. Since the data is noisy and the
cracking pattern itself originates from a noisy
calibration measurement, a method for the
decomposition of mass spectra based on BPT
was successfully developed and applied. The
developed
algorithm
is
computational
demanding and therefore not suited for online
monitoring purposes, e.g. in low-temperature
process-plasma diagnostics. Therefore, a
different method based on an informationtheoretic measure called generalized maximum
entropy (GME) was developed for decomposing
the mass spectra. In this approach, the joint
entropies of concentration, cracking, and noise
probabilities are maximized subject to the

5.1 Speckle interferometry
In fusion devices plasma-wall interaction causes
erosion and redeposition. Determination of
erosion depths is of high importance since
erosion limits the lifetime of plasma facing
materials and eroded particles from the wall
contaminate the plasma, increase radiation
losses and, therefore, degrade the performance
of fusion devices. An in-situ technique for the
detection of surface changes with µm-resolution
is a necessary prerequisite to study the
influence of different plasma regimes on the
plasma-wall interactions. Furthermore, the large
amount of data requires an automated data
evaluation. Speckle interferometry has already
shown its potential for erosion and redeposition
measurements in fusion experiments. However,
the automated reconstruction of phase maps
and erosion profiles from noisy speckle data
(see Fig. IV.A.5, left panel) still requires
considerable operator interaction which is not
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Fig.IV.A. 5: Left panel: Binary (0,1)-speckle image with 512 x 512-pixels obtained by subtracting two phaseshifting images with a bias step of  of a rough test surface. Middle panel: Probability map for each pixel to be
either a black or white pixel. Right panel: Reconstructed fringe pattern.
viewing chords will be installed inside the
vacuum vessel of W7-X to obtain information
about plasma temperature, impurities and
plasma equilibrium and stability. All presently
available algorithms are unable to solve the
inverse problem of the 2-dimensional
reconstruction of the emission intensities fast
enough for monitoring. For this purpose a
Bayesian Neural Network has been developed
and integrated into the framework of the data
processing system of W7-X. Special care is
dedicated to the error estimation of the
Bayesian Neural Networks and robustness
with respect to sensor failures. An example of
the reconstruction is shown in Fig. IV.A.6.

feasible for routine measurements at large
fusion devices like ITER. We developed a
method for the evaluation of fringe patterns
based on BPT and neural networks, bridging
the gap from noisy speckle data to a denoised
fringe pattern for subsequent automated
unwrapping. The probability distribution for
each pixel being 1 or 0 is shown in Fig. IV.A.5.
If each pixel is assigned it's most likely value a
clear and denoised fringe pattern is obtained
(Fig. IV.A.5, right panel).
5.2 Online evaluation of Soft-X-ray
diagnostics
The long-pulse operation (up to 30 minutes) of
the fusion experiment W7-X requires
continuous monitoring of the plasma. A multicamera X-ray tomographic system with 400

Fig. IV.A.6: Left panel: Modelled intensity distribution of W7-X in the triangular plane. Middle panel:
Reconstruction of the intensity distribution by a neural network using the line integrated sensor data. Right
panel: Deviation between original distribution and the reconstructed data.
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heterogeneous diagnostics in order to improve
physics knowledge and increase the reliability
of results. Instead of evaluating every
diagnostic separately all the gathered
information will be used simultaneously
exploiting the implicit interdependencies of the

6 Integrated Data Analysis of
Fusion Diagnostics
Integrated data analysis (IDA) of fusion
diagnostics
is
the
combination
of
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Fig. IV.A.7: Contour plot of the marginal posterior distribution for the electron temperature and electron
density of the Thomson scattering data of the Wendelstein 7-AS discharge #56123 at t = 526 ms. The error
bars refer to a 3 (large error bars) and a 1 confidence interval. The other 3 panels show marginal posterior
distributions (normalized to maximum value) for the electron density ne, electron temperature Te, and electron
pressure pe. The upper error bars are derived from the Gaussian approximation of the full posterior pdf. The
lower error bars depict confidence intervals from the marginal distributions. For pe the middle error bar
corresponds to an error propagation law taking into account first order correlations between ne and Te.
different measured plasma parameters. One
example is the validation of profiles of plasma
quantities. A joint automatic evaluation of
experimental data from different plasma
diagnostics to derive reliable spatial profiles of
plasma quantities (ne, Te, Ti, Zeff, …) suffers
from the lack of a systematic statistical
modeling of the uncertainties involved. Hence,
integration of different diagnostics requires
systematic and formalized error analysis for all
statistic and systematic uncertainties involved.
BPT allows systematic combination of all
Integrated data analysis (IDA) of fusion
diagnostics
is
the
combination
of
heterogeneous diagnostics in order to improve
physics knowledge and increase the reliability
of results. Instead of evaluating every
diagnostic separately all the gathered
information will be used simultaneously

exploiting the implicit interdependencies of the
different measured plasma parameters. One
example is the validation of profiles of plasma
quantities. A joint automatic evaluation of
experimental data from different plasma
diagnostics to derive reliable spatial profiles of
plasma quantities (ne, Te, Ti, Zeff, …) suffers
from the lack of a systematic statistical
modeling of the uncertainties involved. Hence,
integration of different diagnostics requires
systematic and formalized error analysis for all
statistic and systematic uncertainties involved.
BPT allows systematic combination of all
information
entering
the
measurement
descriptive
model
that
considers
all
uncertainties of the measured data, calibration
measurements, physical model parameters,
and measurement nuisance parameters.
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6.2
Probabilistic modeling of Thomson
scattering diagnostics
Systematic error analysis was performed at
the Nd:YAG Thomson scattering diagnostics
(see Fig. IV.A.7). The statistical modeling
includes statistical errors of the Thomson
scattering data, the Thomson scattering
background data, the Raman calibration data,
the Raman calibration background data, and
the systematical uncertainties of the
polarization factors and of the scale factors of
the spectral sensitivities.
The complete statistical model of the
diagnostics allows the experimentalist to
quantify the influence of different error sources
on the reliability of the results, which has an
impact on both diagnostic improvement and
design. The reliability of the profiles can be
studied by eliminating selected error sources
or assuming exact calibration measurements.
The error sources are of different importance
for the various quantities of interest. Hence,
the diagnostic improvement is strongly related
to physics goals, i.e. one has to specify if ne or
Te measurements are to be preferred in terms
of accuracy. Diagnostics improvement can be
achieved by reducing crucial uncertainties and
by hardware upgrades, e.g. with additional
spectral channels. The complete statistical
description allows one to find the best
operational settings for existing hardware and
hardware upgrades. In addition, the Bayesian
framework allows easy adaptation of the
analysis to changes in the diagnostics due to
new operational plasma regimes.

6.1 ECE
One of the most important quantities in fusion
experiments is the electron temperature
distribution. Therefore, a variety of different
diagnostics have been developed to measure
the electron temperature. Using electron
cyclotron emission (ECE) for this purpose has
several advantages. The theory of ECE is well
established and takes into account, at least in
principle, all relevant physical effects.
Furthermore,
experience
with
different
experimental realizations and cross-validations
have uncovered most of the pitfalls. Therefore,
ECE is considered as a main diagnostic for
electron temperature measurements at the
stellarator experiment W7-X. The IDA concept
at W7-X requires a systematic assessment
and quantification of the uncertainty of all
measured data sets. A careful analysis of ECE
is a step towards a fully integrated data
analysis for the fusion experiment W7-X. The
uncertainties of the ECE results can be split
into two major contributions. The first
contribution is due to the use of a simplified,
linear model for the relationship between
electron temperature and emitted radiation
intensity. This model provides a good
approximation
under
many
operational
regimes in modern fusion experiments but,
nevertheless, there can be large deviations
depending, e.g., on a non-Maxwellian velocity
distribution of the electrons, a reduced optical
thickness of the plasma and relativistic
broadening. Those so called systematic errors
can be reduced using more sophisticated raytracing codes for beam propagation. In a first
step a comprehensive statistical description of
the calibration procedure of the ECE
diagnostic and the measurement uncertainties
of the ECE measurements was derived.
Bayesian parameter estimation provide
electron temperatures (and its uncertainty)
from the ECE measurements. Consideration of
parameter correlations allows one to quantify
the relevance of various improvements of the
calibration procedure. Furthermore, nuisance
parameters were marginalized, which provides
the correct error propagation of their
uncertainties into the results for the electron
temperature. At the same time, we get rid of
the cumbersome explicit dependence.

6.3 Integrating heterogeneous diagnostics
First steps towards an IDA were achieved by
combining different heterogeneous data (see
Fig. IV.A.8).
The result of combining different diagnostics
within the Bayesian framework affords a gain
in information, since it contains all the
correlations between different parameters. For
example, the combination of a diagnostic
allowing information only about Te (soft X-ray)
with a diagnostic containing information about
Te and ne (Thomson scattering) yields more
reliable results for ne compared with the results
from the second diagnostic only. The
probabilistic description contains the full
correlation structure of parameters.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Fig. IV.A.8: Posterior probability distributions for
the electron temperature and electron density
exploiting information from (a) the cut-off density
from the operational regime of the µ-wave
interferometer, (b) the soft X-ray diagnostic
containing only information about Te, (c) the
Nd:YAG Thomson scattering diagnostic, (d)
monotonicity constraints on neighbouring spatial
channels of the Nd:YAG Thomson scattering
diagnostic, (e) the result from the integrated
information.
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different
designs.
The
Kullback-Leibler
distance is used as a utility function to
calculate the expected information gain
marginalizing over data and parameter space.
The optimal design parameters of the
experiment are obtained by maximizing the
expected utility function.
A design parameter of a future Thomson
scattering experiment is the position of the
spectral bands. The left panel of fig. IV.A.9
shows shifts of the filter closest to the laser
line in the direction to the laser line. The right
panel shows the information gain in units of
bits as a function of the shift of one spectral
curve. For two extreme experimental scenarios
it is favorable to chose one spectral filter close
to the laser line. In order to obtain reliable
results for small Te values (constant prior) one
spectral band should be very close to the laser
line. Other design parameters are the number
and
widths
of
the
spectral
bands.

6.4 Experimental design of fusion
diagnostics
It is of major concern for any scientist planning
experiments to optimize the design of a future
experiment with respect to best performance
within expected experimental scenarios. The
design of fusion diagnostics is essential for the
physics program of future fusion devices such
as Wendelstein 7-X. We introduced a
probabilistic
framework
for
quantified
experimental design of fusion diagnostics and
applied it to a Thomson scattering experiment.
Best performance has to be defined with
respect to the goals of the experiment and
cannot be a derived from first principles. The
goal is to maximize the information gain of a
future experiment with respect to various
constraints. A measure of information gain is
the mutual information between the posterior
and the prior distribution. A utility function has
to be defined specifying the desired benefit of
the experimental outcome and to evaluate

have low energy attracting interest on the
behavior of the sputtering yield close to the
threshold energy. While former formulae failed in
that respect the new approach gives a good
description in the whole energy (and angular)
range. With this method the full variety of iontarget combinations will be treated to facilitate a
consistent view on the sputtering properties.

7 First Principle Priors
The
problem
of
assigning
probability
distributions which objectively reflect the prior
information available about experiments is still
an open problem. We employed the method of
Maximum Entropy in order to translate the
information contained in the known form of the
likelihood into a prior distribution for Bayesian
inference. The resulting entropic prior showed
differences to the standard results from statistic,
which, however, disappeared with increasing
sample size.

9 Reaction Cross Sections
Reaction cross sections and rate constants are
parameters of a rate equation model for the
interaction of CH3 and H with amorphous
hydrocarbon surfaces. Instead of stating the
result of the parameter estimation traditionally as
single numbers with uncertainties, it was much
more informative to have a look at the Bayesian
posterior distributions for the model parameters.
The comparison of the posterior with the prior
distributions revealed the amount of information
that was contained in the analyzed data set.

8 Sputtering Yield
Bayesian parameter estimation was employed to
determine the parameters of empirical fit
formulae for the energy and angular
dependence of the sputtering yield. In fusion
devices most of the particles hitting the first wall
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Fig. IV.A.9: Information gain (right panel) as a function of the shift of one spectral curve (left).
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100

cell being too crude to allow for differentiated
statements about the cell behavior. In our
approach we analyze experimental time series
from phase contrast microscopy of cells moving
on a 2D substrate. These data do not allow to
give insight on the microscopic level, but deliver
far more information than only the center of
mass, e.g. they take account of sub-cellular
processes like the dynamics of protrusions and
adhesion releases. Considering this information
content a model is developed which allows to
characterize cell migration with a few
parameters. Within this model one has to solve
a differential equation of second order which can
easily be transformed into two differential
equation of first order. The same program as
above was used for the computation of the
expectation values of the model parameters.

10
Bayesian Group Analysis of
Plasma-enhanced Chemical Vapor
Deposition Data
A ubiquitous goal in plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) is to describe the
correlation between film properties and
categorical and quantitative input variables. To
gain insight into the underlying theoretical
description, without having an established
theory, it is important to reveal the
interrelationship among the data. Bayesian
group analysis is employed to find and describe
the underlying data structure in high-dimensional
parameter space. The parameter space consists
of the combination of the input and response
variables. The correlations within the highdimensional parameter space are described with
a multivariate model. The measured (response)
data for a set of input quantities are grouped in
different
ways
according
to
``natural''
characteristics such as the type of the source
gas and the bias voltage applied in plasma
deposition. The goals are to find groups of
objects that have a small within-group variability
relative to the between-group variability and to
decide if the preformed groups form genuine
groups or if they can be pooled into larger metastructures
(groupings)
without
loss
of
information.

11.2 Climate change impacts in phenology
The identification of changes in observational
data relating to the climate change hypothesis
remains a topic of paramount importance. In
particular scientifically sound and rigorous
methods for detecting changes are urgently
needed. In this work we present a Bayesian
approach to nonparametric function estimation.
The method is applied to blossom time series of
sweet cherries. The functional behavior of this
series is represented by three different models:
the constant model, the linear model and the
one change point model (two section polygon).
Model comparison results are shown in the
table.
In addition to the functional behavior, rates of
change in terms of days per year were also
calculated. We obtain also uncertainty margins
for both the function estimates and the rates of
change. Our results provide a quantitative
representation of what was previously inferred
from the same data by essentially qualitative
arguments.

The approach allows for arbitrary covariance
matrices for different groups and to handle
missing data. Outliers can be identified by the
necessity to form a separate group. The
grouping probabilities are compared with
classical approaches of likelihood ratio tests and
the Akaike information criterion and a Bayesian
variant called Bayesian information criterion.
The method was applied to PECVD data of rareearth oxide film deposition and hydrocarbon film
deposition to study the evidence for grouping
structures attributed to categorical quantities
such as rare-earth components or source gases
and quantitative variates such as bias voltage.

11 Know-how Transfer
11.1 Cell migration
Cell migration plays a key role in many medical
questions, as for example during wound healing
and the transmigration of leukocytes or tumor
cells. However, it turns out to be a highly
complex process involving the cooperative
interaction of a large variety of biomolecular
components. Up to now migration models were
mainly developed on two scales of description:
either on the molecular scale being far too
complex or, in a more abstract way, it is focused
on the movement of the center of mass of the
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constant model

0.074
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linear model

0.104
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2

one change
point

0.822

8118

4

11.3 Rheology of snow
Despite considerably research efforts, the
rheology of snow is still not well understood,
though many empirical and theoretical attempts
have been made to describe the flowing
behavior of avalanche-like flows. The nature of
the internal flow dynamics of snow avalanches
remains a subject of debate. Without a verified
snow rheology it is impossible to develop
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predictive avalanche models and subsequent
avalanche hazard zoning. In collaboration with
the
Eidgenössischen
Institut
für
Lawinenforschung
data
obtained
from
mesoscale chute flows of snow were analyzed
with Bayesian methods. Of special interest is the
question if a model based on the empirical
constitutive law of Bingham is supported by the
observed flow behavior or if more complex
descriptions of the rheology of snow are
required. The presently available data result in a
weak evidence against the Bingham model.
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Fig. IV.A.10: Cherry blossom: open circles are
the observations. The continuous line with error
bars is the prediction for the one change point
model.
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differentiability achieved by the “fuzzification” of
the shaping function facilitates the formulation of
the scaling-index-method as a neural network as
well.
SIM and its derivatives (fSIM/SVM) are used in
many projects as a method for structural
decomposition, pattern recognition or textural
characterisation.
They are also powerful methods in the
investigation of astrophysical data sets. One
additional focus of our interest in this context
was the development and application of
surrogate data techniques. With the method of
‘constrained randomisation’ an ensemble of
surrogate data sets, which share properties of
given data, is generated. The analysis of the
original and surrogate data sets with measures,
which are sensitive to nonlinearities, yields
statistical information about the significance of
nonlinear correlations in the data. In addition,
one can test whether given statistical measures
are able to account for higher order or nonlinear
correlations by applying them to original and
surrogate data sets.
We used the surrogate data techniques to test
for nonlinearities in the light curves of Active
Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and to investigate the
properties of different (non)-linear statistical
measures for the analysis of the Large Scale
Structure of the Universe:
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), the central regions
of galaxies with a massive black hole
surrounded by an accretion disc, show X-ray
light curves with variability on time scales
shorter than in any other energy band. A study
of the X-ray variability gives insights to the
extreme physical processes operating in the
very inner parts of the accretion flow, close to
the accreting black hole. The understanding of
the nature of the time variability of these
processes is essential for modelling the X-ray
source. In this context we tested for
nonlinearities in the X-ray time series of the
AGN Ark564, the brightest Narrow Line Seyfert I
(NLSI) galaxy. Since the observational data are
not evenly binned for generating surrogates, we
had to rely on simulated annealing techniques
instead of Fourier techniques. By calculating the
nonlinear prediction error, it is possible to
discriminate between the surrogates and original
data, which indicates that there might be
nonlinearities involved in the physical processes
governing the emission of X-ray light.

IV. B. Nonlinear Methods
Introduction
Nonlinear data analysis methods in our sense
are based on the state-space concept together
with the assigned measures, such as
dimensions or information entropies. The
development of methods, measures and
procedures are oriented to the requirements of
the data analysis problems.
In this context, one of our main objectives is the
characterization of the scaling properties of point
distributions in high-dimensional state-spaces.
From a theoretical point of view this is
connected with the information content of a
measurement.
The existence of nonlinear correlations in data
sets determines the class of physical models of
the underlying generating process. To proof the
existence of (weak) nonlinearities, sophisticated
statistical methods, involving resampling and
surrogate data techniques are employed.
The data analysis instruments are completed by
elements from graph theory.

Summary
The scaling-index-method (SIM), developed at
the MPE, is a realization of the distribution of
pointwise dimension and allows a structural
characterisation of point distributions of any
dimensionality. Local as well as global measures
can be derived with the help of the scalingindices α and with their frequency distribution,
the so-called N(α)-spectrum. The basic
formulation of SIM, the so-called binary SIM is
based on the scaling properties of the local
cumulative point distribution, which is computed
using the Heaviside-function. Drawbacks of this
approach are that due to the non-differentiability
of the Heavside-function the difference quotient
has to be used instead of the derivative and two
radii have to be supplied for the definition of the
scaling range. We have generalised the SIM
approach by using differentiable shaping
functions like e.g. a Gaussian or a Lorentzian
function that can remedy these disadvantages.
According to the theory of fuzzy sets we call this
generalisation fuzzy SIM (fSIM). One can show
that the scaling-index defined in this manner is
equivalent to SIM in the limit of small scaling
radii. We pointed out that fSIM is in many cases
superior to the basic formulation in particular
with respect to pattern recognition, since it
allows to incorporate pre-knowledge about e.g.
the noise characteristics. Moreover, the

Fig. IV.B.1: X-ray light curve of Ark 564 (left) and
respective surrogate data set.
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One of the important issues in cosmology today
is to characterise the nature of the large scale
structure as revealed by observations and to
compare the results with those of the various
cosmological models.
Among the first and most frequently used
statistical measures are the 2-point correlation
function and the power spectrum, which have
the advantage of being directly related to
simulations of different cosmological models.
However, they are linear global measures, which
cannot provide any information about higher
order and nonlinear correlations in the data.
Therefore it is necessary to define more refined
statistical descriptors, which go beyond the
linear 2-point correlations. We tested whether
the scaling indices as nonlinear descriptors can
distinguish
between
structural
properties
resulting from model calculations (Open Cold
Dark Matter) and their surrogates with the same
two-point correlation function. Comparison of the
resulting N(α)-spectra, the distribution of scaling
indices, reveals significant differences.
Complementary to this investigation we
analysed the cluster properties of the same data
sets with minimal spanning tree techniques and
hierarchical clustering algorithms. Hereby, the
galaxy distribution is described by a tree-like
structure and the ultrametric distances between
all galaxies are used for generating a
hierarchical tree. For the quantification of the
cluster properties we developed a method that
combines hierarchical clustering techniques with
measures of the information entropy. Fig. IV.B.2
shows a cluster profile expressed with the help
of information measures that can also explain at
which scale original and surrogates differ most
significantly.

Self-organising Approaches
Methods that are motivated by nature like e.g.
neural networks or genetic algorithms have been
applied successfully in many tasks. These
principles have been used with the aim to solve
segmentation and optimisation problems in the
context of the investigation of the plasma crystal
experiments. This requires the knowledge of
both the positions and the trajectories of the
particles in the crystal. Detection based on greyvalue thresholding may lead to unsatisfying
results due to complicated light scattering
properties on the particle surface, digitalisation
effects and optical superposition phenomena
from adjacent crystal layers. The determination
of the particle trajectories is difficult in the
presence of hundreds of particles which may
flow in and out of the focus of the camera and
may cross in the visible plane. In the turbulent or
chaotic regime this task becomes even more
difficult. This problem may be approached by
applying heuristic methods that optimise several
properties.
Segmentation using the scaling index method
can be improved by its neural formulation. Fig.
IV.B.3 illustrates the detection of the particles
from the upper image. Almost all particles were
detected and furthermore some particles could
be identified, which were not found with the
reference method, but could be verified by a
subsequent visual inspection. The robustness of
this approach was investigated by subsequently
allowing only particles with increasing greyvalues in the training phase of the neural nets. It
turned out that the detection rate depends only
weakly on these variations. This indicates that
the method aims at structural properties. In the
experiments, the particle detection based on this
neural formulation of a structural complexity
measure revealed a high degree of reliability
and robustness.
Genetic algorithms or evolutionary strategies
mimic biological phenomena like mutation,
genetic recombination and selection in order to
solve multi-objective optimisation problems. For
that purpose a pool of “individuals” is generated,
of which each represents a possible solution. In
each iteration step, descendents are created
based
on
this
parent
generation
by
recombination and mutation. The quality of a
solution by an individual is evaluated using a
fitness function. A selection mechanism
guarantees that only the “fittest individuals” (i.e.
the best approximation to solutions of the
problem) attain the next generation. These
methods, which are motivated by nature, are an
interesting alternative to other optimisation
procedures as for example simulated annealing.
Applied to particle tracking in the analysis of
plasma crystal experiments, an individual

Fig. IV.B.2: Characteristic hierarchical clustering
profiles are shown for the original data (red line) and
the surrogates (black line). ∆S gives the growth rate
of the entropy measure applied on the density
distribution of clusters with decreasing ultrametric
distance between the clusters.
The following subsections are devoted to results
which were obtained since the last meeting of
the FBR:
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high computation time needed. In order to
reduce the dimensionality of the problem, a
more compact description of the individuals is
necessary. The computational effort can
substantially be reduced by parallelisation of the
algorithm. However, this technique seems to be
a promising approach for analysing the plasma
crystal experiments.

consists of a set of paths. Recombination can be

Analysis of the Observed Large
Scale Galaxy Distribution
The well-known two-point correlation function
ξ(r) estimates the excess of clustering relative to
a uniform random distribution. ξ(r) provides a
mean and global scaling behaviour of a point
distribution for each distance range r.
Instead of an averaged, global scaling
behaviour, the scaling index α offers the
possibility to characterize the geometry of the
local environment around each point. This
classification is more sophisticated than density
measures or the correlation function because it
is sensitive to structural elements (filaments,
walls, etc.).
Having proved the usefulness of this geometrical
classification with the help of simulated data and
surrogates in previous work, we now apply the
SIM to latest observational data (Sloan Digital
Sky Survey, SDSS).
It is well known that galaxies are not randomly
and uniformly distributed but are arranged in
structures like clusters, filaments, walls, etc.
Their affiliation to these specific structural
components is supposed to be reflected in
intrinsic properties like colour and morphology
(spirals, ellipticals).

Fig. IV.B.3: The upper image shows a cutout of an
image from the plasma crystal experiments. The
result of the particle detection using the neural
formulation of the scaling-index-method is shown in
the lower image. Both the reference algorithm and
the newly developed method were able to detect the
green marked particles. The neural net has not
identified the particles labelled in red, while the
reference algorithm has not spotted the blue marked
particles.
implemented e.g. by mixing two different paths
and mutation is imitated by randomly changing
an element of a path. The fitness of each
individual is assessed with respect to the
properties of the single trajectories: the length of
the path is evaluated as well as the constancy in
direction and speed.

Fig. IV.B.4: Trajectories of particles determined
by an evolutionary approach. Starting point of the
analysis are the particle positions in five
consecutive time steps. The algorithm joins this
unordered set of particles to trajectories, which
were colour marked for better distinction here.
The errors in the result can be corrected by
suitable post-processing.

Fig. IV.B.5: Galaxy colour ratio versus scaling
indices that characterise local topological
properties. There is a significant excess of red
galaxies in clusters and filaments.

In numerical experiments good results could be
obtained. However the multiplicity of free
parameters appears problematic because of the
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Using scaling indices, we connect these
properties and find a significant colourgeometry-relation: clusters are mainly populated
with red galaxies, voids with blue galaxies and
filaments consist of both. This relation is the
result of well-known processes in the galaxy
evolution. In high density regions like clusters,
different interactions between galaxies change
their physical properties, e.g. from a red to a
blue colour. The probability of these interactions
decreases with the local galaxy density. The
scaling index improves this picture because it
quantitatively relates the colour evolution of a
galaxy with a change of its environment. One
possible scenario is that a blue galaxy is formed
in a low density region (void), falls into a filament
and ends with a red colour in a cluster.

techniques. By analysing the original and
surrogate image with scaling indices a clear
discrimination between original and surrogates
is found. Therefore these two statistics
complement each other in the sense that they
are sensitive to different aspects of nonGaussian features in the image. These findings
suggest that for a comprehensive test for nonGaussianities in CMB maps it is advisable to use
a variety of statistics sensitive to non-Gaussian
signatures so that none of these remain
undetected. In current research activities we
apply these newly developed methodologies to
the analysis of the data from the WMAPsatellite.

A Search for Non-Gaussian
Signatures in CMB Maps
The identification of non-Gaussian signatures in
cosmic microwave background (CMB) maps is
one of the main cosmological challenges today,
because it allows us to discriminate between
different cosmological models (e.g. inflationary
or cyclic processes, moving cosmic strings etc.),
which explain the evolution of the very Early
Universe. We applied techniques developed in
the field of nonlinear time series analysis to
CMB maps in order to design highly significant
statistical tests for non-Gaussian signatures.
With the method of constrained randomisation
so-called surrogate maps are generated which
mimic both the power spectrum and the
amplitude distribution of simulated CMB maps
containing non-Gaussian signals while all higher
order correlations are wiped out (see Fig.
IV.B.6). Analysing all maps with measures
sensitive to higher order correlations (e.g.
weighted scaling indices, Minkowski functionals)
leads to a statistically significant discrimination
between the surrogate and original maps (see
diagram in Fig. IV.B.6). Thus a clear detection of
non-Gaussian signatures becomes possible.
We could also show that this approach is very
robust with respect to superimposed noise and
that one can detect non-Gaussianity at higher
noise level than with other techniques commonly
used.
In a further study we compared the relationship
between Minkowski functionals and estimators
for local scaling properties with respect to their
sensitivity to (different) non-Gaussian signatures
in the images shown above. Therefore we
extended the formalism of constrained
randomization to spatial patterns and showed
the feasibility to generate surrogates for twodimensional
images
preserving
more
complicated (non-linear) constraints, namely the
Minkowski functionals using simulated annealing

Fig. IV.B.6: Lower left image: Simulated CMB map
containing non-Gaussian signatures. Lower right
image: Same CMB map with additive noise
(SNR=2). Upper images: one realisation of the
corresponding surrogate images. The diagram
shows the deviation of the weighted scaling indices
for the CMB maps from the mean surrogate
distribution. Blue: no noise, red: SNR = 2. Even for
the noisy image a clear 3σ signal is detectable.

Unveiling Weak Nonlinearities
Analysing Fourier Phases
Besides the power spectrum the Fourier phases
are powerful indicators of the structure of a data
set. The phase information can be represented
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In the context of the latter approach, an image is
seen as a point distribution embedded in a
multidimensional state space, that is made up by
the pixel and the colour coordinates. Based on
this concept, a method for the characterization
of the structural content is the above mentioned
scaling index method and its derivatives.
However, this approach implies a relation
between spatial and colour scales, which is not
given a priori. To overcome this problem, we
consequently studied possibilities to objectify
and to optimize the scaling and partitioning of
the state space.
We developed a new method of a nonlinear
colour value rescaling based on information
theoretical considerations, that can not only
significantly
improve
image
processing
techniques based on scaling properties, but
allows also for image enhancement in general.
The basic idea herein is that the structural or
textural elements of an image recognised by its
locally increased correlation function.
To quantify the local structural information
content, the surrounding of each pixel is
scanned by applying a two-dimensional shift
operator. As a result of this procedure one
obtains a two-dimensional distribution of colourcolour transitions associated with structural
elements of the image. This two-dimensional
distribution
is
evaluated
using
mutual
information which results in a specific averaged
information content of each colour value. In this
way the specific contribution to the total
information content of the image can be
assigned to each colour value. Finally a nonlinear rescaling of the colour values is achieved
by an homogenous partitioning of the respective
information space.
The examples show applications of this method
for a classification problem and image
enhancement. Fig. IV.B.8 displays three
different Brodatz textures (A, B, C) with equal
mean and standard deviation. The classification
relies primarily on the different structural
properties. After rescaling of the colour scale,
local scaling properties are computed using the
scaling index method. The classification
performance as a function of the size of the
texture probe is plotted for three different cases:
The black curve denotes a simple grey valuebased thresholding procedure. The two other
curves represent the classification based on the
scaling index method: The texture classification
using the information-optimized images (red
curve) is superior to the original images (blue
curve) as input. In Fig. IV.B.9 the effect of this
method on an image of a skin lesion is
demonstrated: The structure of the lesion is
enhanced (right image) compared to the original
image (left).

as a phase map, which is a two-dimensional set
of points that is spanned by the phases of mode
k and the phase of mode k+∆, where ∆ is a
mode shift. Studies of phase coupling involving
phase maps are found in astrophysics to test for
non-Gaussian signatures in the Cosmic
Microwave Radiation Background (CMB). We
developed a method to detect non-linearities,
which uses the method of surrogates. Next, we
create for both the original and the surrogate
data phase maps, which are subsequently
characterized by means of the spectrum of
weighted scaling indices. We applied the
method to two different time series, namely the
z-component of the Lorenz system in a chaotic
regime and the logarithmic daily returns of the
Dow Jones for the period 1930-2003.

Fig. IV.B.7: Representative phase maps of the
Lorenz-system (left) and of one corresponding
surrogate (right). The colour-coding represents the
value of the scaling index of the points.
As expected, the Lorenz system showed
signatures of non-linear behavior represented as
a highly non-uniform distribution of the points in
the phase maps at all scales ∆ (see Fig. IV.B.7).
However, for the Lorenz system surrogates are
not always free from phase coupling. Then, our
method can assess the quality of surrogate data.
We already improved commonly used methods
for generating surrogates in this respect.
For the Dow Jones data our results indicate that
a novel characteristic scale of non-linearities
exists. These findings may help to better
understand the financial-price dynamics.

Information Content of an Image
In many applications of image analysis a
rescaling of the grey level scale or the colour
values is a first and important step for
subsequent image processing tasks. It is
therefore relevant for e.g. image enhancement,
scene processing or segmentation, optical
character recognition (OCR), classification or
quality assessment of surfaces, morphological
filtering etc. It is in particular necessary for all
methods that use e.g. thresholding or the
characterization by means of its fractal or
multiscaling properties.
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Fig. IV.B.8: The curves show the classification
performance as a function of texture probe size for a
simple grey value thresholding procedure (black
curve) and for an analysis based on the scaling index
method (red and blue curve). The scaling indices
applied to the enhanced images (red curve) yields
better classification results compared to the scaling
index method executed on the original images (blue
curve).

Fig. IV.B.9: Information based enhancement applied
to an image of a skin lesion (left: original, right:
structure enhanced version)
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Fourier Transformation”) that preserve specific
properties. Very frequently, the task in data
analysis is to describe the relation between
objects or items represented by the respective
data sets. These questions are within the field of
data mining. From our experience with
astrophysical data concerning the large scale
structure of the Universe we developed
clustering algorithms that can be applied to a
wide range of data modalities. The combination
of nonlinear correlation measures with elements
from graph theory provides new strategies for
the purpose of classification or generating
taxonomies.

IV. C. Know-How Transfer
Introduction
The working group deals with the analysis of
complex systems in a number of projects within
the institute (MPE/IPP), considering e.g.
astrophysical questions and specific data
analysis aspects in the context of complex
plasmas. The development of analysis
techniques,
procedures
and
complexity
measures is mostly inspired by the demanding
questions that arise there. This section,
however, is devoted to those cooperations with
external partners mainly at scientific institutes in
other fields of science.
The term “Know-How-Transfer” is therefore used
in this context for knowledge transfer in
collaborations of interdisciplinary nature. In
some cases, the know-how is transferred
directly from basic science into industrial
applications in a “pre-competitive” phase.
Beyond this level a transfer is managed and
promoted by “Garching Innovation GmbH” on
behalf of the Max-Planck-Society.
The expertise of the group is in particular the
model-free description of complex systems
based on the measurements of arbitrary
modality, e.g. univariate or multivariate time
series,
images,
tomographic
data
or
multidimensional sensor data.
Since the methods are motivated from the study
of nonlinear dynamics, the methodological
approach starts very often with searching for an
appropriate representation of the available data
in high-dimensional state-spaces. Already in this
phase it is worth to include arguments from
information theory (e.g. redundancy measures)
in order to reduce the dimensionality. In many
cases the underlying process that “generates”
the data can then be unmasked by patterns that
are detectable in the resulting point distribution.
Information measures or the description by
means of the scaling properties are very helpful
for this kind of pattern recognition.
Usually these patterns are contaminated by
noise, systemic noise or measuring noise. The
effect of noise is at least twofold: first, it
conceals existing structures in state space, and
second, it makes a pretence of structure that is
actually not in the data. The second case is of
particular importance when nonlinear properties
for the characterization of data sets and the
underlying processes are considered. For that
reason, data analysis commonly goes beyond
pattern
recognition,
characterization
or
classification. An important aspect is hypothesis
testing and, if possible, the reconstruction of the
data by modelling or the explanation of noise
and artefacts in the data sets. For hypothesis
testing,
we
apply
advanced
surrogate
techniques (e.g. “Iterative Amplitude Adjusted

Summary
The activities can be ordered in several ways:
With respect to the field of application, to the
data modalities and with regard to the data
analysis task. In this sense, the know-how
transfer includes applications in biosciences,
medicine, engineering, economy, and nano
science. Due to the generic formulation of the
analysis techniques the range of data modalities
covers time series, conventional images,
scanning probe microscopic images, and
tomographic data sets, as well as spectra of
different kind (e.g. light spectra or mass
spectra). According to the data analysis task
typical
questions
are
noise
reduction,
segmentation,
structural
determination,
classification, and cluster analysis.
From all projects carried out only a selection can
be presented here:
In cooperation with the Department for
Geosciences of the University of Munich we
have developed new techniques for the analysis
and structure determination of scanning probe
microscopic images. The images were recorded
using either a scanning tunnelling microscope
(STM) or an atomic force microscope (AFM).
The structure determination of mono-molecular
adsorbates plays an important role in the
understanding of processes on the nano-metre
scale. Several ordered mono- and bi-layer
substrates have been investigated using STM
and the results have been interpreted with the
help of image processing and numerical
molecular simulations. Combining the results
from the numerical simulations and
the
experimental data after image processing yields
very accurate structure determinations for
several organic molecules.
Trimesic-acid (TMA) is an example which can
form a mono-molecular layer on graphite, which
can be used as a host system for other
molecules. By calculating the structure of the
layer using a molecular mechanics simulation it
has been found, that although the interactions of
the molecules with the substrate are
predominantly governed by van der Waals
forces, hydrogen bonds play an important role in
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the stability of the layer and the absorption of
guest molecules.

Fig. IV.C.2 The scaling-index method enables a
structural decomposition of the lesion. The colourcoded scaling-indices (right) indicate the content of
different structural elements of the malignant skin
lesion (left) and contribute to our system of
diagnostic parameters.
In a large study of more than 700 images of
melanocytic skin lesions an overall accuracy of
more than 90% could be achieved. The
developed prototype was transferred to industry
and has been marketed by Linos AG for use in
medical practice and hospitals.
A four-dimensional representation is the starting
point in the analysis of 3D tomographic images
as they are typical in radiology. A number of
segmentation algorithms with nonlinear image
processing steps have been developed and
tested for segmentation, detection and
volumetry of tumours.
In a clinical study the response of patients with
oesophagus cancer to (chemo-) therapy using
different imaging techniques - 3D X-ray
computer tomography (CT) vs. the positron
emission tomography (PET) - has been
investigated. It could be shown that the
measurement of the activity with PET yields a
higher sensitivity but a lower specificity
compared to CT-volumetry. The combination of
both methods yields the best diagnostic
accuracy. Furthermore it could be demonstrated
that a much higher diagnostic accuracy can be
reached by a refined volumetric analysis of the
tumor size.
In a related morphology-based study, a method
has been developed for detecting lung (micro-)
nodules in high resolution thoracic CT images. It
makes use of the quantitative description of the
main morphological features. In configuration
space the local scaling properties are
determined for each point by calculating the
fuzzy scaling-indices α. Point-like nodules could
clearly be discriminated from voxels in the
tubular bronchovascular structures and voxels
belonging to the lung tissue.

Fig. IV.C.1: Upper left panel: Molecular mechanics
simulation of a mono-layer of TMA (C9H6O6) on
graphite.
The
TMA-molecules
(carbon-grey,
hydrogen-white, oxygen-red) form a hexagonal grid
on the graphite surface (blue) in which an additional
molecule can take the place of a guest molecule.
Upper right panel: STM image of one hexagonal cell
of TMA with an additional TMA guest molecule. The
colour represents the height of the structure. The
guest molecule is located on the left side of the void.
Lower panel: Differential image of the energy
surface of the guest molecule in the hexagonal void.
The image was calculated by moving the molecule
inside the void and performing an energy
minimization.
Our nonlinear image processing techniques
have been applied to several modalities of
medical images for diagnostic purposes:
In an interdisciplinary team (together with
partners from the Universität Regensburg,
Technische
Universität
München
and
Fachhochschule München) a prototype of a
dermatoscopic workplace has been completed,
which consists of defined procedures for
standardized
image
acquisition
and
documentation, components of data preprocessing (e.g. shading- and colour-correction,
removal
of
artefacts),
segmentation,
quantification, visualization algorithms and
classification routines. Our main contribution to
the system is the reproducible and quantitative
characterization and visualization of object
properties based on the dermatoscopic ABCDrule by means of nonlinear and information
measures.
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monomolecular layers, processing of AFM
images and investigations of the AFM as a nonlinear system.
A main focus became the self-organization of
organic molecular systems on semi-conducting
surfaces, which lead to a model for the natural
emergence of DNA-protein complexes at the
origin of life, as well as from the technological
point of view to a "lab-on-a-chip" system of a
polypeptide library. The generated structures
can be used as templates for the nanostructuring of surfaces, which, together with the
semi-conducting properties of the used
molecules, are the building blocks for selfassembled nano-electronic circuits.

Fig. IV.C.3: Lung image with detected
bronchovascular structures (green) and possible
pulmonary nodules (red).
The characterization of different morphological
features in images by estimating the local
scaling properties has been used for the
analysis of bone structures as they are present
in high resolution tomographic nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) images. The goal was the
early recognition of osteoporosis, which
manifests itself in the reduction of bone mass
and in the destruction of the trabecular bone
structure. First in vitro studies have been
conducted with the aim to correlate structure
parameters,
which
characterize
the
morphological content in the images, with
macroscopic mechanical parameters of the
bones e.g. bone strength.
Time series can be treated very similar to
images after embedding them in appropriate
state spaces, using for example delay
coordinates.
In cooperation with the research department of a
large German banking corporation we
investigated the influence of nonlinear
correlations between time series of the daily
market price fluctuations on the definition of
business sectors. Comparison with surrogate
data sets (preserving the cross-correlation),
which are obtained by a combinatorial
minimization method (simulated annealing)
indicated, that at least small nonlinear
correlations are present and that the use of
nonlinear measures leads to a better agreement
with the so-called “Standard Industrial Code”
than the linear measures. The agreement was
assessed by clustering methods employing
hierarchical tree techniques.

Fig. IV.C.4: Density functional simulation of two
trimesic acid molecules TMA on a graphite layer.
Shown is the electron density of the LUMO (Lowest
Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) of the two TMA
molecules.
The underlying experiments generate arrays of
molecular nano-wires on a crystal surface by
dynamic self-assembly. The one- and twodimensional nano-structures are simulated using
molecular-mechanical simulations (force field
calculations)
and
quantum
mechanical
simulations (density functional simulations). The
single atoms are described by individual
particles, which interact by potentials. The
potential functions are computed by summation
of two-, three- and four-body potentials.
The force field simulations are able to describe
the dynamical modification of the nanostructures during the manipulation using a STM
tip.
An example is the manipulation of single C60
molecules (Buckminsterfullerene) with a carbon
nano-tube. The buckyball acts as a guest
molecule inside a cavity which has been
generated by self assembly of a trimesic acid
monolayer. This localization makes a controlled
manipulation with the carbon nanotube possible
which will eventually result in the assembly of
active components using single molecules.

The following subsections are devoted to results
which were obtained since the last meeting of
the FBR:

Nano-Structures
The analysis and structure determination of
scanning probe microscopic images has been
continued with growing intensity. The activities
can be divided in three major parts: Study of
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by black dotted lines in Fig. IV.C.6. The
corresponding binding energies of nonequivalent edge-molecules are indicated within
the models. TPA islands show two substantially
different facets where the molecules being
bound by either two or four H-bonds, which
results in a significant difference in the binding
energy.
It is well known that the organic dye molecule
quinacrodone (QAC) forms monomolecular
layers on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG). These mono-layers exhibit a variety of
configurations and are candidates for organic
semi-conductors which would open up the way
for a new kind of electric circuits on the nanometer scale.
In order to understand the self-assemblation of
different structures, the hetero-epitaxial growth
of QAC mono-layers on graphite has been
simulated by using molecular mechanics
simulations, density functional simulations (Fig.
IV.C.6) and a probabilistic cellular automaton. In
Fig. IV.C.7 the phase diagram for the simulated
system is shown. Three different phases of the
crystal can be differentiated. Phase I
corresponds to an unordered random phase,
while Phase II shows large domains of ordered
structures with a spontaneously broken
symmetry. Phase III corresponds to a checkerboard like configuration of the molecules. Phase
II has been experimentally observed and the
predicted phase transition from phase I to phase
II is now experimentally investigated.

Fig IV.C.5: Dynamical force field simulation of a
manipulation of Buckminsterfulleren molecules,
which are embedded into a template of molecules of
trimesic acid. The bucky balls are moved using a
carbon nano-tube. The simulations have been
conducted in order to clarify the scanning probe
recordings.

Fig. IV.C.6 a-c: Selected snapshots of a series of 47
STM images of TMA domain boundaries (40x40
nm²). Only slight changes happen directly at the
domain edge and the domain size and shape is mainly
preserved. (d) Standard deviation of all 47 images of
the series.
Lower left panel: Molecular mechanics simulations
of finite islands of (e) TMA and (f) TPA were utilized
to obtain a estimate for the binding energy of edge
molecules. Two adjacent carboxylic groups form two
H-bonds, symbolized by black dotted lines. Right
panel: Scanning probe microscopic image of the
organic dye molecule Quinacridon (QAC). Overlaid
on the image are the results of a force field
calculation (upper) and a density functional
simulation (lower).
A further example are molecular mechanics
simulations of finite islands of TMA and TPA
which were utilized to obtain an estimate for the
binding energy of edge molecules. Two adjacent
carboxylic groups form two H-bonds, symbolized

Fig. IV.C.7: Phase diagram of a probabilistic
cellular automaton describing the hetero-epitaxial
growth of
QAC mono-layers on HOPG. The
probability for the horizontal phase is shown as gray
scale plot.

Search for Water on Mars
In the search for aqueous habitats on Mars
direct proof for (ancient) flowing water is still
lacking although remote sensing has provided
indications for young fluvial systems. In
collaboration with the Department for Geo- and
Environmental Sciences of the University
Munich a classification scheme was developed
in order to demonstrate that such proof can be
given. Surface marks on recent terrestrial sand
grains have been examined with the atomic
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force microscope (AFM) and a quantitative 3danalysis that can numerically distinguish
between aeolian and aquatic transport in
sedimentary deposits on Earth has been
applied. The surfaces of natural quartz grains as
well as olivine, feldspar pyroxene and monazite
sands of known origin have been imaged, each
image providing a 3d map of the mineral
surface. A fully automated analysis of
distribution patterns of the structural elements
that build up the grain surfaces shows that wind
transported quartz grains have linear segments
that are short and distributed irregularly on the
surface, whereas the linear segments on water
transported grains are longer with orientations
that reflect the mineral symmetry. Because the
surface patterns found on aqueous grains are
due to anisotropic etching, they can be used as
diagnostic fingerprints for the existence of
aqueous transport systems in present or past.
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Fig. IV.C.9: Minimal spanning tree showing the
similarity of 129 measure points taken from 51
specimens. The degree of affinity of two
measurements is indicated by the length of the
connecting line. The positive predictive value (PPV)
for water transport in each portion of the trees is
given in percent.

Chaotic Modes of the AFM
The so called Duffing Oscillator is a prominent
example exhibiting chaotic dynamics. While it is
numerically well investigated only very few
experimental realizations are studied. The
dynamics of an AFM-tip can be idealized as a
Duffing Oscillator and is governed by very
complex dynamics. In collaboration with the
Max-Planck-Institut für Biochemie and the Dept.
for Geo- and Environmental-Sciences of the
University Munich experiments have been
conducted in order to explore the route to
chaotic behavior in the AFM.
In order to characterize a complex system the
so-called correlation dimension can be used. It
serves as a dimensionality parameter for an
embedded trajectory in phase space and is
closely related to the scaling indices.
Within the regular regime the system has a
correlation dimension near unity while in the
chaotic region values beyond 2 are obtained.
The aim of this work was an improvement of the
signal-to-noise ratio for AFM-images.

Fig. IV.C.8: Comparison of aeolian and aquatic
quartz sand. (a,d,g) AFM images of a sand grain
typical for aquatic (a,d) and aeolian transport (g).
(c,f,g) Edge detection of the AFM images, (b,e,h)
Distribution of linear segments.
A cluster analysis of the cross-correlationdistance of distribution patterns in the structures
of aeolian and aquatic sand grains has been
used in order to build a minimal spanning tree,
that provides a map for the relationship of the
various sediments found on earth. The analysis
shows that the method is highly significant and
that water and wind transport can clearly be
differentiated. In particular, feldspar and olivine
sands contribute even more to the discrimination
than quartz grains, indicating that the method is
promising for its application on future Mars
missions, assuming that Martian aqueous sand
grains exhibit similar erosional patterns as
mineral grains on Earth.
The algorithm has now been implemented in a
distributed computing environment using a
database server where the images are stored
and clients computers which access this
database in order to process the data. Therefore
it is possible to extend the database while
processing and testing different analysis
methods.
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Medical image processing
In the field of cancer research the possibilities of
detection and quantification of early necrosis in
breast cancer by MR imaging were investigated.
We evaluated the ability of the contrast agent
‘Gadophrin’ to detect and quantify early necrosis
in breast cancer. Therefore breast tumours,
which were implanted in mice, underwent MR
imaging with and without the injection of
Gadophrin. The extent of the tumour necrosis
was quantified by applying segmentation
algorithms developed at the MPE during the last
years, and was correlated with the histological
findings. We found that the detection of early
necrosis is enhanced by using the contrast
agent Gadophrin. These findings improve the
assessment of early tumour response on
chemotherapy in the future.
The main focus of our studies in medical image
processing using non-linear techniques during
the last two years was the analysis of bone
structures as displayed in high resolution threedimensional tomographic MR images in order to
better assess osteoporosis and the risk of
fractures for (mainly) elderly persons. All these
studies were conducted within the framework of
a so-called ‘TANDEM-project’ in collaboration
with the Institute of Radiology of the Technical
University of Munich and the University of
California San Francisco (UCSF).
According to the world health organisation
(WHO) osteoporosis, which is characterised by
low bone mass and structural deterioration of
bone tissue leading to fractures of the hip, spine
and wrist is among the ten most important
diseases worldwide. As populations age the
incidence of osteoporosis and subsequent
fractures is increasing. In the Western
civilization, osteoporosis is already the most
prevalent bone disease and will in the future
generate major problems for public health
institutions.
Besides the application of conventional
techniques of measuring the bone mineral
density (BMD), high resolution imaging
techniques (CT and MR) for the visualisation of
the complex, three-dimensional bone structures
are optimized. Nowadays it is possible for MR
imaging to achieve an in-plane resolution up to
150 µm with a slice thickness of 300 µm. Such
high resolutions are obtained for the distal radius
and the calcaneus in vivo.
The subsequent application of structure
measures offers new diagnostic perspectives in
the diagnosis of osteoporosis.
Different linear and non-linear statistical
measures for the quantitative characterisation of
bone structures were evaluated by using the
method of surrogates. It could be shown that for
both healthy and osteoporotic bones, surrogates
preserving linear correlations in the images can

Fig. IV.C.10: Bifurcation Diagram for the
experimentally recorded AFM data. The large panel
shows a close-up for the transition from regular to
chaotic behaviour. After a transition from the
attractive to the repulsive mode the system undergoes
a period-doubling and finally ends in a chaotic
regime.

Fig. IV.C.11: Colour coded distance matrix of the
pointwise dimension, using a distance measure
related to the Kullback-Leibler contrast. For
comparison the fractal dimension (on the right) and
the deflection signal (upper diagram) are shown.
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be generated. By applying non-linear statistical
measures such as the spectrum of scaling
indices a clear discrimination between the
original and surrogate data was possible. We
conclude that bone structure contains nonlinearities and it is therefore mandatory to use
non-linear statistical measures to enable an
appropriate description of the data sets.
We used Minkowski-functionals and estimators
for the local scaling properties of the data, i.e.
scaling index method (SIM) and scaling vector
method (SVM). Furthermore it was shown that
for both healthy and osteoporotic bones, the
generation of surrogates, which preserve the
Minkowski functionals, is possible by applying
simulated annealing. Using SIM a discrimination
between the original and surrogates was
possible
indicating
that
the
Minkowski
functionals and the scaling indices complement
each other.
In in vitro studies we investigated the correlation
of newly defined statistical measures that
quantify the microscopic properties of the
trabecular bone structures with macroscopic
biomechanical
properties
(e.g.
maximal
contraction strength (MCS)).

measured with the scaling indices. For specimen
taken from the spine a correlation coefficient
R=0.93 between P(α) and MCS was achieved.
This result is significantly better than the
correlation between the commonly used bone
mineral density (BMD) and MCS (R=0.73).
A comparable improvement was obtained for
femur specimen, where we obtained a
correlation coefficient of R=0.91 using
anisotropic scaling indices. The correlation with
BMD was only R= 0.72. In this case the
conventional measures performed even worse
(R=0.6 for BV/TV (=bone volume/ trabecular
volume) and R=0.52 for Tr. N. (= trabecular
number)).

Fig. IV.C.13: ROC-curves, comparing the results of
an in vivo study. We show the sensitivity of the BMD
(red), of a conventional two-dimensional measure
(blue) and of the newly developed structure
parameter P(∆α) (green) as a function of the
specificity.
A large clinical study is now conducted in order
to assess how well the structure measures can
predict the risk of spine fractures for
postmenopausal women (Fig. IV.C.12). The
structure measures ∆P(α) has been determined
in the same way as in the in vitro study. By
means of a Receiver Operator Characteristic
(ROC) analysis we searched for parts of the
P(α)-spectrum, or equivalently the part of the
bone structure, which are optimal to discriminate
between patients with fracture and patients
without fracture. The degree of discrimination is
quantified by calculating the area (A) under the
ROC curve. Our best result is A = 0.86 (see Fig.
IV.C.13). To our best knowledge, such a degree
of discrimination has never been achieved using
other methods.
Bone remodelling processes are governed by
two opposite processes namely bone resorption
by osteoclasts (spatially random) and bone
formation by osteoblasts (stress dependent).
These processes can be described by non-linear
partial differential equations, which model the
effects of osteoclasts and osteoblasts on the
local change of the relative bone density. A

Fig. IV.C.12: Upper row: HR-MR image of the distal
radius for a healthy patient (left) and a patient with
osteoporotic spine fracture (right). Middle row: the
respective segmented distal radius for the images
shown in the upper row. Lower row: Spectrum of the
scaling indices for the segmented part of the images.
The shift of the P(α)-spectrum towards higher values
for osteoporotic bones with rarefied trabecular
structure is clearly visible.
From the spectrum of scaling indices, which
quantifies the local scaling properties in an
image, we derived a structural measure ∆P(α)
using a filtering procedure which considers
sliding windows of variable width. Thus P(α)
represents a part of the bone structure as
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possibility to solve partial differential equations
numerically is the use of cellular automata. We
demonstrated the feasibility of modelling
trabecular changes using cellular automata. We
showed that trabecular structures emerge from a
uniform distribution whereas the alignment of the
trabeculae follows the direction of the forces
acting on the bone (Wolff’s law). The
configuration remains stable. Slightly decreasing
the sensitivity of osteoblasts to local strain
results in a new stable configuration with lower
bone density and rarefied trabecular structure
(Fig. IV.C.14). The texture measures (e.g.
scaling indices and Minkowski functionals) can
account for the structural changes. These
variations are comparable to those observed in
vitro and in vivo (Fig. IV.C.12). In the future we
will extend the model to three dimensions,
optimize its rules and the choice of parameters.
Investigations of drug effects in silicio as well as
a systematic analysis of the sensitivity of texture
measures to slight changes in the bone
structures will become possible.

trabecular bone structure, so that a better
assessment of the patient's response to a drugtherapy will become available. Future research
activities will go into this direction.

EEG Analysis
In a cooperation with the Heckscher Klinik für
Kinder- und Jugendpsychiatrie (München)
methods were developed, which characterize
brain activity in infantile epileptic patients. The
analyses base on surface encephalograms
(non-invasive EEGs), which were recorded
according to the 10-20-International System of
Electrode Placements, that means that 21 EEG
channels were recorded simultaneously. Hence,
additional information could be achieved from
the interaction of the different EEG-channels: a
spatio-temporal analysis of brain activity is
feasible.
In interictal periods, between epileptic attacks
(seizures), visual inspection often yields no
indications for epileptic patterns. Therefore a
method is desired which is sensitive for epileptic
signatures even if typical pathological patterns
are missing in the EEG. The interaction of the
different brain regions is assessed by applying a
number of correlation measures on synchronous
time segments (1-2 s) of pairs of EEG-channels.
It turns out, that the most suitable measure to
distinguish between epileptic and normal
patients is mutual information. The working
hypothesis, that the correlation between the
different brain regions during epileptic attacks is
high holds even during interictal periods. In Fig.
IV.C.15 the effect of medical therapy, which
moves the patient in the region of normal brain
activity is demonstrated.

Fig. IV.C.15: Mean mutual information distance for
patient A (red) and B (blue). The filled circles denote
the mean mutual information distance, the vertical
lines indicate the standard deviation of the single
EEG-recordings. The horizontal lines label the mean
mutual information for patient A and patient B, the
dashed lines mark the respective standard deviations.
As a consequence of medication patient A
“approaches” the region where patient B resides
during a longer time of observations.

Fig. IV.C.14: Upper left: Image of a simulated twodimensional trabecular bone structure. Upper right:
Configuration after changing a parameter
controlling the action of the osteoblasts. Spectrum of
the scaling indices (upper diagram) and for the third
Minkowski-functional, i.e. Euler characteristic (lower
diagram), for the left image (green) and right image
(red).
These new methods may well be suited to
monitor (drug-induced) changes in the
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In some cases the functional deficits stemming
from epilepsies are therapy resistant. In these
cases even a surgical intervention and removal
of the epilepsy triggering brain region is an
option. This demands for a very high sensitivity
and specificity in selecting the right region.
To get some hints for the localisation of
pathological abnormalities a hierarchical tree is
generated based on distances constructed from
these correlation measures. Up to now,
candidates for pathological brain activities could
be localised but the exact localisation of the
origin of epileptic seizures could not be
pinpointed.

necessary. In first experiments, the conditions of
the low gas-temperature device have been
investigated. As a result, a parameter set
concerning gas composition and rates,
microwave power, and gas temperature has
been identified, which fulfils major requirements
for the treatment of living tissue. First biological
experiments indicate the desired sterilising effect
on bacteria. The efficiency of the sterilising
process will be evaluated on microbiological
level and its effect on the wound healing
progress will be quantified using image
processing. The latter will benefit from the
experience gained in the project concerning the
early recognition of skin cancer. Beside standard
biomedical techniques, also AFM microscopy
will be employed in this study. Fig. IV.C.18
shows an AFM-image of Escherichia coli
bacteria after plasma treatment.

Fig. IV.C.16: Characterization of clustering
behaviour of patient A during an epileptic seizure (a)
and patient B as a reference (b). In the left part of
each panel the exact hierarchical tree is shown, while
at the right side a two dimensional approximation
(topogram) of the cluster behaviour is displayed.
High synchronisation is colour coded in red, low in
blue.

Fig. IV.C.18: First experimental setup of a lowtemperature plasma device for in-vivo sterilisation of
chronic wounds.

The long term goal of this project is, of course,
the precise determination of the region of the
epileptic focus.

Low-Temperature-Plasma for in vivosterilization
In collaboration with ADTEC Plasma Technology
Co., Ltd. (Japan) and the Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversity (Prof. Stolz), very recently a new
study for the biomedical applications of
atmospheric pressure discharge plasmas has
been started. The objective is the development
of an innovative low temperature plasma for invivo sterilisation in medical every-day routine. In
order to utilize the expected benefits, this
technique will be applied at first to the therapy of
chronic foot and leg ulcers.
Fig. IV.C.17 shows the plasma flame which is
generated by microwaves. For applications in
health care, a non-thermal atmospheric pressure
plasma, especially at low gas-temperature, is

Fig. IV.C.17: AFM-images of Escherichia coli
bacteria after treatment with the low-temperature
plasma torch.
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